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The only motive I have for printing this little Nar

rative is, to relate to my personal friends the few occur

rences which passed under my immediate observation in 

the course of a long service, both by Sea and Land, 

in the East, particularly in that extraordinary portion 

of them known as the Eastern archipelago;—these pages, 

consequently, contain little more than a simple detail 

of the events which followed each other during that 

period, and in that remote quarter, where so many of 

my best years were spent in active service. 

It is neither my wish nor inclination that what is 

recorded here should go before the public at large; and 

consequently mutters relating to myself which under 

other circumstances would have been kept in the bach 

ground, may be thought to occupy too prominent a 

position, but being nothing more than a compilation 

from my notes and journals, without attempt at liter

ary composition, I trust that those who may take the 

trouble of looking into it, will bestow a lenient scrutiny 

on the contents. 

N. B. Since the year 1830, when the first num

bers of this Narrative were printed, it has been 

my misfortune to sustain the loss of many official 

documents and public letters, which would have been 

satisfactory to me to have introduced here. 
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" Oh, who can tell, save he whose heart hath tried, 
" And danc'd in triumph o'er the waters wide, 
" The exulting sense, the pulse's maddening play 
" That thrills the wanderer of that trackless way." 

THE year 1799 was fast drawing to a close, when the 

writer of this narrative (on presentation of an appointment 

to India;) quitted the grammar school, at Durham; and, 

being stowed away in a corner of one of those cumbrous 

machines containing six inside, and an indefinite number 

out, plying between the two Capitals, was, after toiling 

three dismal days and nights through the snow, at last 

safely deposited in the great metropolis, at the door of 

an amiable lady, a relation by my mother's side, to 

whose care and hospitality I was in the first instance 

consigned. Of my fellow-passengers I can say nothing ; 

but at York a party of heavily-ironed convicts en route 

for Botany Bay, were, with their guards, put upon the 

roof, and deposited for a while within the massy walls of 

Newgate. 

B 
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In those days that penal settlement was not the 

enticing land of promise and adventure it has since become; 

the army, the navy, and India, were the great objects of 

attraction to all parents who had younger sons to dispose 

of ; and belonging to that numerous class, who must be 

got rid of, it was not thought necessary to consult my 

feeling or predilections in the matter: but, merely told 

that my lot was cast amongst the sojourners in that 

distant region ; and having passed muster, and complied 

with the ordinary regulations of the ruling authorities, I 

was trundled on board the ship scaleby Castle recently 

arrived from India on her first voyage, then lying off 

Gravesend ; and at a very early age, sent forth to push 

my fortune in this busy world. 

As this noble merchantman, was to convey troops as 

far as the Cape of Good Hope, the transport-board, 

notwithstanding the inclemency of the season, ordered 

her round to Portsmouth, to embark the 34th regiment, 

which, including officers and women and children, num

bered about eight hundred souls ; and our departure 

being retarded by strong south-westerly gales, it was 

late in February ere we were fairly enabled to put to 

sea ; but on the first change of wind we broke ground 

from the Mother-bank, and with a countless fleet passed 

through the Needles, under convoy of H. M. S. Melpomene 
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commanded by Sir Charles Hamilton who was directed 

to see the Scaleby and four other ships similarly freighted 

for that destination, safely across the line: it was during 

the height of the revolutionary war, and vessels for all 

parts of the British dominions assembled at this capacious 

anchorage to take advantage of the different convoys 

allotted for their protection. Scarcely, however, had 

we entered the channel, before the wind chopped round 

to its old quarter, scattering the fleet in all directions; 

and after beating about for some time, sent us in a most 

miserable plight into Falmouth, from whence we ulti

mately prosecuted our voyage to the Cape, a single ship. 

While detained by these wintry gales, I received much 

kindness and hospitality from Governor Melvill, who, 

with his family, occupied Pendennis Castle. 

In order to season the young soldiery destined to 

serve on the scorching plains of Hindoostaun, it was 

thought advisable in that era to station them in the 

more temperate region of the African Cape, as well to 

enure them to a warmer climate as to perfect their 

discipline before called upon to take part in actual 

warfare; and the 34th from its existing condition, was 

one of those regiments to whom such a probation was 

particularly desirable, having but recently returned from 

the West Indies a mere skeleton, and now made up of 
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wild Irish lads, drawn from her teeming jails, to whom 

the choice of transportation or enlistment was given. It 

would be beyond my humble abilities to convey any 

adequate idea of the uproar and confusion now reigning 

where all had been so quiet and orderly before ; even to 

one so young and inexperienced as myself, it seemed to 

call for prompt interposition on the part of the officers to 

keep the ship from falling into the hands of those 

rampant Milesians. Nor was this early prediction an 

erroneous one; for whilst the ship's company were busily 

occupied in shifting berth in Falmouth harbour, they 

broke into open mutiny, pelted the seamen in the cable 

tiers with whatever they could lay hands on; beds, 

knapsacks, mess platters, &c., &c., nothing came amiss 

in the row, thrust a bayonet through the arm of the third 

mate, which was intended for his heart, knocked down 

another, and most assuredly would have caused the loss 

of the ship, but for the prompt assistance rendered by 

Capt. Sir J. P . Beresford, of H. M. S. Cambrian, who 

sent the boats of that frigate to our assistance, whilst the 

Scaleby was fast drifting in-shore. The whole voyage 

was one of great annoyance; thefts and other crimes were 

of daily occurrence, and led to almost daily punishment; 

and in addition to the vexation resulting from these 

vicious habits, a most infectious jail-fever soon made its 
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appearance, and as we approached a warmer latitude, 

burst forth with frightful malignity. The two medical 

men were amongst its earliest victims, and though every 

measure of precaution was resorted to, by the construction 

of hospitals for the infected, it could not be arrested. 

For weeks this dreadful scourge spread through the 

swarming throng like a destroying angel whose course 

would not be stayed: indeed this can hardly be wondered 

at, when it is considered how densely crowded were both 

main and orlop decks of this floating hive, which, 

independently of the ship's crew of 200 Indians and 

Europeans contained such a mass of mortality. Attend

ing Capt. Gardiner in administering comforts to the 

unhappy sufferers, I often held the thermometer while 

it ranged between 90 and 100 degrees of Fahrenheit in 

their berths— this intercourse with the infected at last 

brought the malady upon myself, and even now I have 

a painftd remembrance of its enfeebling depression. In 

the course of a passage of nine weeks, no less than an 

hundred and eighty of the crew and soldiers were swept 

off by its ravages; at one period eight or ten bodies were 

daily consigned to the deep, and those who survived our 

arrival at Simon's Bay were in so debilitated a state from 

the combined effects of scurvy and fever, as to be hardly 

able to march to the barracks ; for myself, I owe my 
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recovery, under Providence, to the kind attention of 

Captain Gardiner, who, immediately on our arrival, 

had me removed to the shore, and procured all the 

accomodation and comfort I could desire. To a great 

maritime power the possession of this key to India and 

China is of the utmost importance: it had been about 

five years previously wrested from the Dutch, by the 

joint exertions of Admiral Lord Keith and Sir James 

Craig; then, at the peace of Amiens was restored, but 

again taken from them in 1806, and now permanently 

annexed to Great Britain. We met here H. M. ships 

Lancaster, Tremendous, Adamant, Diomede, and Rattle-

snake; the former bearing the flag of Vice Admiral Sir 

Roger Curtis, to whom was entrusted its protection, as 

well as the blockade of the Mauritius and Burbon: and 

being necessarily detained during the process of cleansing, 

fumigating and restoring the ship to a healthful condition, 

it was late in the rainy season before we reached our 

ultimate destination. 

After passing some weeks under the hospitable roof 

of my kind and revered relative, Robert Anderson, esq., 

whose more than parental affection no time can efface 

from my memory, I was ordered to join the Mornington, 

fitting for the especial service of the supreme government, 

then administered by the Marquis Wellesley. She had 
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been recently launched and equipped, and in those days 

of naval architecture, was considered by all competent 

authorities, a beautiful specimen of her class; her arma

ment consisted of twenty 32's and four long 18-pounders; 

but, as events soon proved, less judgment had been shewn 

in selecting her commander. We sailed from Bombay, 

about the end of September, with despatches for Vice-

admiral Rainier, the naval commander-in-chief in India, 

and having en route landed at Tellicherry, General 

Camac, an octogenarian warrior who had borne a con

spicuous part in the wars of Olive and Warren Hastings, 

and peeped into Trincomalee, made the best of our way to 

the opposite coast, in expectation of finding his Excellency 

in Madras Roads; and passing the Danish settlement of 

Trinquebar, unluckily fell in with a French corvette, 

la Gloire, then direct from the Isle of France, and her 

first appearance in these waters: I say unluckily, as 

subsequent events developed that under other auspices 

such a meeting would have produced different results. 

When first seen, both ships were rapidly advancing from 

opposite points, under the influence of a fresh breeze, and 

smooth unruffled sea; but as soon as the Frenchman had 

sighted our hull, he wore round on our lee bow, in order 

to try his speed on the same line of sailing; and it soon 

became evident, that, in going free we had the superiority. 
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though these advantages were of no avail; Capt. R -n 

was constitutionally a weak and nervous man, and chose 

rather to be contemned for a failure in courage, than cen

sured for any deviation from the strict letter of his 

official instructions, under which he took shelter, and by 

which, as in all similar cases, he was enjoined to lose no 

time in searching out the authority to whom they are 

addressed. No doubt there must always devolve consid

erable responsibility on the heads of those entrusted with 

the custody of the public despatches ; but in the present 

instance these were not of such a nature as to render the 

loss of an hour, or even a day in their delivery, matter 

of much importance; and, in consultation with his 

Lieutenants, this was forcibly put; yet nothing could 

induce him to become the aggressor, easy as it would 

have been to edge away and close: the ships were 

then going parallel, each with a fore-top-mast steering 

sail set and barely out of gun-shot: and in this tantalizing 

and provoking attitude the day was spent, until the sun 

went down; when she bore up under all her canvass, to 

the s. w., leaving this poor pusilanimous being to the 

enjoyment of his own humiliating reflections, and his 

comrades to the silent expression of their disgust. Next 

morning we were close up with the ship Bellisarius, which 

they had plundered the preceding day, and from whom 
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we learnt her name and other particulars; she was a new 

corvette, of 22 guns, well manned and fresh from Nantes, 

having been constructed for this particular employment, 

and commanded by one who had had much experience in 

the Indian seas. From this discreditable conduct on the 

part of Capt. R. arose an unpleasant feeling towards that 

individual, so long as he was permitted to remain in 

command, which, to the inexpressible joy of his crew, 

ended with the ship's arrival in port. 

The admiral having left Madras Roads before our 

arrival, his despatches were handed over to Capt. (now 

Admiral Sir) Pultney Malcolm, of H. M. S. Suffolk; and 

we were directed to afford convoy to three country ships* 

returning to Calcutta, in whose company we had the 

misfortune to encounter one of those severe tempests 

which not unfrequently occurs in the Indian ocean, about 

the breaking up of the s. w. monsoon. 

The sun rose red and angry on the morning of the 

fourth of November, and was hardly risen before obscured 

by a mass of heavy clouds, which rose up and up and 

gradually darkened the entire heavens, casting back their 

sombrous shadows upon the sullen deep. The little air 

then stirring was sultry and oppressive, while the courses 

* Those engaged in the trade between China and the intermediate 
ports. 
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and topsails of the beautiful little ship (the former hanging 

in listless festoons in the brails,) flapped against her 

masts; as she rolled gracefully on the smooth surface of a 

long undulating swell. The sky lowered gloomily till a 

little after noon, and the low heavy wail of the morning 

air gave way to gusts from off the coast, accompanied by 

a whistling sound in the rigging, the never failing indica

tion or precursor of a hurricane : and as the evening drew 

on, the horizon seemed to close in around us ; the 

previously unruffled swell was rapidly breaking up into 

short uneasy waves; and the thick, murky clouds, as 

they drifted by, settled lower and lower, till they seemed 

scarcely above our mastheads. Such significant warning 

no prudent seaman could disregard: the hands were 

accordingly turned up, and the ship soon brought 

under snug canvass; the top-gallant masts and yards, 

with all the moveable weight aloft, were sent down and 

secured on the booms, the storm stay sails, a new set 

of courses and top-sails were bent, and in short every 

precaution was taken which experience could suggest; 

so that by dusk she was staggering along under a close-

reefed maintopsail and reefed foresail, with the wind 

somewhere about N. N. W. 

In these climates there is no twilight, and as the light 

of day declined, the wind became increasingly boisterous, 
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and at length, as if impatient of all restraint, it burst 

forth, and came roaring down with a vengeance, making 

everything alow and aloft crack and bend in its fury. It 

was now about 7, p. m.—the foresail had just been clewed 

up and furled—a storm fore-staysail set—and her head 

brought-to on the larboard tack, the gale drawing more 

easterly, when a terrific squall struck, and threw her so 

far on her beam-ends as to bury the lee guns down in the 

boiling surge; and almost at the same moment, a tremen

dous roller came toppling in over the weather-bow— 

washing over her waist, boats, light spars, and all else 

that had not been doubly-well secured. Fortunately the 

hatches were battened down, so that we had no water in 

the hold, save what came in through the scuttles between 

decks, or oozed through her straining upper works: — all 

was yet as tight as a bottle below. It was an awful blast, 

and for a minute or two the gallant craft appeared unequal 

to its pressure, and the accumulation of water on her 

decks : but, as if defying the threatened submersion, anon 

she rose again buoyantly breasting the foaming spray, and 

buffeting it from her bows, as the mountainous sea dashed 

against them and rolled away under her forefoot into the 

wild abyss to leeward. 

The maintopsail had in the meantime been ordered to 

be taken in, but before the weather-clew could be 
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gathered up, another fierce gust sent it into ribbons, clear 

out of the bolt-ropes 5 and the foresail, which I have 

already said had been previously handed, was by this 

time so saturated with rain and the sea, which washed 

clear over the foreyard, that it rent and split into shivers 

from under the gaskets by which it was secured ; but the 

fluttering of the goose-wings, with the remnant of the 

storm staysail (which had also been burst into atoms) 

helped to pay her off, and she was driven for some hours 

before the tempest, now raging from N. E., without a 

shred of canvass upon either stick to keep her clear of the 

enormous rollers which rolled astern, as she sped onwards 

like some wild sea-bird in its flight. 

Amidst the horrors of that fearful night, meteors, 

casting a pale yet dazzling light, occasionally showed 

themselves overhead, in appearance like a blue-light, 

floating and flickering sometimes over the mast-heads, at 

others near the yard-arms, as if attracted by the motion 

of the ship, as she fell and rose again on the crest of the 

waves. During such, all objects were distinctly visible, 

and on their sudden disappearance all was shrouded in 

what might emphatically be termed the blackness of 

darkness. There was no break in the sky above or 

around us—all was enveloped in the intense and impene

trable clouds which veiled the entire firmament, and 
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which the fury of the storm could not rend or disperse. 

As yet I had neither heard of nor seen the St. Elmo's 

fire, and therefore the appearance of these electric bodies 

on such a night—in their wan lustre lighting up at 

intervals that scene of turbulence and havoc with seem

ingly a supernatural illumination—was most appalling. 

About midnight, as near as we could tell,an overwhelm

ing sea broke over the weather-quarter, washing away 

the binnacle and two men at the wheel,— the captain 

narrowly escaping a similar fate out of one of the quarter

deck ports. The ship then broached-to, the foremast 

going clear over the bows, dragging with it the maintop-

mast and all belonging thereto. While she lay in this 

perilous position, it was proposed to relieve her by 

throwing overboard the guns, and cutting away the sheet 

and spare anchors— which latter was accomplished ; but 

the swinging of the mainyard (which was suspended by 

an iron topchain used in time of war,) having wrenched 

off the head of the mainmast, both came tumbling down, 

followed by the mizenmast, which snapped in two like a 

carrot; and the whole wreck lay lumbering the waist, 

partly over the side, against which, until it could be cut 

away, it sawed and rubbed heavily. Relieved of all this 

weight aloft, she seemed for a moment to right, though 

the hurricane had in no degree abated, but held her 
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downwards in the foaming billows, hammock-nettings 

under, in the very extremity of peril. Between 1 and 

2, a. m., the wind suddenly ceased, and for several 

minutes there was scarcely a breath:—it was an awful 

stillness— the hurricane in languor, not in repose—and 

nothing now was heard but the roar of the infuriated 

waves, as they broke over us. Suddenly, when the 

storm had done its worst upon us, a meteor of surpassing 

brilliance slid across the arch of the heavens, and for a 

moment lit up the forepart of the stricken ship, over 

which it seemed to glide—a spectacle at which the least 

superstitious of the seamen quailed and was dismayed. 

Till the tempest I have endeavoured to describe, (and the 

impression of it is indelible upon my memory) I was 

comparatively unacquainted with the reality of danger ; 

and although awed by its ghastly meteoric features, I 

caught a contagion from the bold, brave men about me, 

to whom familiarity with scenes like this had given a 

certain degree of hardihood, little disturbed by the 

surrounding peril. But this startling lurid light— in the 

lull of the gale, sent forth as it were by the Spirit of the 

Storm, to survey the ruin wrought in its scarcely-subsided 

wrath, was a visitation that daunted the most courageous; 

and the singular feeling which possessed me at the 

moment, was one of indescribable hopelessness and awe. 
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The rain now came down in torrents; and presently, 

while all were anxiously peering out for what was to 

follow, a vivid flash of lightning in the s. E., accompanied 

by a crash of thunder, as if the dense clouds were to be 

riven by the concusssion, gave a sure token of a change in 

the direction of the hurricane;— nor were we left long in 

suspense, for on it came from that quarter, driving us 

back into the raging waters we had so long been strug

gling with. Shortly, however, it lulled again, whilst the 

thunder rolled heavily, and the lightning gleamed in 

forked shafts, the clouds beginning to divide and move 

away to the westward. This was the breaking up of the 

gale. The wind now gradually drew to the eastward, 

and by daydawn had sunk into a perfect calm, though 

the conflicting sea continued to toss our helpless bark to 

and fro on its huge green waves, until in the course of the 

succeeding day, they slept again—apparently the more 

tranquil from their recent fearful agitation. 

There were few, I belive, among the survivors of 

that dismal night who really expected to see the light 

of heaven again 3 but He " who commandeth and raiseth 

the stormy wind," was mercifully pleased to watch over 

and protect us from the impending peril, and in the 

fulness of His own time to " make the storm a calm, so 

that the waves thereof were still ;" and with one solitary 
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exception, He suffered us again to behold the glorious 

luminary emerge from the bosom of that troubled ocean, 

in his usual splendour, towering upwards over the fleecy 

ridges of the heavy clouds, which were now fast sinking 

into the same watery bed, and casting his beaming 

radiance over all creation—even on that tiny speck, but 

yesterday so beautiful a specimen of human skill, now, 

alas! reduced to a rude, unmanageable hulk, without a 

spar or yard of canvass to keep her steady. 

Hitherto I have said nothing of our luckless consorts, 

who, being warned by signal early in the day to prepare 

for the storm, were directed to use their own judgments, 

and in the event of not rejoining, to make for the nearest 

port; but. two of them— large, unwieldy and half-manned 

ships— were, I grieve to add, lost in that fearful gale, the 

effects of which were felt far and wide, not only along 

the shores of the bay of Bengal, but, sweeping the coasts 

of Malabar and Canara, it laid waste everything that 

offered obstruction to its course; and for months after

wards little was spoken of but the disasters of the 

November gale. 

As soon as the sea had fallen sufficiently to admit of 

our going to work, jury-masts were got on end, by the 

help of which, and without further incident, we came 

safely to our desired haven, within the Hooghly— 
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" How like a prodigal cloth she return 

" With over-weathered rihs and ragged sails, 

" Lean, rent and beggared by the strumpet winds," 

and forthwith commenced the busy work of renovating our 

poor denuded bark, whose strong and well-built frame 

had sustained no material injury beyond the destruction 

of her channels and the straining of her upper-works. 

These were soon substantially replaced and put to rights : 

and in less than a month the beautiful craft was all 

a-taunto, stored, and as completely prepared for service 

as if nothing had befallen her. 

Meantime, tidings of the unlucky affair oif Trinquebar 

had been transmitted to the supreme government, and a 

court of inquiry ordered to assemble, and report upon 

Capt. Richardson's conduct on that occasion: by their 

decision it was attributable to mere error in judgment, 

his sailing instruction interdicting any deviation from his 

course which might retard his meeting with the admiral. 

Nevertheless, to guard against the repetition of so 

plausible but pusillanimous defence, under similar cir

cumstances, it was deemed expedient to remove him 

from his command, and he was consequently, to the 

satisfaction of all on board, superseded by Capt. Henry 

Frost, a younger, and most efficient and zealous officer ; 

and as there happened at that time to be a very numerous 

c 
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fleet of merchant-ships lying in the Ganges, which had 

been freighted in England, and had come expressly for 

rice in that year of scarcity, their men, (nearly all 

thorough good seamen) disgusted with the slavish treat

ment they had experienced, cheerfully entered, and we 

went to sea better manned and equipped than any ship I 

have ever since known to walk the waters. 

These were momentous and critical times for India; 

but there was a master-spirit at the helm, whose energy 

and foresight were equal to any emergency, and to whose 

eminent talents the salvation of that mighty empire is 

beyond all question to be ascribed. Besides the clouds 

which were beginning to darken the political aspect of 

Southern and Central India, and which subsequently were 

so happily dispersed by the brilliant victories of his illus

trious brother, who had just entered upon that glorious 

career, which has since made his name imperishable, there 

were others no less portentous, though in a remoter 

region, which demanded and received a share of his 

watchful attention. The French general Kleber, who 

succeeded Napoleon in command of his army, and esta

blished his head-quarters at Cairo, had not only over-run 

the whole of Upper Egypt, but pushed reconnoitering 

parties as far as Cossier, on the very margin of the Red 

Sea: all was therefore bustle and activity, to hurry 
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forward the expedition under Sir David Baird, which was 

prepairing to unite with that organised in Europe, and 

commanded by Sir Ralph Abercrombie, for their expul

sion from the land of Pharaohs. But the junction of our 

hosts from these opposite quarters was not the only 

remarkable feature of the campaign; on this occasion the 

services of the high-caste Hindoo soldier first became 

available to the emergences of the state—and although 

they have since yielded many of their religious scruples, 

and have freely volunteered, whenever appealed to, for 

distant and foreign service, it was under the auspices of 

"the Great Lord," (justly so called) that this triumph 

over the strong prejudices of their caste was achieved. 

There being none of H. M. ships at the disposal of the 

government, the Phoenix Indiaman, commanded by Capt. 

Moffat, was appropriated for the reception of the general 

and his staff, and carried him to Bombay; from whence 

he proceeded direct to Cossier and Suez, with the division 

of his army which had been collected at that presidency, 

amounting to 8000 men; 3500 of whom were Europeans 

under Colonels Beresford and Murray, whose names have 

since been, both, though in different ways, so distin

guished in the military annals of the country. 

During the continuance of the N. E. monsoon, our 

usual cruising-ground was over the upper part of the 
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bay and sand-heads ; and when once the s. w. had fairly 

set in, it was customary to run down to the eastward, as 

far as the entrance to the Chinese seas, taking care to be 

back into Acheen roads by September, in readiness to re

sume our station as soon as the season would permit, 

which was generally toward the early part or middle of 

October. Returning about this time, 1801, with a 

Danish Indiaman, which we had captured in the 

bay, richly laden with spices and an assorted cargo, 

besides a large remittance in gold dust from Batavia, we 

fell in with one of the enemy's cruisers, of Ganjam, in 

chase of a small English ship, carrying everything 

that could be packed on, to escape. It was late in 

the afternoon, and in the midst of a heavy squall of wind 

and rain, when we came so unexpectedly to the rescue; 

and, but for this lucky incident, her capture must have 

been inevitable, as the Frenchman was over-hauling her 

very fast; on the breaking away of the squall, however, 

discovering us so close on his lee-beam, he went about, 

under all the canvass he could spread, whilst the other 

bore up and joined us. Being unfortunately to leeward, 

and a dark and drizzling night coming on, we lost sight 

of the enemy, but succeeded in saving from his fangs, one 

of the H. c's packets, Georgiana, Capt. Leigh, bearing 

despatches from England for the Governor-General, and 
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with them the Hon. H. Wellesley, now Lord Cowley, 

proceeding to join his noble brother at Calcutta. 

It was shortly afterwards ascertained, that the enemy's 

ship was la Confiance, M. Surcouff, the same who 

captured the Kent Indiaman, and committed the most 

brutal and cruel excesses on the unfortunate passengers 

and crew of that ship. The details of her capture and 

gallant defence, excited so much interest at the time, that 

I may perhaps be excused for relating a version we had 

of it, from some of the officers of l'Eugenie, who were 

with Surcouff when it occurred, and which may therefore 

be received as authentic. His attack upon the ill-fated 

Kent having been twice repulsed, Surcouff became so 

exasperated at this spirited resistance, that, calling his 

men before him, he upbraided their want of courage, in 

suffering themselves to be beaten back by a handful of 

recruits and passengers; and after dwelling upon the 

enormous value of the prize they were contending for, 

declared his determination to take her at any cost; and 

in order effectually to urge into a reckless ferocity, the 

men—or rather the monsters under him, he promised to 

reward their triumph with two hours of unrestrained 

brutal indulgency. Then, having first stimulated them 

with large quantities of wine and brandy, he commanded 

la Confiance to be swept (for it was calm) under the 
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bows of her opponent, who lay motionless upon the 

waters; and after another animated struggle she was 

carried, and the victory followed up by deeds of the most 

revolting description. I t will, however, scarcely be 

credited, that during the perpetration of these acts of 

violence, a general officer, on his way to command our 

armies, was actually concealed among the ladies of his 

family, in the bread-room of the Kent; and yet this hero 

suffered no mark of public reprehension or dishonor, until 

a subsequent period in his career, when his conduct in the 

field incurred the just displeasure of Lord Lake and the 

contempt of the whole army, against which the coun

tenance even of his noble kinsman could shield him no 

longer. Immediately the loss of the ship and all its 

shocking particulars were known, active measures were 

adopted to intercept the vagabond Surcouff and his 

prize, which had a large supply of military stores for 

the arsenal at Calcutta; but although orders were sent in 

every direction, too much time unfortunately had elapsed 

ere the tidings of his atrocity had arrived, and he was 

now so far ahead of his pursuers as to outstrip them all, 

and ultimately lucky enough to carry both safe into Port 

Louis, in the teeth of the cape squadron. Probably the 

high seas were never before, nor have been since, the 

scene of a conflict and a conquest in which more heartfelt 
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commiseration was excited over the cruel wrongs endured 

by the vanquished, or a deeper feeling of indignation 

aroused against the inhuman victors. The merciless 

treatment which the prisoners experienced on their sur

render, surpassed in infamy all that could be imagined, 

even from the most ruthless savages; and although 

much allowance might be made for a man who should 

have the misfortune to find himself at the head of such a 

gang as the crew of la Confiance, in this instance no 

extenuating consideration can be admitted; for Surcouff, 

in inflaming their hostility by the promised gratification 

of base passions, appoved himself not only as depraved as 

they, standing prominently forward as the unprincipled 

and detestable panderer to those passions, but was the 

party on whom rested the heavy account of that iniquitous 

strife and its subsequent barbarity.—A summary fate 

would have been his, had he fallen into the hands of any 

of those sent in quest of him ; which, rightly dreading, 

he never risked by any similar adventure; and la 

Confiance (at least under that name) was never afterwards 

encountered in these waters. Our Danish prize, which 

was to have made the fortunes of the captors, was, after 

several months of rather anxious hope and doubt, restored 

to her owners by directions from England—a result, 

most unsatisfactory to certain individuals, of Lord Nelson's 

victory off Copenhagen. 
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That beautiful portion of the year when the sun in the 

summer solstice is casting his beaming radiance over the 

temperate regions of our planet, becomes within the range 

of the Indian Peninsula the tempestuous or rainy mon

soon, a word of pure Malay derivation, implying the 

"Seasons:" this change of weather is ushered in with 

all the awful and imposing grandeur peculiar to tropical 

climates ; the ocean, on that occasion, casts up vast heaps 

of thick clouds in succession from its watery bed; which, 

driven before the western gale, increase in magnitude and 

density as they roll onwards, and spread their damp and 

vapoury mantle over the land. The sun, for days together 

lays hid within this impenetrable mass ; and the nights, 

rendered fearful by the lightning, and stunning voice of 

the thunder, makes both air and earth to tremble at its 

reverberation; whilst the heavens, opening their flood

gates, pours out volumes of refreshing waters on the 

thirsty land. The months of June, July, and August, 

and sometimes far into September, are those that mark 

this periodical return, which is commonly one of tempo

rary repose to those who " occupy their business on the 

great deep ;" and as such was deemed a favourable con

juncture for taking our ship into dock, to over-haul and 

cleanse her copper, or aught else she might stand in need 

of, before the time of active service arrived ; all of which, 

when done we hauled into the stream, in anticipation of a 
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visit from the ablest administrator, who ever bore rule 

over that vast colonial empire, previous to his departure, 

in the Soona Mookae for the upper provinces; but on 

that day of bustle and excitement, an afflicting accident 

occurred, which chilled the hearts of those invited to 

attend on that animating occasion. Some gentlemen, 

whose ships were moored in tiers along the Ghauts, 

having hired a boat to witness the pageant, unwisely 

interfered with the native rowers ; and in attempting to 

cross our hawse, in progress to the opposite shore, 

unfortunately miscalculated their distance, and drifting 

directly upon it, were in the twinkling of an eye upset: 

for a moment, two of them (who were commanders of 

freight ships) clung to the cable, but before any of the 

men could descend from their stations on the yards to 

render assistance, they were forced from their slippery 

hold by the velocity of the fresh, and carried with the 

frail dingey and the poor dandies beneath our forefoot. 

I need scarcely add that this shocking spectacle cast a 

gloom over the anticipated pleasure of the day, and 

awakened in the minds even of those accustomed to scenes 

of this appalling nature, reflections of no ordinary kind. 

The gigantic Ganges, which from its source to the sea 

measures upwards of 1680 miles, at each revolving season 

spreads its waters over at least 20,000 square miles. 
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fertilizing the plains, as it wends its rapid progress to 

that universal receptacle for all its kindred. The alluvial 

deposit thus annually brought down, far exceeds the 

bounds of human calculation, and stains with its muddy 

solution the 

" Waters of the dark blue sea " 

many miles from its embouchure; here, in the vortex of 

that mighty torrent, we brought up for a while, breasting 

its impetuous rush with two anchors ahead, having a whole 

cable out on each, and two others ready to drop in case 

of need, with as much attention by night and day to the 

steerage, as when under sail in intricate and trying 

situations ; the swollen waters, sweeping past her at the 

rate of ten or eleven miles per hour, and in the most 

profound stillness— not a breath stirring in the heavens, 

so much as would ruffle the finest fibre on a Vulture's 

feather. A large and deeply-laden merchant-ship, which 

had, about the same time, been taken from her berth 

under fours, preparatory to departure for Europe, lay 

some distance below us, and being suffered through some 

carelessness of the helmsman to sheer her broadside to the 

stream, immediately shouldered her anchors, and tailing 

on a shoal, nearly opposite to Fort William, fell over, and 

left her bones to be buried in the accumulating sands; 
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some of her people, by dint of great exertion, were saved, 

and others, with her valueable cargo of sugar and rice, 

were engulphed in the whirlpool. But the most singular 

of all aquatic phenomena, is that called the "Bore," 

which occurs during the freshes, and caused by the influx 

of the sea during spring tides; forcing its egress beneath 

the lighter and more buoyant waters from the mountains, 

and visibly uplifting that enormous body in its descent, to 

a perpendicular height of 12 or 14 feet ; a rushing noise 

accompanies its progress, as if the confined element sought 

to burst the barriers which had restrained the mighty 

River for Ages; and, at its first murmur, the native 

boats flee into mid-channel, as the surest means of 

escaping destruction from this boiling cauldron 5 but 

many a luckless Dingy is capsized, ere the sleepy and 

indolent dandies contrive to reach the goal. 

There existed at this time a very serious misunder

standing between the commander-in-chief of H.M'S naval 

forces in India and the Governor-General. This high 

functionary, though vested with supreme authority over 

every other subject of the crown, holds no control over 

the very smallest vessel of the squadron, although their 

co-operation and assistance is generously paid for out of 

the coffers of the Indian government ; and the rulers of 

that mighty empire, to whom millions bend, cannot in 
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their utmost need command the services of a single ship 

of war belonging to the crown. To show the mischief 

that may accrue from any want of cordiality or concert 

between these eminent Personages, I will cite one instance, 

and more could be adduced if required. It happened, that 

late in the year 1801, after the final expulsion of the 

French from Egypt, H.M.S. Romney bearing the broad 

pendant of Commodore Sir Home Popham, came from 

the Red Sea, to Calcutta, (together with the Sensible, 

Capt. Sauce, which after incurring a vast expenditure was 

most unaccountably lost on Ceylon 3) and while the 

Romney was undergoing repairs, intelligence reached my 

Lord Wellesley of the probable rupture and invasion of 

Portugal, by the French; and in anticipation of such an 

event, he came to the resolution of sending a force to 

take military occupation of their settlement at Macao, for 

the more effectual protection of the Chinese trade, and 

applied to Sir Home Popham, to undertake its direction. 

As soon therefore as the equipment was complete, he 

sailed; but arriving off Prince of Wales' Island, was 

met by the Admiral, who, with a large portion of the 

squadron, had gone thither to intercept him: he was 

taken into port—made to deliver over charge of the 

armament, with all surplus stores and supernumeraries to 

Capt. Osborne, of the Arrogant—and with seemingly 
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undue severity, remanded back to the Red Sea, for pre

suming (though at the request of the Governor-General 

in council) to undertake any operation within the limits 

of his (the admiral's) station. All this, doubtless, the 

latter had power to enforce, but the consequences in 

this case might have been most disastrous. Admitting 

the Physical strength of the expedition to have been 

augmented by the substitution of the Arrogant of 74 

for the Romney of 50 guns, with the Orpheus and Fox 

of 32 guns each ; yet no advantage could be anticipated 

from the change. The chief, John Oliver Osborne Esq. 

was a Veteran of the Rodney School, and more accus

tomed to that mode of negotiation, than the subtleties of 

modern diplomacy, on which perhaps the projector of the 

undertaking mainly depended. Sir H. P. was alone in 

the confidence of Lord Wellesley, and in possession of his 

views, as far as related to the ulterior objects of the expe

dition, all of which were to be jeopardized, if not wholly 

sacrificed, to the caprice of one individual ; whose man

dates afloat brooked no control ; as it happened, however, 

the peace of Amiens luckily intervened, and rendered this 

precautionary measure of his Lordship's government 

unnecessary. 

The years 1800—1, and 2, were singularly propitious 

for the privateers, among the most succesful of which 
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were la Conjiance, already mentioned, and l'Eugenie— 

the former pierced for 26 but carrying 22 guns, and 

upwards of 200 men; the latter, commanded by M. 

Constance, carrying 18 guns and 100 men, with 18 

officers: the very superior sailing qualities of the latter 

made her particularly mischievous, and she was fre

quently to be seen within the limits of the pilot's water. 

Such audacity drew from the underwriters repeated 

applications to Government, who in their turn, were 

exceedingly anxious that her career should be arrested 

—and the attention of all the commanders on the station 

was directed to effect its speedy consummation. The 

object of such general attraction was a large American 

schooner, expressly built for her present vocation, in 

which her constructor had been eminently successful; 

and having once before met, though greatly to our dis

advantage, it was determined, by disfiguring the ship, to 

allay all suspicion of our nature and try if stratagem 

would befriend us.—With this design, a false poop, to 

resemble that of a country ship, was hastily constructed, 

the painting changed, patches of old dirty canvass were 

put into our topsails and courses, and every other expe

dient was adopted to render complete this "scene of 

excellent dissembling." A few days' exertion sufficed 

for the completion of these devices, and we had just 
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dropped into the track she probably would be watching*, 

when, early one morning, the look out from the masthead, 

descried a sail far on the lee beam, having chosen, as was 

rightly conjectured, the most eligible station (off the 

Swash) for intercepting the outward-bound. From the 

peculiarity of her rig, then uncommon in those seas, 

there could be no doubt of her identity, and pursuing 

our course as if wishing to avoid her, had soon the 

satisfaction to perceive that the spell had taken for she 

had tacked, and continued to make short boards till she 

rose our hull, which presenting no alarming appearance, 

only strengthened the delusion, whilst we kept steadily on 

a wind, with the sails lifting, in order to favour her ap

proach; by sunset she had fetched into our wake, and 

was pressing on in anticipation of a rich and easy prize. 

As the night fell we shortened sail and by eight o'clock 

she ranged silently under our lee-quarter, hauled her 

fore-sheet to windward, then hailed in good English, 

asking the ship's name, and desiring us to heave-to, that 

a boat might be sent on board; and to which an assent 

was promptly given, but seeing the ship pay off, they 

instantaneously became aware of the fatal snare into 

which they had been drawn, and bearing up also in the 

same moment discharged a volley of grape and musketry 

into us, without other injury, than cutting some of the 
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running gear and mortally wounding one seaman. Having 

her now before the wind, our chief aim was to dismantle 

her aloft, lest by any possibility she might cross us on 

either tack, and once more getting to windward, laugh 

at their baffled antagonists ; in these endeavours we 

happily succeeded and after an exciting pursuit of three 

hours, during which they threw overboard boats, guns, 

spars, caboose, &c, to facilitate their escape—we came 

alongside again, when the second captain hailed from the 

companion-ladder, begging us to cease firing, as they had 

surrendered; and in the act a shot struck the trumpet 

from his hand, carrying with it a great portion of the poor 

fellow's nose ; but as every man had fled from this shower 

of shot, there was no one on deck to let run the throat and 

peak-haul-yards, and untill the sail was fairly down she 

could not be considered safe—and small blame to their 

discretion—for no one who has seen the scattering of 

grape or cannister from a 32 pounder would under similar 

circumstances feel any desire to remain. On taking pos

session, we found her so crippled, and her sails so cut, 

that she could not be brought to the wind, but happily, 

as we expected, she proved to be l' Eugenie, originally 

carrying eighteen, French 8-pounders, 118 men, and 

officers, (two of whom were killed) and had made only 

one prize since we last met. Nothing could exceed the 
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joy and satisfaction expressed by the Merchants and 

underwriters at her capture ; and it was determined that 

she should be purchased for the service— named the 

Alert—and the command of her bestowed on Lieut. 

Hamilton, then our senior lieutenant. 

About the beginning of 1802, before tidings of the 

peace of Amiens reached our shore, the government were 

apprized of a frigate and corvette being amongst the 

Mergui Islands, watering; and Capt. Frost was directed 

to proceed off Cape Negrais, where we joined H.M.S. 

Sybilley Capt. (now Sir Charles) Adam, cruising between 

the Island of Cheduba and that promontory. After a 

fruitless search in the quarter they were reported, we 

turned the ships head once more in the latter direction 

and early on the following mom found ourselves in 

company with a stranger. She was discovered about 

the end of the middle watch, laying-to, and must have 

sighted us about the same time—for as we wore to speak 

her, she got instantly under a cloud of canvass, and when 

the day broke we were in full chase of this long, low, 

black, and roguish-looking ship, whose masts hanging 

angularly over her stem plainly denoted her nation and 

calling. The land-breeze continuing to freshen as the 

sun mounted upwards, gave us a decided superiority over 

her, and enabled Capt. F—, by hanging on her lee-beam, 

D 
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to prevent her escape before the wind, which they were 

prepared to attempt— having all her steering'-sail booms 

rigged out, and which, as we afterwards ascertained, was 

her best point of sailing. The Sybille followed close in 

her wake, and by eight o'clock we arrived within gunshot, 

when, finding little or no chance in flight, her commander 

bore up, exchanged a few broadsides with us, and surren

dered. She was not la Conjiance, as we had hoped, but 

l' Hirondelley M. le Meme, pierced for twenty 12-poun-

ders, with 160 men—her first cruise out, and had made 

but few captures. The Syhille accompanied her into port, 

whilst we remained in search of her consort, who, it was 

imagined, was still hovering in that latitude. 

On this occasion I left the unenviable situation of a 

midshipman, for that of acting lieutenant of the Alert and 

shared her discomforts in that fruitless expedition already 

mentioned to Macao, where the fleet on its arrival lay for 

some months inactive ofl" Lintin, exposed on more than 

one occasion to eminent peril from the typhoons, which at 

this season of the year sweep over the Ladrone Islands 

with a fury almost impossible for any vessel to withstand, 

giving but short notice of their advent. The marine 

barometer was not at this time in general use, and though 

a sure and faithful guide in higher latitudes, cannot be 

depended on within the tropics, because of the sluggish 
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nction of the mercury, which seldom falls until the 

hurricane has commenced. These typhoons commonly oc

cur at the full or change of the moon; and in either case 

the sky is lowering', the air close and oppressive; the sea, 

(or, as seamen call it, the ground-swell) begins to roll 

heavily in long undulating waves, and if near land sends 

up a strong smell, as though its very bed were already 

disturbed and in agitation :— these are the principal signs 

from which their approach may be predicated, and they 

warn the vigilant and careful officer to prepare and make 

snug for the contest. The fishermen also who live 

almost entirely upon the waters, at these and similar 

prognostics, hurry into creeks and inlets, and remain there 

till the typhoon has blown over. In stricter reference to 

our mission, we had much to endure from the imperti

nence and jealous interference of the Chinese authorities, 

who would permit of hardly any intercourse with the 

shore, and to enforce this order, stationed several Man

darin boats around the squadron—any single ship of 

which, had our purpose been less pacific, would have 

dispersed or sunk the whole flotilla. By judicious for

bearance on the part of our authorities, the rigour of this 

arbitrary order was soon materially relaxed, and the privi

lege of landing forbidden only to the seamen and soldiers ; 

but sickness resulting from the long confinement of the 
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troops, their veteran chief, Col. Hamilton, (who subsequent

ly lost his valuable life in a duel with the garrison-surgeon 

of Amboyna,) insisted on entering the Typa, that he 

might establish a hospital for the sick, and shelter them 

from the inclemency of the season. This decision of 

the gallant soldier was effected in direct opposition to the 

will of the Portuguese authorities, who feared that such 

a step might involve them in serious troubles with the 

viceroy of Canton: and in the shelter and seclusion of 

the Typa we together with Transports remained till the 

storms had passed away; and there the Telegraph packet 

found us on her arrival from England with orders for our 

recall. 

On our return from this Chinese demonstration, the 

schooner was found so defective that it was deter

mined she should be sold. She was built, as I said, at 

Virginia, of the United States, but of too slight and 

perishable materials to endure the ravages of a tropical 

sun, and, like the race-horse—speed was the only consi

deration with her constructors. She was without any 

other deck or confinement than that which bore her arma

ment, having merely a platform, whereon her magazine 

and cabin were placed—her officers and crew being 

berthed amongst the water-casks and cable-tiers in her 

hold, and barely space enough to crawl into this wretched 
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dormitory, where no air but from the hatchway found 

access. She measured 120 feet over all by nearly 30 feet 

beam, and her draft was 13 feet 6 inches aft. Her lower 

spars, particularly the main-mast and boom, were of pro

digious dimensions; the former plumbing the taffrail and 

tapering to point, bent its head like an osier to the surge, 

as she cleft the waters with her stem, and threw the spray 

like jets half way up the after leech of the fore-sail. 

Upon the whole she was the swiftest and most beautiful 

piece of mechanism my sight ever rested on; but in any 

weather save that in which, swan-like, she spread her 

broad white wings to woo the soft and balmy airs of the 

summer seas, she was the most comfortless, wet and 

miserable Hooker, man ever hailed from, and glad enough 

were we to part company. After a brief sojourn with my 

friend. Sir John Hayes, at Calcutta, I went round to 

Bombay, and having joined the Antelope, passed several 

months in the Red Sea and Persian Gulph ; and on our 

return to port I was dispatched to Broach, in charge of a 

couple of gun-boats, to serve on the Nerbudda, under the 

orders of General Sir John Murray, who in this campaign 

suffered the division of the gallant Monson to be cut up 

and annihilated by Holkar's cavalry, whilst he remained 

at the head of a splendid army, passive and indifferent; 

foreshewing that imbecility and want of confidence in 
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himself which he again displayed before the walls of 

Tarragona. Here I had the pleasure of passing some 

happy days in the cheerful society of a party from the 

newly formed garrison of "Broach," whose tents were 

pitched under the verdant roof of the far-famed Banian 

tree, the Cubeer Burr, which is capable of affording 

shelter to thousands of men. The Hindoos, by whom 

this giant of the forest is held sacred, have a tradition, that 

one of their saints, Cubeer, being on a pilgrimage to some 

holy shrine in Guzerat, sat down at sunrise by the side of 

the Nerbudda to perform his morning exercise ; and having, 

as is their wont, cleansed his teeth with a twig of that tree, 

stuck it into the bank, and on his return by the same route, 

perceived it had sprung into life; and, as he had predic

ted, would one day become the wonder of the surround

ing plain. Such, in reality, it has long been. The large 

trunks of this miraculous tree number upwards of three 

hundred, and the lesser ones as many thousands, which, 

at the time I speak of, were strong and healthful, 

and from which multitudes of young and thriving 

branches extended, with their roots pendant, seeking to 

grasp the earth and instil fresh vigour into its wonderful 

existence. A temple dedicated to the aged saint, stands 

near the spot where he is supposed to have worshipped, 

over which two miserable fakeers preside, and receive 
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the alms of such pilgrims as thread their weary way from 

the remote parts of Hindoostaun, to bow before the idols 

of their superstitious veneration. Tribes of monkeys 

dwell about it, and myriads of the odious vampires hang 

in clusters under its teeming foliage, and feed upon the 

quantities of fruit it produces. 

I was soon however on the quarter-deck again, being 

appointed senior lieutenant of the Teignmouth, one of the 

largest class brigs recently introduced into the service, 

and commanded by a gentleman of rare professional at

tainments. His father, John Wales, Esq., accompanied 

the great discoverer Cook, in the capacity of astronomer, 

on his first and second voyages, and was afterwards 

elected Master of Christ's Hospital 5 and from him the 

son inherited a thirst for astronomical research, and 

possessed a comprehensive knowledge of the solar system, 

and all in connection with the wondrous movements of the 

heavenly bodies, which he skilfully applied in tracking 

our weary way over this wild and illimitable waste. I 

continued with him for a period of nearly two years, 

chiefly on my former station off the Sandheads, under the 

orders of Commodore Hayes, in the Bombay of 36 guns, 

with a complement of 340 as fine fellows as had ever 

been got together, unto whom the protection of the 

Sand-heads was confided; and notwithstanding all the 
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watchfulness and energy he exhibited, the fickle goddess 

would not smile, but sullenly refused the boon she conce

ded to another. I t happened that early in February, 

1805, an express, under a flying seal, was forwarded from 

the chief Secretary to government, by one of the branch 

pilots, who was instructed to deliver it to the first of the 

cruizing ships he met; and, falling into our hands, we set 

out in quest of the Bombay, expecting her "whereabouts" 

to be in the vicinity of the Swash; but in crossing the 

eastern sea reef, H. M'S ship St, Fiorenzo of 40 guns, 

Capt. H. Lambert, hove in sight, and on receiving the 

missive, immediately bore up to the southward. This 

dispatch was to announce the appearance of two of the 

enemy's ships off Vizagapatam, which, up to the latest 

accounts were still hovering about, and picking up the 

inward bound as they made the land. Two or three days 

were unfortunately consumed in thus searching for our 

Chief , who had unluckily been down beyond his usual 

limits, and thereby lost the chance so long and ardently 

desired; nevertheless, it was not to be abandoned, and 

we accordingly made sail together down the coast; but 

on the following morning as the day broke, there were 

seen some distance on the lee bow, two large ships; one 

of which was soon made out to be the St. Fiorenzo, the 

other, her prize, the French Psyche, of 36 guns. Captain 
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Bergeret, who as might be expected of such a man, nobly 

sustained in this unequal contest the reputation he had 

earned in the defence of the Virginee, when, at the com

mencement of the war, she was captured by Sir Edward 

Pellew's squadron. In this encounter the Psyche had 

been very roughly treated by the heavier armament of 

her opponent—composed of 18-pounders on her main, 

and 32-pound carronades on quarter-deck and fore

castle, whilst the former were only 12-pounders on her 

main, and carronades of the same calibre above: notwith

standing this disparity, she fought a good fight, and was 

so seamanlike handled, as to elicit the greatest admiration 

and praise from the victors; but being overpowered by 

superior metal, many of her guns dismounted, and having 

a long list of killed and wounded, Captain Bergeret, 

during a temporary interruption in the battle, sent a boat 

with an officer to say, " that to renew the contest would 

be a useless sacrifice of brave men, which he considered 

incumbent on him to avoid, and therefore felt it his duty 

to surrender." It was a noble spirit that could be swayed 

by such motives, and regardless of his own reputation, 

thought only of those committed to his care. The same 

chivalrous conduct manifested itself again, when the pilot 

conducting his late ship into the Hooghly, unfortunately 

ran her on one of the sands, between Sagor and Kedgeree. 
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No sooner was the accident observed than he volunteered 

the services of his officers and crew, who contributed 

materially in rescuing her from destruction: these hon

orable traits in a brave and generous enemy, deserve to be 

recorded in higher places than the pages of this humble 

narrative. L' Equivoque his consort, who had taken a 

part of Psyche's armament and 40 of her men and officers 

escaped into Port Louis, which somehow they invariably 

contrived to do, and after attending the leaky prize to 

Diamond harbour, we rejoined the Commodore, and were 

so employed till July, 1805, when dispatched to England 

with the Bhurtpore treaty, which brought to a close Lord 

Lake's celebrated campaigns in Hindoostaun, and the 

Marquis of Wellesley's brilliant government of that 

empire. 

The south-west monsoon was in full vigour at the time 

of our departure from the sandheads, blowing in fierce 

gales and squalls dead on end, so that we were made to 

thrash the waters for three dismal long weeks, or more 

under treble-reefed topsails and courses in order to clear 

the Andamans laying immediately in our path; and not 

till in the parallel of Ceylon did we enjoy one day of dry 

or settled weather. Few incidents beyond those of 

common routine transpired during the run; but approach

ing Cape Laguillas, which was then in the hands of the 
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enemy, we nearly fell a prey to one of their large frigates, 

whom we came upon as she lay-to, every stick of canvass 

furled, some leagues to the eastward of that promontory; 

fortunately we were far on her weather-beam before she 

made sail, and by keeping in the trough of the sea, we 

found few could compete with us, so that the stranger not 

willing to be drawn to the westward, soon abandoned the 

pursuit. After touching at St. Helena for refreshment 

and water, we resumed our lonely track to within a 

degree or so of the British shores, when a series of 

easterly gales, which generally prevail in October, drove 

us back into the Atlantic, and kept us buffeting off the 

chops of the Channel without hope or prospect of a 

change. Whilst laying-to under the pressure of these 

gales, a squadron of five sail-of-the-line, with a disabled 

one in tow, and two or three more advanced like frigates, 

late in the day, crossed us to leeward, going nearly close 

hauled to the southward 5 but whether too intent on 

making good their own retreat to Brest or Rochefort, or 

deeming us too insignificant to lose time by, they passed 

on without deigning to notice, but allowed us to slide 

gently into the shade then fast settling down on the 

deep. For the greater part of a month these easterly 

gales continued, making it the second week in November 

before we came-to in Plymouth Sound short of provisions, 
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everything edible, even to the very rats, which were 

greedily sought after and devoured by our famishing 

ship's company during this long and wintry passage. On 

our arrival the first news that greeted us was the glorious 

victory of Trafalgar, though damped by the fall of heroic 

Nelson; and in a few days we beheld the hills around the 

Citadel over-spread by the populace cheering the gallant 

Strachan's division as they brought in the remnants of that 

combined fleet which they had intercepted in their flight 

from that bloody conflict; and those from whom we had es

caped were pronounced to have been the Rochefort squad

ron, with the Calcutta of 60 guns in tow; whose brave 

Conmmander Captain Woodriffe had so nobly sacrificed 

in order to preserve his convoy, and by this spirited 

conduct successfully attained that praiseworthy and 

patriotic end. 

The short interval between the peace of Amiens and 

the renewal of hostilities soon passed over, and not long 

after the recommencement of the war Sir Edward Pellew 

succeeded Admiral Rainier in the chief command of the 

squadron of H. M'S ships in India—Sir Thomas Trow

bridge following him in 1805, having been appointed to 

a separate jurisdiction, extending over all the eastern 

archipelago to the utmost limits of the Company's do

minion. This soon begot a jealous and angry spirit 
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between these two distinguished officers, who could not 

agree upon the exact boundaries of their respective 

stations. About the same time Penang had been formed 

by the home authorities into a fourth presidency, and 

facetiously denominated the Scotch Invasion, from the 

number of Scottish gentlemen composing its govern

ment, who came out under the convoy of Sir Thomas in 

the Blenheim as at that island the head-quarters of his 

squadron were to be established. After a very brief 

stay in England, we returned with dispatches for both 

these officers ; and expecting in the first instance to 

find Sir Edward at Madras, shaped our course to that 

presidency; but he had left the coast on a secret cruise 

to the eastward, some weeks before our arrival whence it 

was deemed advisable we should go in search of him ; and 

having as expeditiously as possible, completed our provisions 

and water, and received charge of six native officers who 

had been conspicuously involved in the mutiny at Vilore, 

and sentenced by a general court-martial to death, but 

commuted for transportation to Pulo-Penang,— we sailed 

in quest of the Admiral, whom we met at the Culloden, 

at the entrance to the straits of Singapore, on his return 

from Sourabaya, where we had, with the Russell, Belle-

queux and Phoeton, been seeking two old Dutch sixty-

fours, under Rear Admiral Hartsink, whom he found and 
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burnt at their anchors off Gressi. Our next care was to 

find Sir Thomas Trowbridge, in the Blenheim, for whom 

we had dispatches likewise, conferring on him the com

mand-in-chief at the Cape ;* after which we bent 

our course to Calcutta, still encumbered with the 

prisoners, whom the governor of Penang declined to 

receive, having as he expressed himself, "more rascals 

than he could manage already." Various reasons were 

at the time assigned for this daring and sanguinary 

revolt; such as an undue interference with the Cos

tume, and prejudices of the Native Soldiery;—but, it 

must strike every body, that the one nearest the truth, 

lay in the impolicy of placing a garrison almost wholly 

composed of that arm of the service, and most of them 

new levies, over their legitimate princes, the sons of 

Tippoo, who were immured within the walls of that 

Fortress. The innocent victims of that frightful tragedy 

were, if that affords any consolation to their friends, 

amply avenged; for their blood had scarcely ceased to 

* The fate of this ship and her gallant band is too well known. 
She had at this time been just re-masted, after being on shore on the 
North Sands in the Straits of Malacca; and was then, whilst laying 
in that tranquil basin, making upwards of two feet of water per hour. 
How much then is it to be deplored, that the gallant Chief who 
perished in her should have persisted (against all remonstrance) in 
taking her into so dangerous a latitude in that faulty condition. 
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drain from their stiffened bodies, ere the guns from 

Arcot were thundering, at the gates, and the chastening 

sword of the dauntless Gillispie, dealing death and 

destruction through their disordered ranks. Many hun

dreds of these misled enthusiasts, were either sabred o 

blown to atoms from the Gallopers; but the secret 

movers of the insurrection left scathless, being merely 

transplanted to a less dangerous locality, and conveyed in 

H. M. s. Culloden, to AUipore, in the neighbourhood of 

Calcutta; there to pass the residue of their lives, in 

delusive dreams of restoration to power, and with whom, 

the miserable exiles we brought found an asylum. Convoy 

being wanted for two ships, freighted by the government, 

we were dispatched with them to Bombay, and being 

about the change of the monsoon, were obliged to pro

ceed by a tedious and circuitous route called the Sou

thern Passage. 

Heartily tired and weary of my present lot, I began 

to long for some less monotonous employment; and it 

was, therefore, with no little gratification that I received 

notice of my appointment to command the Lively, a 

small schooner of eight guns and forty men, which (not

withstanding a dismally slow top) was a welcome change, 

and seemed an opening to a more satisfactory career. 

She was destined to acccompany Capt. Maxfield, of the 
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Strombolo, in the survey of the river Indus, at that 

moment looked upon as an object of the first importance 

— the peace of Tilsit, concluded between France and 

Russia, having impressed our rulers, both at home and 

abroad, with the necessity of obtaining some sure and 

certain information as to the practicability of any Euro

pean army finding its way into Hindoostaun via Herat, 

and so into the Punjaub; and looking forward to such a 

contingency, my brother had long directed to it the 

resources of his active mind. He had surveyed Persia 

and the countries bordering on it, and was now prepa

ring to trace his route through Asia Minor and the Black 

Sea, to the Euphrates and Bagdad; while we were to 

ascend the Indus, and ascertain how far it was navigable 

for vessels of tolerable burthen, at all seasons of the 

year ; but after waiting from day to day for our final 

instructions, the project was most unaccountably aban

doned. Whatever might have been the reason, it was 

never suffered to transpire :—perhaps it arose from a fear 

of arousing the jealousy of the Ameers of Scinde: or, 

possibly, in the prospect of an immediate disruption of 

that hollow alliance, all apprehension of present inva

sion had vanished. 

The stormy season of 1807 was fast wearing away, 

and symptoms of more genial weather beginning to re-
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appear, when letters were received from Colonel Schuyler, 

our Political Resident at Goa, stating that a very value-

able ship, belonging to a native merchant at Surat, on her 

way to Mocha, in the Red Sea, with a special cargo, 

besides Pilgrims for the shrine at Mecca, had been cap

tured off Babel Mandeb by the French corvettes Entre-

prenante and L'Adele, and having sprung a leak, had put 

into Goa to refit. This latter circumstance presented a 

favourable chance of restoring her to the original owners, 

and H. M. Brig Diana, was secretly dispatched to cruise 

for and intercept her on quiting the sanctuary of the Por

tuguese waters. I followed, having instructions to coope-

ate, but charged to be cautious against the commission of 

any " act by which the honour of so old and faithful an 

ally might in the slightest degree be compromised ;" for 

although Mount Cabot and the surrounding heights were, 

in virtue of subsisting treaties, occupied by British troops, 

under the command of Col. Adams, of the 78th regiment, 

as yet there had been no positive declaration of hostilities 

between the courts of France and Portugal—a precau

tionary policy was therefore the part of Great Britain. 

Urged by the aspect of European affairs, and the better to 

allay suspicion, I was for the occasion removed into the 

Mosquito, a large Galley or Pattamar, mounting six 12-

pound Carronades and 1 long 6 with a Corporal's party of 

D 
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artillery, in addition to her crew. Captain Kempthome 

took his station in the offing, whilst, from the lightness of 

our draught, we found concealment under shadow of the 

promontory, within which lies the bay and fortress of 

Aguada—" screened from espial by the jutting Cape." 

For nearly three weary months the Frenchman kept us 

en attendant', but rumours of an approaching crisis, 

with a Portuguese prison in perspective, were strong, if 

not satisfactory arguments for his moving —accordingly, 

having disposed of the bulky part of the merchandise 

that nothing cumbrous might impede her flight, he took 

advantage of a stiff north-wester, and with the wind 

abeam boldly put to sea in open day, under double-reefed 

topsails and courses, and passing us about a mile to wind

ward, very soon displayed that superior rate of sailing in 

which his previous experience induced him to confide. 

But where was the fleet Diana at this critical conjunc

ture. No one could divine : many an anxious eye swept 

the horizon, but in vain, the huntress was at fault; and 

this appeared the more extraordinary from the fact that 

only two nights previously Capt. Kempthorne and myself 

had met, and as I thought, had discussed and provided 

for every possible contingency. He was aware that the 

Frenchman had broken ground and dropped down to the 

bar, and probably only waited the lifting of the springs 
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then not distant, to enable her to cross: indeed, of all her 

motions he had constant information; and feeling confi

dent that the prizemaster, instead of running" down the 

coast, would shape a course for the Laccadive Islands, 

with intent to pass through the nine-degree channel, he 

resolved to keep the brig well to the westward, as the 

surest means of cutting off his retreat—and had he been 

as careful to keep the weather eye open by day as by 

night, in all probability a more gratifying result would 

have awaited his exertions 5 unfortunately for us both, he 

became impressed with a notion that no attempt to elude 

our vigilence would be made in the day time, but on 

some dark and starless night; placing too much re

liance in this opinion, unwittingly suffered the Diana to 

creep considerably out of her usual position, and by this 

error failed in realizing these sanguine expectations. En

veloped in the hazy atmosphere which usually attends a 

north-wester on this coast, the chase pressed onwards 

and so completely were we beaten, that by nightfall she 

had dipped her courses halfway beneath the western 

horizon. But, unwilling to relinquish all hope of draw

ing our consort into the pursuit, we stood on, fired and 

burnt blue-lights at intervals during the night—but all to 

no purpose; and when morning came, no object was 

discernible to banish the annoying reflections succeeding 

these hours of excitement. 
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Mortified and chagrined at so miserable a termination 

to that prolonged surveillance—in itself sufficiently irk

some—we hauled in again in the afternoon for the land, 

yet never fell in with the Diana until we foregathered at 

Bombay, where the subject became matter of enquiry; 

and on comparing logs, it turned out as I imagined, that 

fearful of falling to leeward, Capt. K. had hugged the 

weather-shore too much, and was thus drawn out of his 

wonted position. Yet it has always been inexplicable 

to me, why, if the interception of this ship was of real 

moment, a stouter vessel than that entrusted to my 

charge had not been selected for its accomplishment: the 

Ternate certainly was dispatched, but, required for other 

service, she was re-called, and her sailing instructions 

handed over to me; and possibly, had the Frenchman 

come out (as was anticipated) either with the land wind 

or common sea breeze and smooth water, we might have 

rendered a different account of him. But he adopted a 

bolder, and as it often happens, a more successful course. 

I gladly turn from the narration of this maladventure, 

(somewhat too prolix, I fear,) to the interest which 

attaches to the locality of that neutral ground, and to 

the adventurous people who first opened to the hardy 

Dutchmen and ourselves the way to naval distinction and 

commercial aggrandisement. Neither by profession nor 

by acquirements qualified for the task of an historian, I 
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eschew the attempt, and merely submit a few rough notes 

on subjects of so much interest, which will not, perhaps, 

be unacceptable to my readers. 

It is now nearly three centuries and a half since the 

famous Albuquerque first set foot in Malabar, and having 

restored the exiled Prince to his throne of Cochin and 

established it as a bishop's see, he bent his course along 

the northern shores, till he reached the beautiful bay 1 

have mentioned—the refuge of the Entreprenantds prize. 

I t had been wrested from the Imperial Crown of Delhi 

during the troublous times of the Mahomedan Conquerors, 

and now belonged to the Hindoo Princes of Bajeepoor, to 

whom, this heroic general speciously proffered assis

tance for the total expulsion of these intruders from the 

province. His proposals were cheerfully accepted by the 

unsuspicious monarch, and he led his Troops to the gates 

of the City, which were opened to him and soon became 

the theatre of many of his most brilliant exploits, and ul

timately, made the capital of the Portuguese nation in 

India. The island of Goa was the site fixed upon for its 

future grandeur, and under the auspices of its new pos

sessor the cathedral and vice-regal palace were com

menced, and conducted on a scale of magnificence so 

costly, that, notwithstanding the enormous levies made on 

the Prince Ms protege it is marvellous whence so much 

wealth could have been derived. 
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This island, so advantageously situated for the inter

change of commerce, is about fourteen miles in circum

ference, at the mouth of the Mandona river, a clear and 

placid stream, having its source among the Ghauts, and 

winding its way to the ocean along the base of these stu

pendous mountains ; it is six or eight miles up the estuary 

which branches from the semicircular basin, I have 

already noticed. Secure in this bay, ships may ride du

ring the summer season ; and within the bar (which is 

composed of the mud and sand thrown inwards by the 

winter gales meeting the downward current of the freshes 

or overflowing of the river,) there is perfect shelter in the 

most boisterous and inclement period. With these ancient 

mariners a tranquil haven seems to have been sine qua 

non in the choice of a locality ; for we invariably find, 

contiguous to their settlements, a commodious and safe 

anchorage for their fleets. In the district adjoining that 

to which I have particularly adverted, is centered all the 

territorial possessions in Hindoostaun remaining now to 

that once intrepid people;—and insignificant enough it is 

—a strip of 35 or 40 miles in length, and considerably 

less in breadth: yet may it be classed among the most 

enviable stations on that side of India. 

Besides the advantage of a cool and healthful climate, 

there are grand and imposing objects to admire. Of 

these, the cathedral and other churches, especially those of 
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St. Augustine and the Jesuits, though fast mouldering 

into ruins, are perhaps as worthy of observation as any 

religious edifices without the Papal dominions; and one 

cannot but lament the decay of these stately piles, occa

sioned by the transfer of the ancient capital to the com

paratively modern city of Pangim, (some miles lower 

down) and for many past years the residence of the 

viceroy, primate, and dignitaries of the church,—the is

land, its altars, monasteries, &c, abandoned meanwhile 

to the loathsome tenancy of reptiles : the timid lizard and 

frightful cobra de Capella ranges unmolested amid its 

rank and teeming foliage. Yet is the desolation most 

touchingly redeemed from the stagnancy of utter solitude 

by the mellow sound of convent bells, borne on the gentle 

breath of evening over lake and mountain, to summon 

to holy vespers a few aged nuns and decrepid friars— 

lingerers yet in the deserted capital; and, subdued by the 

influence that pervades the scene, these solemn peals fill 

the listener's mind with sublime and holy thoughts, and 

cause even the giddy and unreflecting youth to dwell 

with awe upon His omnipresence, who, whether their ap

proach be by flowery meadow-paths, or by a rugged way 

shapen through the wreck of cities, " will in no wise cast 

out them that come to Him." 

In contemplating these monuments of former prosperity. 
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it is impossible to avoid been struck with the miserable 

change that has since come over the nation. In her 

palmy days, her white flag, emblematic of her faith 

floated over the castle walls of Bombay; and on every 

port eastward of the Cape of Good Hope, including the 

coasts of Malabar, Canara, Guzerat, and Coromandel,— 

even to Ormuz on the shores of the Persian Gulph; and 

as far eastward as the Moluccas, which were the scene of 

many a desperate conflict between the stubborn Dutchman 

and them. Both struggled for the supremacy of the 

waters ; and it was long doubtful, until the distresses 

which befel the kingdom owing to her wars with Spain, 

left the colonists without support, when her oriental pos

sessions soon passed into the hands of her inveterate 

opponent, who, in the course of the following century, 

yielded them to a third power, and, it is to be hoped, one 

better able to retain them. 

These perpetual contentions may afford a sufficient 

reason for neither party acquiring possessions beyond 

the sea coasts ; the Dutchman seemed bent on the reali

zation of a fruitful commerce;—the Portuguese more on 

the propagation of the Christian faith amongst the people 

they had subdued. Priests followed the train of the 

warriors of Portugal, and holy temples sprung up where-

ever her flag was unfurled. To this day many of these 
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remain in Malabar, besides those which tradition attri

butes to the primitive Christians during the mission of St. 

Thomas, and long before the advent of the Portuguese 

expedition; but whatever may be the truth respecting the 

first dawn of that sacred light in so remote a region, 

certain it is that both her priesthood and laity were inde

fatigable in their endeavours to increase its lustre, although 

their measures for its attainment were incongruous with 

the precept of its great and beneficent Author. With 

them the end justified the means; and wherever they 

came conversion to their dogmas was a leading principle, 

compulsorily enforced, despite the tragical fate of Ma

gellan and many of his mailed warriors who perished in 

a similar career by the hands of the people of Mindoro 

(one of the Phillipines,) or, as others say, by those of 

Zebu, whom he obstinately determined to convert. 

Having however, in Malabar a meek and docile race to work 

upon, they were more successful in the introduction of a 

system of external professions and ceremonies among the 

lower grades bordering on the sea shore; although we 

have no instance of any person of condition resigning the 

tenets of his caste to embrace the new doctrine, had any 

such occurred, its fruits long ere now must have been 

manifest to the world. But alas! the result has been any-

thing but propitious, and affords sufficient evidence of the 
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utter inutility of attempting to evangelize a countless 

nation so deeply imbued with fanaticism, by any other 

process than the education of its children, through whom, 

alone, the divine influences of Christianity can be dissemi

nated,' so as to be best understood by those to whom the 

sacred truths are revealed 5 and whether, under Provi

dence, this country is to be the honored means of working 

out so great an achievement, time alone can develope; the 

progress hitherto has been slow, but not impromising-

nor has it been urged with that inconsiderate ardour I 

have ventured to condemn. If the most strenuous advo

cate in the cause of this laudable undertaking could but 

cast an eye on the half-instructed and miserable converts 

in the diocese of Cochin, I think he would be convinced 

of the imminent danger of intermeddling with the rites 

and customs of an ancient, sensitive, and warlike people. 

The absence in our predecessors of every consideration for 

their habits and religious scruples first disgusted them 

with the European character 5 and unhappily brought 

contempt upon all professing the christian faith 5 wisely, 

therefore, have our rulers profited by the past impru

dence of others, and abstained from every act that 

might appear an insult upon their caste; and well and 

faithfully have they been rewarded for their judicious 

tolerance. 
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Under other circumstances one would compassionate 

a people so fallen in the scale of nations; and whether 

they will ever rise from that humiliating condition and 

resume their rank in the great European family, is 

known only by the Controller of destinies. When 

Marshal Junot, at the close of this eventful year, was 

ordered to cross the Douro and march upon Lisbon, 

where, among the degraded aristocracy of that age, could 

be recognized the nobility of the great Alfonso, her 

Albuquerques, and Emanuels? Their "spirits" had 

been " interred with their bones,"—a panic had stricken 

the nation, and no patriot arm was raised against the 

ruthless invader, who was suffered to continue his tri

umphant march without a show of resistance. I t is, 

however, only justice to add, that under British disci

pline, for a while the virtue of their ancestors revived, 

and much previously-incurred dishonor was gallantly 

redeemed in the field. 

But it is now time I should drop again into the 

tide of my own affairs, which, from henceforth, gave 

me little cause to complain of ennui-; for no sooner 

had I resumed the charge of the Lively, than orders 

were put into my hands to take with me two armed 

Pattamars, (or galleys,) and proceed to the northward, 

to watch the piratical ports of Bate and Posutra, both 
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situated within Point Jigat, which forms the north

western limit of the Province of Guzerat. The first of 

these is an Island and of some note. During the height 

of the Mahratta power, when the fleets of those preda

tory chiefs covered the whole line of coast, and bid 

defiance to whatever flag approached their shores; and 

in every respect adapted to the pursuit of such scoundrels 

as still followed 

" the simple plan, 

" That they should catch who had the power, 

" And they should keep who can " 

having an excellent harbour, though intricate and diffi

cult of access to square rigged vessels, unless with a 

leading wind, because of the rapidity of the tides, which 

rush through its narrow and rocky entrance from the 

gulph of Cutch, but once within, you are completely 

land locked, and immediately under the gams of the 

Fort, which is perched upon the crown of the rising 

ground and commands the entire little Cove; but there 

is another outlet for small galleys, inaccessible to larger 

vessels by which they creep in and out at all seasons, 

and within lies Posutra admissable only to boats. It 

has also been long celebrated as a place of religious pil

grimage for Hindoo worshippers at the temple of the 

idol Runchor, whose tribute now seems the principal 
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revenue of this second Angria. In 1803, a small but 

well-appointed squadron, consisting of H. M. s. Fox and 

H. c. brigs Ternate and Teignmouthy under the command 

of Capt. G. Yashan, of the former was dispatched by the 

Bombay government to beat up his quarters; and after a 

bombardment of two or three days without any salutary 

effect, he landed with a division of seamen and marines 

in the hope of making his way into the fortress, but 

could penetrate no further than the Pettah, which, as at 

Broach, and at other Mahratta towns, lies under cover of 

the garrison. Several men were hurt in this scurry, and 

among them the gallant leader himself; and (although I 

may not say defeated) they returned as they went, without 

having done much towards humbling the pride of the 

Rajah. A large section of the banditti did however take 

alarm, and fled to the southern coast, where, within the 

ruins of the ancient temple of Somnauth, they fortified 

themselves and continued to molest the traders in the 

Gulf of Cambay, until driven out by a second expedition 

under Capt. Dobie, who in the interim had succeeded to 

the temporary command of the Fox, This disconcerted 

them; for, with the exception of Posutra and Bate, they 

could find no shelter, and these were so closely blockaded, 

that the Rajah, soon after my recall, abandoned all overt 

connection with the miscreants. 
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On my way then to the ports thus briefly described, 

and standing in to make the coast of Guzerat, we fell in 

with a French privateer schooner, coming apparently 

out of the harbour of Diu; the sun was just rising over 

the battlements of that ancient castle as she emerged 

from under it, and, as she came sweeping on before a 

light breeze from off the land, we drew towards each 

other very fast, and when within about two miles, she 

took in all her square sails and sweeps and hauled to the 

wind on the same tack as ourselves. The light air that 

fanned our wings soon died, and we were both becalmed 

till the setting in of the sea-breeze, which placed her to 

windward, when she filled and continued on the same 

line of sailing without attempting to edge away— though 

possessing so great a superiority over the snail-like 

movements of this misnamed craft as to spare most 

of her light canvass: when we tacked, she did so like

wise, but still preserving her distance ; and as the sun 

dipped his lower limb in the ocean, she bore up under 

every stitch of sail to the southward,* in pursuit of some 

more profitable adventure, and was very soon beyond any 

chance of interruption from me. At nightfall I dispatched 

one of the pattamars with intelligence of her appearance 

to the Superintendant at Bombay ; but the only informa

tion gained of her was from the commander of the Shan-

* See Appendix A. 
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nom brig, whom they plundered off Bancoote not many 

days afterwards.* 

Continuing my course along the coast of Guzerat, a 

few days after this I met four large Arab dows, coming 

from the northward, with a fresh leading breeze, who 

were evidently in quest of some of the coasting trade on 

the way to Bombay. When first seen, they were spread 

over a considerable space, and seemed to be jogging on 

leisurely, with the clew of their mainsails traced u p ; 

but, on discovering us they closed, and held communica

tion, then hauled in for the land, with a view of getting 

between us and the coast, and came down at a rapid 

rate. These dows were by far the most formidable 

of our opponents, and from their great height particularly 

so to vessels of our description, if permitted to come 

nearer than musket-range. My old Cutch pilot, who had 

been a prisoner with the Jossamees in his younger days, 

and knew these vessels well, assured me they were of 

that piratical and ruthless tribe, who, Ishmael-like, have 

their hands against every one, and implored me to bear 

up for Pour Bunder, then no great distance under our 

lee ; but though his advice was disregarded, it is but 

justice to say that he afterwards exerted himself manfully, 

and exhibited a manifest distaste for any nearer fellow-

* See Appendix B. 
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ship with his quondam friends. Calling the small 

pattamar close under our lee, we stood on till within 

half gunshot, when the two largest, being most in-shore, 

luffed up, whilst the others passed on to leeward with 

the obvious intention of hemming us between them ; to 

avoid so unpleasant a dilemma we went about, and cross

ing the two weathermost, brought our carronades and 

musketry so effectually into play as to drive the fellows 

who were ranged along the gunwales, for boarding, 

instantly under cover; meantime the leaders, by inatten

tion or in attempting to wear, became entangled, and 

thrown into the utmost confusion, whilst we plyed them 

with grape and canister till they separated, and went off 

before the wind. So smooth and motionless and so near 

were we all this while, that it was impossible to miss 

half so good a mark 5 almost every shot told in passing to 

windward ; and as they slid onwards, we saw men sus

pended over the side of the one nearest to us, with whom 

we had been principally occupied. As the firing ceased 

we could hear them shouting Shoof, Shoof, that is fly, 

fly, to their companions to seaward, and as long as the 

wind lasted they stood off-shore, in close communication 

as before; and when afterwards becalmed, their mainsails 

were lowered down, and their boats passed to and fro till 

the sea-breeze came in, when they made their way down 
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the coast, and we saw no more of each other until the 

subsequent detention of three of their number in Surat 

Roads, where they had ventured under the guise of honest 

traders. They were, however, detected by the commodore's 

boat's-crew, visiting and discovering several wounded men 

concealed under an awning, which created a strong 

presumption that all was not as it should be, and led to 

their seizure and being sent to Bombay for examination; 

Mr. Secretary Goodwin, of the public, and Capt. Court, 

secretary in the naval department, investigated the case; 

and though fully satisfied of their identity and guilty 

the government, in consideration of their long detention, 

set them free again, to exercise their calling on some 

hapless coaster. 

The vessels of the Joassamee pirates are large, and 

used either for piracy or commerce, being lofty, of great 

length, and in form resemble a wedge, with a great 

sheer, the bow and stern rising to a point, with generally 

but one mast, which is stayed well forward, and on which 

is hoisted an enormous yard, composed of several pieces 

grafted and frapped well together, and a sail of the 

latteen shape—the tack of which, hauling close down 

in her prow, gives to vessels of this construction the 

peculiar advantage of laying much nigher to the wind 

than any others of European formation and rig. This 

£ 
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immense sail, made of a coarse cotton material sown 

over lines of coir (or cocoa-nut fibre,) is of a light 

elastic nature, and attached to a yard varying from 100 

to 135 feet in length, suspended by the haulyards alone, 

so that the swinging motion of such a lever is of the 

greatest assistance in forcing them over on the smooth 

waters they frequent. But these advantages are much 

diminished by the loss of ground unavoidably experienced 

in wearing;—for, as they cannot manoeuvre as those of 

European mould, this practice must invariably be followed. 

There are seldom fewer than eighty or ninety souls on 

board, each armed with a sabre, and round their almost 

naked bodies is tied a leathern bag, filled with large 

stones or pebles, in throwing which they are extremely 

expert, and with these missiles they endeavour to over

power and drive from the deck those whom they assail. 

Such was the fate of the little Sylph's crew, when attack

ed and overpowered by two of these huge dows: her 

commander was severely wounded, and her lieutenant, a 

fine youth of the name of Denton, shockingly mutilated, 

literally decimated, whilst others of her crew were decapita

ted and thrown into the sea—a portion only escaping the 

sanginary violence of her inhuman captors, but in a few 

hours afterwards, these monsters in human shape, met a 

just retribution at the hands of Capt. Corbet, of H. M. S. 
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Nereide, from whom they disdained to ask, nor would 

accept quarter, but perished in the waters, which closed 

over them and their detestable crimes. 

Occupying a large portion of the Arabian shore, the 

Joassamee tribe have from time immemorial been addicted 

to piracy; but it was not till their overthrow and conver

sion by the Wahabees, that they became the fanatic and 

ferocious race they now are. From that period, it is said, 

the habits and character of the tribe underwent a total 

change; and instead of following their wonted pursuits 

as traders, or living peaceably on the production of their 

own soil, they went forth upon the waters to pillage and 

to murder. I t was, however, only within the few pre

vious years, that they had ventured into such frequent 

collision with us ; consequently, no hostile measures had 

as yet been taken against them : but, emboldened by this 

forbearance, they at last assumed the attitude of aggres

sors, and acquired notoriety by their atrocious acts of barba

rity. A recent instance of their cruelty had been the 

murder of the commander and crew of the ship Minerva, 

which they seized on her way from Bengal to Bussora, 

and by this increasing evil, the temporising and economi

cal ruler of Bombay was compelled to adopt summary 

measures for clearing the seas of these ruffians; a large 

armament, composed of European and native infantry 
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commanded by Sir Lionel Smithy and a squadron of the 

Indian Navy by Capt. Wainwright, of H. M. S. Chiffone, 

proceeded to destroy their fortifications at Ras el Khyma, 

Linga, and Luft: (this latter place had been wrested from 

our ally the Imaum of Muskat, to whom it was restored 

before the return of the expedition to Bombay.) They 

next swept the whole bottom of the Gulph, at a vast ex

pense of life on both sides 5 but the pirate-vessels were so 

numerous—the pirate-haunts so thickly peopled and so 

tenaciously held—that a second and a third force of not 

inferior magnitude (under Sir Wm. Keir Grant) became 

necessary, ere they could effectually be made to dread 

the power they had lawlessly provoked; and even now, 

nothing' but the vigilance of the little squadron of the 

I. N. stationed there, prevents their returning to that vile 

and intolerable vocation. 

I reached Bate without further incident, but was 

soon recalled to convey Col. Skerret (the same gallant 

soldier who at a later period of the war in Spain, 

gathered his laurels on the ramparts of Tarifa,) and H. M. 

47th regiment to Diu, which our government thought 

prudent to occupy in consequence of the secret treaty 

signed at Fontainbleau, wherein France and Spain agreed 

to partition Portugal, and divide her colonies between 

the contracting parties. On a small sandy Island some 
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six or seven miles in extent, and at the southern extre

mity of Guzerat stands this gloomy fortress, its walls 

laved by the ripling current that flows from the 

gulph of Cambay, where ships such as our modern India-

men or of the line, may lay in perfect security within 

a cable's length of the beach, and within this spacious and 

sheltered basin, and where in the olden time the fleets 

of Solymaun the Magnificent came to meet the merchants 

of central India, and receive its rich and varied pro

ducts, the rare fabrics of Cashmere and Thebet, the gems 

and gold of Golconda and mount Ophir, the Spices, Gums, 

and Incense woods of Ceylon and Sumatra, all of which 

were brought hither as to one common focus, and 

conveyed by the gulphs of Suez and Accaba to Cairo 

and Constantinople, and along the shores of the Meditera-

nean, to the remotest corners of southern Europe; ap

proaching it from seaward, it seems like a huge rock 

to rise out of the briny deep, devoid of any object by 

which it may be connected with terra firma, not an 

inch of land beyond this solitary little Island have its 

present possessors been able to attain, which notwith

standing their fallen condition and impoverished resources 

they still cling to as in the proudest days of their pros

perity. The garrison are however frequently put to great 

inconvenience for want of water, there are no springs on 
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the Island, and consequently dependant on what the 

heavens supply during the rainy season, which is stored 

and distributed with a careful hand, so much so, that 

the comparative scarcity of this necessary, not to say 

luxury, in every climate was felt to be injurious to the 

health as well as irksome to the cleanly habits of the 

soldiery. On my return to the presidency, I was removed 

from the Lively and attached to the Persian expedition, 

preparing to accompany Sir John Malcolm at this critical 

conjuncture. While Sir John was still at Calcutta, con

ferring with the Governor-General on these important 

measures, another envoy in the person of Sir Harford 

Jones made his appearance in H. M. S. Sapphire, on a 

mission to the Shah, direct from the Crown; and being 

in ignorance of the preparations on foot at Bombay till 

the moment of his arrival, felt himself in rather an 

awkward predicament between the home and the Indian 

authorities, and perplexed as to the line of conduct it 

would be prudent in this emergency to adopt. In this 

state of uncertainty, intelligence of Sir John Malcolm's 

departure from Calcutta, on H. M. S. Chiffone, came to 

Bombay, whereon Sir Harford at once decided to an

ticipate him, and forthwith embarked in the Nereide, 

Capt. Corbet, and sailed for Bushire; but before the 

Chiffons arrived, letters came by dawk from the Gover-
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nor-General, of which I was made the bearer, and dis

patched in the same detestable Lively, with orders to 

pursue and overtake the Nereide, and deliver them to 

the envoy, who, besides being on board one of the 

fastest frigates in the navy, had had several days' start 

and was by this time half-way to Cape Jask. The whole 

proceeding appeared so absurd, that it may fairly be 

questioned whether the Government of Bombay were 

sincere in their desire of arresting the farther progress 

of the envoy, inasmuch as several superior-class vessels 

were lying idle in the harbour at the time she was 

ordered on the service; and, as it happened, we carried 

away her mainmast in a strong breeze off the highland 

of St. John's, which obliged us to return as best we 

could, without a spar of any kind to substitute, and 

the Nautilus when too late was sent forward with the 

remonstrance. 

In a situation so embarrassing as that in which this 

inopportune arrival had placed the Indian government, it 

was difficult to determine which would be the most pru

dent course to pursue. Had it been known in England 

previously to the Sapphire sailing that Sir John Malcolm 

had already been selected for the service, and that 

military preparations were on foot, it is reasonable to 

infer that the errand on which Sir Harford Jones was 
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dispatched would have been indefinitely postponed, 

and he himself spared the perplexity of his position 

in reference to the plans he should adopt, when beyond 

the reach of advice from the cabinet. The executive at 

Bombay were understood to concur in his views and 

policy, and to favour his claims to precedency, as imme

diately accredited by the Crown ;—on the other hand, 

those more intimately versed in Oriental events and 

characteristicsy relied with greater confidence in the 

abilities of the Elchee chosen by the Governor-General 

in council. The latter was generally admitted to be 

more conversant with all the subtleties of Persian 

diplomacy, and possessed a thorough knowledge of the 

condition and resources of the monarchy ; and if these 

qualifications could be enhanced, his being a favourite 

both with the Shah and the Prince Royal, might by his 

personal influence with those personages, have added to 

the probable success of his negociations ;—Sir John 

Malcolm seemed therefore to be pre-eminently fitted 

for the crisis, while it was yet problematical which 

party would finally prevail at the court of Teheran. 

The star of General Gardanne was now in its perihelion; 

and the councils of the French party were for this short 

time triumphant— having (to use a Persian simile) con

trived to throw dirt in the eyes of the Shah by a profuse 
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expenditure and the brilliancy of his retinue, in all of 

which was displayed the gorgeous taste of the court he 

represented. I t was therefore resolved that our Oriental 

mission should go forth as imposing as the magnitude of 

the stake demanded, and in consistency with the dignity 

of an ambassador from so great a Power. That so 

lately sent from England was, in its external equip

ments, apparently conceived, planned, and put on board 

by some political economist, and whether, in the then 

conflicting state of parties, it would meet a becoming 

reception, was a question of considerable uncertainty. 

Notwithstanding, as has been said the plenipotentiary 

thus " cribbed and cabinned" set out in the Nereidey 

and reached the Persian shore ere his rival had landed 

en route at Bombay—at all events before remonstrance 

or advice could overtake him, even had better means 

been adopted for that purpose than were employed on 

the occasion, but the lustre of the Pit Diamond, which 

was warily exhibited to the cupidity of the Khans and 

others of the Shah's dependants, was too irresistible and 

hope of its possession, ultimately ensured his reception 

at the court. 

In such posture were afl*airs when the preparations 

for this animating display of military magnificence 

were suddenly suspended, much to the secret gratifica-
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tion of the individual who then kept watch over the 

treasury of the Presidency; the transports were soon 

unloaded and discharged, the infantry returned to their 

stations, and the cavalry and artillery were sent back 

to Madras— where the popular and versatile abilities 

of the elchee were applied in mediation between an 

oppressed and excited soldiery and the policy of another 

parsimonious administrator, then holding the govern

ment of Fort St. George. This stubborn official, heedless 

of consequences, insisted upon his arbitrary ordinances, 

whereby he had driven the officers of that gallant army 

to the utmost limit of their allegiance,—at a time too 

when a large portion of it was in Travancore, prosecuting 

a war against the Rajah for crimes which this man's 

mercenary projects had provoked. To the wounded 

feelings of these gentlemen not the slightest concession 

would he make; but, on the contrary, adopted the 

rash and hazardous expedient of appealing to the 

native soldiery against their officers, intending to break 

down that bond of common interest and regard sub

sisting between them: and thus a torch was kindled 

which might have developed itself in a general insurrec

tion throughout the empire. It was in truth a perilous 

conjuncture, brought about by perverse and imbecile 

and " bare and rotten policy," and needed all the saga-
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city of expert tacticians to contend with it. But in the 

order of my narrative I must return to Persian affairs, 

which, as long* as the courts of France and Russia 

continued in amity, were fraught with intense interest to 

this country. Yet, considering how important to us 

were these affairs, one cannot but marvel at the indiffe

rence manifested concerning; them by His Majesty's 

ministers—-judging* by their selection of representatives, 

on this and a subsequent occasion, at a court proverbially 

faithless and difficult to deal with definitively* I can 

have no reason to impugn the private worth of either of 

the ambassadors alluded to; but in the opinion then 

prevalent in India, where relative national interests 

were better comprehended, a political acumen fully 

suited to the emergency of the time, had yet to be 

attained. To the one, however, a baronetcy and pension 

of £3000 per annum has been awarded, for about three 

years spent in ambassadorial capacity (the fruits of 

which was the treaty of Goolistaun*); while Sir John 

* This treaty imposed upon England the payment of an enormous 
sum yearly to Persia—kept that country in a constant state of excite
ment and trouble withRussia, and eventually plunged her into a 
disastrous war with that wily court. The treaty in question was 
concluded in 1813, by Sir Gore Ousley, but never ratified by Great 
Britain, though the pecuniary stipulations therein were for some time 
defrayed out of the privy purse, till the article was expunged through 
the instrumentality of the Right Hon. H. Ellis, and the treaty in toto 
superseded by that of Turkomanshee—concluded by Sir John Mac-
donald, then British Envoy at the court of Persia. 
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Malcolm, after half a century's arduous military and 

political toil, was compensated with an annual stipend of 

one-third the pecuniary amount. 

The dreams of our triumphant march to the Persian 

capital being all put to flight, I was sent to take charge 

of the flotilla, and cooperate with the army in Travancore, 

(the officer whom I succeeded having been blown up in 

the Lively, in the Cochin river 5) whilst the coast was 

watched by Capt. Byng, afterwards Lord Torrington, 

in H. M. s. the Bellequex, and to enable the brigade 

under Colonel Chalmers to move from Qulion took with us 

500 head of cattle which relieved that gallant officer from 

his temporary embarassment. On the fall of Travan-

drum, which terminated this mercenary and memorable 

war, I carried General Stewart to Columbo ; and, on my 

return to head-quarters, was appointed to command 

the Ariel, a new brig, just launched, and intended to 

accompany General Sir John Abercrombie, the military 

commander-in-chief, on the expedition to the Mauritius, 

with whom I sailed early in the month of July, 1810, 

for Madras, where the armament was preparing; I was 

not, however, permitted to attend him farther than that 

Presidency; for, on the day subsequent to my arrival, 

Sir George Barlow apprized me that I must be in readi

ness to proceed on to Calcutta immediately, with dis-
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patches for the Supreme Government, which would 

be delivered to me by Mr. Secretary Strachey in the 

course of that evening, and that the hour of departure 

must on no account be delayed. At this announcement 

I was not a little discomposed, my mind having been 

bent upon accompanying the General to his destination 

from the moment the expedition was first contemplated, 

and I could not conceal the mortification this stern 

mandate inflicted. But it was in vain to hope for any 

change in his decision; and though Sir George Hewitt, 

(who had come down to Madras to superintend the 

detail and distribution of the troops warned for this 

service,) most kindly interceded for me, still all was 

ineffectual, and by midnight the little Ariel was on the 

wing, flying swiftly along the coast, under a fine fresh 

southerly breeze, and in little more than three days and 

nights was at anchor within the waters of the Ganges. 

One circumstance, and one only, afforded me any grati

fication from this visit to Madras ;— it was the meeting 

with my earliest and best friend, the late Robert Ander

son, Esq., who had recently returned from England, to 

fill the office of master-attendant, and which was my last 

interview with this truly-excellent and kind-hearted man, 

to whose councils and precepts I owe whatever success in 

life I may have attained. 
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On presenting myself at the seat of government I was 

received with the greatest kindness and attention by that 

very amiable and excellent personage, the late Lord 

Minto, who, in the course of that interview, desired me to 

prepare and hold the brig in readiness for secret and im

portant service, the nature of which he did not then 

think it necessary or advisable to mention; but on a 

second audience, some days after this, he intimated that 

Mr. (but whom I shall henceforth speak of as Sir Stam

ford) Raffles would embark as soon as possible, who, as 

his confidential agent, was charged with the management 

of those affairs in which we were both about to be engaged, 

and that it was his particular desire I should zealously 

cooperate in all the public duties entrusted to him; add

ing that, as the utmost secrecy must be preserved, my 

further instructions would be sent in due season, through 

the Secretary to Government in the political department, 

at whose disposal I was hereafter to consider myself. 

Accordingly, in the early part of October of the same 

year, 1810, with that gentleman and his attendants, we 

sailed from Calcutta, under sealed orders; and proceeding 

in the first instance to Pulo-Penang, to receive Sir Stam

ford's family, we thence moved to Malacca, which he had 

fixed upon as a rendezvous for intelligence and communi

cation with the native princes. 
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My first care on coming here was to devote as much 

time as other duties would admit, to the study of the 

Malayan language, and the customs of the people, that I 

might acquire such knowledge of both, as would render 

my assistance at all available to the political agent, for 

which purpose, Sir Stamford allowed me the privilege of 

pursuing that object under the immediate instruction of 

his own Moonshee; these kind and liberal incentives to 

application, enabled me in due time to enter with satisfac

tion to myself, upon the duties assigned to me through

out the period of our connection with the native courts. 

Malacca is a healthful and pleasant settlement near 

the extremity of the Malayan Peninsula about two 

degrees north of the line, and from which that narrow 

strait separating the Indian from the Chinese seas, bor

rows its name; though so immediately under the equa

tor, the heat is far from intense, being subdued by the 

heavy rains which are of frequent recurrence; and the 

sea breeze, which sets in usally about noon keeps the 

temperature at an agreeable standard. Very early in 

the fifteenth century it was wrested from its native 

Prince of Salangore by the first European adventurers 

under Albuquerque* who triumphantly planted his 

banner wherever he fancied a situation eligible for the 

* Anno 1515. 
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commerce of his country; but the following century it 

became the field of many a bloody conflict between 

them and their implacable foes, the Dutch, who re

mained conquerors, and in whose hands it continued till 

1795, when we stepped in and shortly left them in their 

turn without a possession north of the equator. Upon 

Saint Paul's hill in rear of the town stand the ruins of the 

once celebrated church, where Saint Francis Xavier' 

wrought so many wondrous miracles before the astonished 

heathen, and at its feet lie most of the public buildings, 

including, all that remains of the old convent, and the 

inquisition &c., &c., the fortifications of the contending 

powers are also still visible which with the tombs and 

cemeteries, studded along the lesser aclivities, form an 

agreeable and pleasant panorama, as viewed from the 

sea. I t was at one period, and for a long one too, after 

our knowledge of these seas, a place of some commercial 

importance, but of late years, has been declining, indeed 

I may say Singapore has risen to its present pinnacle 

in the commercial world on the ruins of the former, 

still as a half way house to China, it is an excellent one 

of call, refreshments of all kinds being abundant and 

cheap, and although to all intents a British Settlement, 

by some anomaly in the art of governing, it long 

continued under Dutch laws and institutions, but towards 
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the time of our departure on the expedition, my Lord 

Minto authorized the substitution of a milder code, and 

enforced the destruction of every instrument of tor

ture, whether of Portuguese or Dutch invention found 

within the cells of the Stadthouse. 

The important and long pending question relative to 

the ejection of all European powers from the Eastern 

hemisphere, having through the earnest representations 

of the Governor-General, received the sanction of the 

home authorities, it became an object of primary impor

tance to obtain minute information relative to the existing 

state and condition of Java itself, and the feelings and 

dispositions of the Malay princes under its immediate 

influence; for, singular as it may seem, we were without 

auy certain knowledge of this kind, as it had ever been the 

jealous policy of the Dutch to conceal the vast resources 

of this splendid colony. Indeed so ignorant or so indiffer-

ent were our home authorities about it, that (it is well 

known) the instructions forwarded to Lord Minto's govern

ment were merely to confine his operations to driving out 

the European power, and to deliver it into the hands of the 

Javanese, amongst whose contending princes it would at 

once have become an apple of perpetual discord. Fortu

nately, in the estimation of the noble Lord this appeared 

an unwise decree ; and in order to arrive at a sound con-

E 
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clusion, he determined, whilst a portion of the disposable 

force of the Indian empire was gathering fresh laurels in 

the conquest of the Isle of France, to employ that time in 

acquiring the best intelligence on so momentous a ques

tion. I t was desirable also to ascertain, with scrupulous 

exactness, the number of troops, both European and Am-

boynese, (of whom the native portion of their army was 

composed) actually on the island, and the probable rein

forcements expected from France—as on this the numeri

cal strength of our own force was, in a main degree, to be 

regulated. The attainment of all this statistical and 

military information was entrusted to Sir Stamford Raffles 

who, for obvious reasons, selected Malacca as the most 

eligible and convenient place for meeting the agents of 

the Malay princes. Thither, then we hastened, after 

leaving Penang ; and in a short time, had the pleasure of 

seeing his anticipations fully realized. There was no 

hesitation on their parts in sending proper persons to 

meet him ; and confiding in the integrity and faith of the 

British name, with a full reliance on its Representative, 

they cheerfully entered into all his views and suggestions, 

and readily undertook whatever share in the business he 

was pleased to assign each individual;—thus quietly and 

prosperously were accomplished all the objects contempla

ted by the Governor-General. 
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These matters I have said, were left entirely to the 

prudential management of Sir S. Raffles, and certainly into 

no more efficient hands could these high trusts have been 

confided; his subsequent bright career evinced the judg

ment and foresight of the noble Lord, in the selection of 

an agent for so delicate and important a commission. 

Hitherto, my Lord Minto had had but slight opportunity 

of approving those great talents he was about to call 

forth; the narrow field of the Penang government, to 

which they had been confined, was far too limited a 

sphere of expansion; and in all probability they would have 

been left to wither in that unprofitable waste, had it not 

been for the timely interposition of a mutual friend, (the 

late Dr. Leyden,) who first brought him to the notice of 

his lordship. 

While thus busily employed in prosecuting his enqui

ries, a person of high rank, belonging to the family of 

the Sultan of Palembang, came secretly to confer with 

him on his master's affairs; and amongst other matters, 

took occasion to complain, in all bitterness of heart, of the 

many insulting and degrading annoyances his highness 

had of late been made to endure from the Dutch, or 

rather the French resident at his court, (for the Tri

color drapeau now waved over the former Dutch possess

ions,) in consequence of his supposed intercourse and 
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growing intimacy with the English. After much delibe

ration it appeared to Sir Stamford that the most prudent 

course to pursue in order at once to soothe the irritated 

feelings of the prince and provide for the safety of these 

people, would be to have placed them under the protec

tion of our flag ; and on my return from Borneo, whither 

I had gone to examine the coast, I was instructed to go 

to Palembang and explain to his highness the views of 

the British government, the attitude they were about 

to assume in the archipelago, and their wish that I 

should be allowed to convey the members of the Dutch 

residency to Malacca, until the result of our operations 

on Java should be known. Such were my verbal instruc

tions :* and taking with me Toonkoo Radin Mahomed, 

who was a near kinsman of the Sultan, and one of our 

most intelligent and active employes, whom I found, as I 

expected, at Mintow, (now Minto,) we proceeded up the 

river, and very soon disposed of the mission I had in 

charge, but unfortunately found the Prince sternly 

resolved to permit none of the ill-fated Europeans to 

depart, basing his objections on the danger which his 

eldest son, the Pangeran Rattoo, then on a mission to 

Marshal Daendels, on this and other grievances, would 

be exposed to, should intelligence of his participation in 

* See Appendix C. 
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such a measure as the surrender of the Factory into our 

custody, reach that headstrong and irascible man : by this 

plausible excuse, we were constrained to return without ful

filling Sir S. Raffles's kind and benevolent intentions.—I 

quote the expressions that fell from his Highness on that 

occasion, and am most accurate in rendering them, as 

in after times it was basely attempted to connect the 

name of Sir S. R. with the sanguinary catastrophe which 

ensued.—Yet from how much crime and misery might 

this royal miscreant have been spared, had he acceded to 

these proposals, in lieu of that fiendish mode of deliver

ance he at an after-period adopted towards those unhappy 

objects of his hatred! In that case, instead of having 

been driven forth a wanderer in his dominion, he would 

have continued a wealthy and independent prince, pos

sessing much the finest portion of this coast of Sumatra, 

stretching to the northward nearly as far as Siak, and 

westerly to the base of that range of mountains, of which 

Mount Ophir is the most conspicuous, whose burning 

summit continues to vomit forth floods of boiling lava 

over the surrounding plains; but no European having up 

to this date penetrated from the eastern coast to its 

centre, the only accounts we have are culled from native 

reports of no certain or satisfactory data. I have, how

ever, seen various samples of the Ores, with which the 
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mountains are said to abound, but, having- no skill in 

mineralogy, can pronounce but a doubtful verdict on 

their qualities: nor are the chiefs more learned, or 

possess either energy or the means of bringing these 

hidden treasures to light, their researches being solely 

for gold-dust, which by the merchants is styled first 

touch ; that is, bearing the highest premium in the market. 

I t is found at the foot of the mountains in times of great 

floods, and gathered in the rudest manner—by placing-

across the torrents, blankets, and other coarse woollens 

through which no particle of sand can escape ; and in 

this simple way is collected during the year, beside 

the Sultan's tribute, a sufficiency to provide the collec

tors with clothing and food for their families, from the 

stores of his Highness. This golden harvest, coupled 

with the duller, but more certain produce of Banca, 

has long rendered the Prince of Palembang the most 

wealthy of the surrounding States, and enabled him to 

traffic largely in that baneful drug, so profitable, yet 

so prejudicial and destructive to the happiness of himself 

and people, until Banca became, in the course of these 

events, an appendage to the British Crown; which 

from apathy or indifference was subsequently handed 

over to Holland, as valueless, but which that shrewd and 

thrifty people knew how to appreciate. 
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Palembang is on the eastern coast of this superb island 

and nearly in the same parallel of latitude as Bencoolen 

on the west; the Citadel and Sultan's palace being built 

on the northern bank of the great river to which it gives 

the name, and on the opposite bank stands a large and 

populous town, the Campang Cheena, inhabited by 

Chinese and other foreign merchants, who have forsaken 

the ancient village of Sousong, but are not permitted to 

locate in the vicinity of the royal dwelling. It has been 

computed eighty or ninety miles including the windings 

of the current from the strait of Banca, into which it 

empties itself, and so thickly wooded on either side that 

its entrance is scarcely perceptible to a common obser

ver, and from the offing appears like a notch cut into the 

dark luxuriant foliage which clothes the whole line of 

the Strait j the ascent is also very tedious, because of 

the numerous tributaries and natural canals interlacing 

the whole of this flat and level country, and which are 

fed by the rains that descend in torrents, with little 

intermission throughout the year ; so that, uninfluenced 

by the under-tide, it holds its sombre course to the sea 

at the rate of from four to six miles per hour, just as the 

heavens have been more or less bountiful ; and here, 

as with most of these rivers, there is outside, a mud 

flat, over which vessels exceeding thirteen feet draught 
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cannot easily be forced, and but little that is worthy of 

notice to be found within, excepting it be the multitude 

of hideous alligators, lying on its foul and slimy banks, 

or moving" stealthily in all directions on its quiet bosom 

reverenced by the natives, who worship as the River 

Spirit the hateful tyrants of these watery realms. They 

are of a similar species to the crocodile of the other 

hemisphere, of enormous bulk, and differing only from 

that of the Nile in the formation of the head, which in 

the alligator is wide and flat, but in the crocodile long 

and projecting; the former is also much thicker near 

the throat, and there is a trifling variation in the claws 

of the forefoot, but in ferocity and cunning there is no 

distinction. The eccentric author of ' ' Travels in Dema-

rara " speaks of the equestrian feats performed on these 

reptiles, but I confess that none which I have ever seen 

were sufficiently docile for such pleasing recreation. 

They are, on the contrary, exceedingly destructive to 

a population located so near a river; for, being suflered 

to multiply unmolestedly, living creatures—of humankind 

or animal—are perpetually carried ofl* from the villages, 

many of which are erected on the very element these 

odious monsters inhabit, nor is any wonder or excitement 

created when this occurs. The Malay, himself almost 
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amphibious; constructs the canoe in which he navi

gates these rapid waters so shallow as to skim buoy

antly over them, and his frail bark is upset with ease by 

the alligator, who rises so subtly to the surface that not a 

ripple warns the intended victim, and approaching the 

boat laterally, the venerated Spirit strikes it so violently 

with his tail, as to demolish, or at other times, whirls it 

over with his paw, and seizes his prey in an instant. But he 

is soon scared ; and precaution is used when any person 

of distinction embarks—a couple of men, armed, are then 

stationed forward, and two more by the awning, to watch 

and shout lustily at the monster's approach, upon which 

hint he generally retires. On an occasion, then recent, 

a man had fallen asleep in his boat, as it lay astern of one 

of our ships off the mouth of the river— his leg hanging 

over the gunwale :—an alligator rose, seized the projecting 

limb, and dragged its drowsy proprietor out of the boat 

and away under the ship's bottom. Some other men, 

who saw the seizure, raised a vociferous yell, which 

so alarmed the brute that he relinquished his prey ; the 

poor fellow came again to the surface, and was rescued ; 

but though the limb was shockingly lacerated, nothing 

could induce him to submit to amputation or to have it 

dressed by other hands than his comrades', in their 

simple way, with herbs and the leaf of the plaintain-tree; 
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it however, mortified as was foreseen, and he died, per

fectly satisfied that the alligator was the Spirit of one 

sent to conduct him to a happier world. 

Many other well-authenticated anecdotes of the subtle 

and voracious habits of these disgusting objects of idola

trous regard may be adduced; nor can it be wondered 

at, whilst no human exertion is used for their extinction, 

but on the contrary, they are left to propagate their 

hideous species in greater freedom than other animals of 

a far more useful and noble nature ; and, as a proof of 

their fecundity, I may mention one instance which came 

under my own observation, and which, I may presume, 

cannot be a solitary one. Returning from a public visit 

to his highness, who had sent for us one of his large 

Sampangs,* rowed by thirty men, and descending the 

river, accompanied by Capt. M'Pherson, the successor 

and acting commandant of Mintow, and the surgeon of 

the Aurora, we approached the bank so near as to dis

turb one, whose rush into the water nearly upset our 

boat. Suspecting it to be a female, we were induced by 

curiosity to examine the place she had left, where we 

discovered a hole covered with sticks and leaves, in 

which were no less than seventy-three eggs; but the 

effluvia (arising either from the filth or musk around her 

* A large commodious canoe. 
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nest, or some animal matter, which it is said they hide 

and devour only in a state of putridity,) was so intole

rably offensive; we could not stay near the spot. I took 

three of the eggs with me, which the boatman thought a 

bad omen, and which were not much larger than those 

of a goose; and, next day, on breaking the shells or 

rather the skinny substance, the little reptiles came 

hissing forth, each about six or seven inches in length: 

they were put into a tub of water in one of the galleries, 

and supplied with such food as my cook could collect 

from the poultry, and other sources at his command; 

but at the end of a month I preferred that they should 

seek their fortunes in greater freedom, and committed 

them to the deep. With regard to a fecundity, otherwise 

terrific in its consequences, a restraint upon the growth of 

the young is providentially effected by the voracity of the 

more matured of the species. In the absence of the female 

the eggs are greedily sought after; and the young, who fly 

instinctively to the water as soon as hatched, are hunted 

and devoured by their elder kindred. After incubation, 

the female usually takes up a secluded position, where, 

lying concealed, she controls to her utmost the wandering 

dispositions of her brood; and when any of its members 

are chased by sharp-set seniors, a fearful contest fre

quently ensues between the parent and the pursuer. 
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While waiting within the Palembang, a proa with one 

of our native agents from Batavia, on his way to Malacca, 

arrived to refresh. This was the identical individual 

I came in quest of, and from whom so much valuable 

information was expected, as to the kingdom of Bantam 

—the feelings of the Chiefs and Princes in the Lampoong 

country—and the probable amount of the European 

army on the Island : and finding us here he came on 

board and told me all I was so desirous to learn,—that 

previous to his departure, the French were making the 

greatest efforts to meet the expedition, whose destination 

was with them no longer a question;—that four men-of 

war, with a large reinforcement of troops from France, 

had reached Sourabaya, the easternmost port on Java, 

and that more were on their way and looked for daily; 

which had revived the drooping spirits of the European 

community, and inspired the authorities with fresh 

vigour:— that Marshal Daendels had been superseded 

by General Jansens, and about to sail in one of the return 

frigates for Europe;—and finally, that a large army was 

assembling round Batavia, where the greatest prepara

tions were on foot for the defence of the island. This 

and much additional intelligence communicated by the 

Hadjee, appeared to be of such real interest, that I took 

him on board and went immediately to Malacca, from 
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whence in a few days I sailed for Calcutta, with the 

whole budg'et of information which Sir Stamford had 

been so indefatig-able in collecting.* 

Knowing" how anxious my Lord Minto would be for 

tidings from the eastward, it became my duty to see that 

no exertions should be wanting to effect a speedy passage; 

and as it was now the month of February, and late in the 

N. E. monsoon, when the winds are somewhat faint and 

unsteady, I determined to cross the bay with a fore-top

mast studding-sail set, regulating my course entirely 

thereby, and to fetch the coast wherever I might, to the 

northward of Gangam ; in this I succeeded beyond my 

most sanguine hopes, having, just before making the land, 

fallen in with a fine southerly breeze, which carried us up 

the eastern channel as far as the red buoy, before we got a 

pilot, occupying a period of only twenty-one days, which 

was one of the quickest passages upon record at that season 

of the year. I reached the government-house early in the 

morning, and was forthwith ushered into the presence of his 

Lordship, who expressed himself glad at my arrival, and 

detained me whilst he perused the dispatch, with the con-

* See Appendix D. 

t In corroboration of which I may observe, that on coming to the 
residence of the Secretary to Government, I found my friend Mr. 
Ricketts perusing letters I had forwarded to him from Penang, fifteen 
days before. 
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tents of which he appeared highly satisfied, and asked a 

variety of questions connected with the subject; indeed, 

nothing could exceed the frank and affable reception I 

met with. He spoke with much satisfaction of the man

ner in which these duties had been discharged;—of our 

intercourse with the Malayan princes, and proceedings on 

the western coast of Borneo, and much else in connection 

with the affairs of the mission, wherein he seemed to take 

so deep an interest, and previous to his embarkation direc

ted a captain's commission to be sent to me through the 

chief Secretary to Government, accompanied by an order 

for my immediate return to Sir Stamford at Malacca, 

taking with me Colonel Eden, the quarter-master-general 

of the army, who was to precede the troops intended to 

rendezvous at that settlement. But in order more fully 

to confirm his own impressions, and to test the validity of 

the various reasons which had been advanced in favour of 

its annexation to the British Crown, the Governor-General 

resolved to accompany the expedition in person, for which 

purpose preparations were immediately made; and in a 

few days he embarked in the H. C. S. of war Mornington, 

Capt. Deane, for Madras, to superintend and accelerate 

the arrangements with the chiefs of the naval and military 

department at that Presidency, whilst Sir George Hewitt 

and Commodore Hayes conducted the detail and embar

kation of the Bengal Division. 
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Amongst these dispatches were letters of importance 

addressed to Dr. Leyden, an individual much esteemed by 

the Governor-General, and with whom Sir Stamford 

Raffles was in constant, familiar and confidential commu

nication. He was, besides being* a Scotch bard of some 

celebrity, an enthusiastic admirer of everything connected 

with the Malayan archipelago, and meant to follow in the 

suit of his Excellency, nominally as a Malay translator, 

but more, I believe, in pursuit of deeper knowledge of 

these interesting countries—of which, up to this period, 

the public were without any genuine information; and as 

he expressed to me a wish that I should accompany him 

a part of the way down the river on the day of his em

barkation, for the purpose as he said of explaining any 

particular points to which these letters might have refer

ence, I shall take leave to make mention of a very serious 

accident which befel me, in consequence of my compliance 

with this request, and which went near to blight all my 

prospects and happiness in after life. Having, accom

panied my friend Ley den the greater part of his way to 

the ship, then lying in Diamond Harbour, I had on my 

return, after a day of excessive fatigue, laid myself down 

on the deck of the boat, where I soon fell into a sound 

sleep, but from which I awoke in an hour or two, in the 

most excruciating agony, occasioned by the rays of the 
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full moon, shining brightly upon my face ; and so rapid 

was the progress of the inflamation thus excited, that in 

less than four hours my eyelids were sealed, my eyes 

totally bereft of sight ; and by the time I arrived at the 

house of my friends in Garden Reach, it was necessary to 

have recourse to strong and violent remedies, bleeding, 

blistering, &c. Dr Nicholson, a surgeon of great eminence 

gave me the benefit of his talents and skill, but the 

prompt application of all the means he could devise for 

subduing the irritation was of little or no avail, and for 

many days my case seemed hopeless. At length, how

ever, it began to yield to the severe discipline which I 

was subjected t o , and to the last day of my existence I 

shall remember the ecstacy with which I beheld the first 

dawn of returning light; yet, although every succeeding 

day brought some amendment, it was many weeks ere I 

could endure the sunshine 5 and what I believe materially 

retarded my recovery was the excitement caused by the 

pressing necessity that existed for my immediate depar

ture, for the double purpose of announcing the Governor-

General's approach with the armament, and immediate 

presence of Sir John Eden to superintend the encamp

ment at Malacca.*—It may, probably, appear almost in

credible to some, that effects so powerful should have 

* See Appendix E. 

96 
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been produced by the simple action of the lunar beams; 

but those who know the baneful influence of this planet 

on all animal substances within the tropics, as well as on 

the human constitution, will be at no loss to account for 

my sufferings through this casual imprudence. Exposure 

to its action in the one case will produce speedy corrup

tion; in the other, the hapless invalid whose strength 

has been prostrated by intermittent fever, can with as 

unerring certainty foretel its approximation to full and 

change, as the lifting of the tides predicts that periodical 

revolution. I have heard this wondered at and doubted; 

nevertheless facts are sometimes painful as well as stub

born things, and in this instance are too incontrovertible 

to require support. How vivid is the illustration which 

this deadly influence afford to the sacred text—"The 

sun shall not smite thee by day, neither the moon by 

night." 

Towards the end of May, 1811, the principal part of 

this force, consisting of twenty-five pendants, and about 

eleven thousand men of all arms, independant of the 

seamen and marines, had assembled at Malacca. By the 

recent death of admiral Drury, the command of the 

squadron devolved on Commodore Broughton, (whose 

broad pendant was flying on the Illustrious, 74,) and 

the army-in-chief on the veteran Sir Samuel Achmuty. 

F 
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The troops were landed and refreshed here; and, pre-

previously to their reembarkation, were brigaded and 

arranged for operation, and allotted to their several 

divisions in the order of sailing. Whilst at anchor 

in these roads, we were visited by several severe thunder

storms, which are by no means of rare occurrence, 

and frequently very serious in their results. One of 

our largest transports, the Matilda, commanded by 

Capt. Haig, and near to which we were lying, was 

struck by the electric fluid, and her foremast, from the 

truck downwards, was rent into shivers, and some of her 

crew killed or disabled: fortunately the troops were all on 

shore at the time, or the consequences might have been 

still more calamitous. Although within pistol-shot of 

her, and beheld the lightning flashing awfully round us 

we remained unscathed—its vivid shafts swept innocu

ously by our mastheads, and impressed me with a firm 

confidence in the efficacy of the means we had adopted 

to shield our little bark from their destructive influence. 

This precaution was simply the fixing on the truck over 

each masthead an inverted tumbler-glass—a method sug

gested to me by Sir Stamford Raffles, on our first coming 

to the eastward, where exposed to tremendous and 

appalling lightning, they kept sentry for several years, 

without our sustaining' the slightest injury.—I mention 
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tills as a hint to any of my sea-going friends, who may 

not despise practical information on such subjects. 

The route by which it was intended to conduct the 

fleet to its destination, had hitherto been an unfrequen

ted one, but was well known to an experienced navigator 

and commander of a Malayan trader, named Greig, who 

recommended it in the first instance to Sir S. Raffles, 

and by whom it was successfully urged upon the Gover

nor-General, personally and in his dispatches, notwith

standing all the opposition he had to encounter from the 

heads of the naval department. I t was proposed, imme

diately upon getting out of the straits of Singapore, 

to stretch across to the western coast of Borneo, taking 

advantage of the land and sea breezes to work along its 

shore; and, at his desire, I had examined minutely its 

whole extent, from the equinoctial line to its utmost 

limit; and so safe and satisfactory did the passage prove, 

that out of a fleet numbering 25 pendants with more 

than 70 sail of large transports, not an accident occurred; 

many passed between the Bouroo, (or, as we named 

them, in commemoration of this event,) the Passage 

Islands, inside of which, most of the men-of-war and 

transports anchored and filled up their water,—which 

was done by digging wells in the sand; close to high-

water-mark, and where it was found alike good and 

abundant. 
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Early in June the fleet moved from Malacca Roads in 

separate divisions, Sir Christopher Cole,* in H. M. s. Caro

line, having charge of the most important, (consisting of 

many of the largest transports, with the horse artillery 

and cavalry on board of them,) and to which, at his re

quest, I was attached, and desired to lead—always a 

responsible duty, and on this occasion neither agreeable 

nor pleasant. We had crept on by the aid of light and 

favourable winds, as far as the inlet to the straits of Drion, 

without any incident, but in the evening of the third day, 

the clouds began to congregate in the northern coast of 

Sumatra, and gradually to obscure the summit of the is

lands which form the southern boundry of this inland sea. 

The breeze, which all day had been very faint and varia

ble, died with the setting sun, and the fleet lay clustered 

together, becalmed and motionless. At length as night 

fell, the thunder began to reverberate among the hills, and 

presently the clouds which hung like a dense curtain over 

us, almost excluding the air of heaven, separated, and as 

if concealed till the moment of its maturity, forthwith a 

rushing noise swept down the sides of the mountains— 

heralding the fierce Tornado. For its coming' we were 

in a degree prepared; but of its violence, the idea I had 

preconceived was most inadequate: the brig was thrown 

down on her broadside, from which I never expected she 

* See Appendix F, 
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would regain her equilibrium. Everything but the fore

sail had been clewed up, and at the passing of the blast 

the men were getting-in the boom mainsail, but unfortu

nately the throat haulyards got jammed aloft when the 

sail was about half-mast, and the cleat to which the sheet 

was attached having been torn away by the suddenness of 

the gust, the sail bellied over the lee-quarter, and with 

the mass of water it contained, still added to her down

ward pressure—the night too, being as dark as Erebus, 

excepting when terribly relieved by the sheets of flaming 

fire, spread over the whole heavens. The rain fell as if a 

sea were above us, extinguishing the lights carried for 

the guidance of those astern, while no sound could be 

heard above the roaring of the elements, by which we 

were so fearfully encompassed; and being in the narrow

est part of the strait, and but little a-head of the division, 

we were unenviably exposed to the liability of being run 

down by the advancing ships, or swamped by the vehe

mence of the squall; whilst in this dilemma the helm was 

utterly useless and she must inevitably have gone keel-

upwards, but for the presence of mind of a quarter-master 

(named Lendard,) who scrambled on to the boom and 

ripped the swollen sail, which burst with a loud explosion, 

upon this she righted; and almost at the same instant 

another broad and bright flash revealed to us, in all the 
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clearness and distinctness of noonday, the crowd of ships 

close at hand, and the Caroline stag-gering past with her 

top-sails close reefed or on the cap. In a few hours all 

was again tranquil, the light sails slept aloft in silent 

repose— the stars shone out in all their wonted brilliancy 

—the outlines of the straits on either side were clearly 

defined—and we were gliding along with a cool and fra-

grant breeze from off the shore of the Peninsula, as un

concerned as if no danger had been periled. A few 

damaged sails were all the injuries sustained by these well 

found and well-managed Bombay ships; and without fur

ther disaster the whole of this splendid armament was con

ducted in most perfect order to its rendezvous, and thus 

fully establised the superiority of the rout.—As a sequel, it 

may be added that the Ariel, though very fast, was also very 

ticklish ; and in the course of a year or so after the above oc

currence, played a similar prank, but unhappily with far 

more direful results— having turned clean over in the 

Persian Gulph, during the night time, when struck by 

one of those white squalls which arise suddenly over the 

Arabian shore in the hot season,—and painful to relate, 

with the exception of two of her fore-top-men all were 

sent "where the wicked cease from troubling, and the 

weary are at rest,"—and though not more deeply embued 

with superstitious feelings than our profession are gener-
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ally said to be, I sometimes fancy that I see, in this and 

two similar events, a merciful interposition of favour to

ward myself,—^in the first instance, I had been but just 

removed from the Lively before her explosion; and again 

from the Sylph, before she was captured and her people 

murdered by the Jossamees; and lastly, from the Ariel, 

before her final submersion. 

The appointed place of assignation for the whole fleet, 

was Tanjong Sambar, which forms a deep indenture on 

the very southern extremity of Borneo, and here the 

General-in-chief determined on making the final arrange

ments for his descent on the shores of Java. Capt. Owen 

in the Barracouta, joined us here, and brought the first 

intimation of Rear-admiral, now Sir Robert Stopford's 

arrival off Sourabaya, in H. M. S. Scipion, where he 

awaited our coming, conjecturing that in this vicinity the 

troops would be put on shore. On hearing of Admiral 

Drury's death, this said gallant officer had pushed on 

from his command at the Mauritius, to assume the naval 

direction of this expedition, and preceded us but a few 

days; this intelligence, though hailed with the utmost 

satisfaction by all else, fell like the explosion of a shell on 

the ears of him whom chance had invested with a tempo

rary charge of such magnitude; he also brought con

firmations of Marshall Daendel's departure in a corvette 
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for Europe, and that a second French squadron with 

troops on board, had arrived, by which H. M. S. Drake, 

Capt Harris, had been chased from off her station, and for 

whose safety there was still some apprehension. Imme

diately these unwelcome tidings were reported to the 

Commodore, H. M. S. Modeste, having the Governor-Gen

eral and suite on board, (whose presence at this juncture 

must have been essentially necessary,) was dispatched in 

that direction, whilst so many other frigates lay idle in 

the bay. Happily however, she soon rejoined; and the 

whole, without one single casualty, with the troop in the 

best possible condition, arrived on the morning of the 

fourth of August, 1811, off Tanjonpriock, on the coast of 

Java, about seven miles eastward of Batavia, where it 

was resolved that the disembarkation should take place— 

positive information having been obtained of the position 

in which the French army lay, strongly entrenched at 

Maister Cornelies, a distance of about eight miles from the 

citadel. 

No opposition being offered by the enemy, our landing 

was speedily effected, under the superintendance of that 

excellent officer. Captain G. Sayer, of H. M. S. Leda, who 

had placed all the lighter vessels of the squadron in po

sition to cover the troops, should need be: the next day 

Colonel Gillespie moved forward with the advance, ac-
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companied by the in-shore squadron, and on the tenth of 

the month fought the first battle, in which the gallant 

Colonel Campbell, of the 78th regiment, was killed : the 

result placed the city of Batavia with the cantonments of 

Welter-Vreiden in our hands, and opened the way to 

the entrenched camp at Maister Cornelies, where the 

French army, amounting to 10,000 men of all arms, 

under Generals Jansens, Joumelle, and Alberti, lay 

protected by upwards of 400 pieces of ordnance, mounted 

en Barbette, with the rivers Slohen and Jaccatra sur

rounding their position. The fleet then came to an 

anchor in Batavia Roads, and no time was lost in getting 

the battering train, ammunition, and entrenching tools, 

as well as the commissariat stores, on shore, from out of 

the different transports and storeships. Both the officers 

and crews of the H. C'S ships of war were almost incess

antly employed, day and night, under Commodore Hayes 

in this arduous and most laborious duty, and in conveying 

them in boats to the landing-place at Welter-Vreiden, 

from whence they were conducted to the batteries in 

progress of erection at the head of the avenue, and 

directly in front of that part of the works of Maister 

Cornelies; whilst a detachment of 500 seamen, under 

Capt. Sayer, of the Leda, were cooperating with the 

artillery and engineers in all the duties of that particular 
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branch of the service. In the course of this duty a 

young and gallant amateur (the Hon. Capt. Stopford) 

lost his arm at the shoulder, by a shot, almost one of the 

first directed at the party. By the twentieth of August 

these field-works were reported ready, and the plan

tations immediately between them and the enemy cleared 

away, preparatory to trying the range on the following 

day; but, a little after midnight, rockets were seen 

ascending from different parts of the enemy's works, 

which evidently foretold that something more than usual 

was in the wind. Notwithstanding these signals were 

observed and reported, and should have called for cor

responding vigilance in our people, the Major-General 

commanding the advance by some unaccountable fatuity 

permitted the picquets to be withdrawn earlier that 

morning than was customary, leaving our works wholly 

unguarded; the consequence was, that ere the day 

dawned, and whilst the seamen and working parties 

lay wrapped in profound sleep in the trenches, a choice 

party of the enemy's voltigeurs came suddenly upon 

them, and made their way into our batteries perfectly 

unopposed. The seamen in the midst of this confusion 

took to their heels, shouting and joking as they scam

pered through the lines to Welter-Vreiden, which soon 

brought up the rifle-company and others of the gallant 
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78th, who were providentially but a short distance in the 

rear, and the intruders were immediately driven back: 

luckily, they had neither spikes nor hammers, the party 

that had been entrusted with these implements having* 

missed their way, so that no injury whatever was sus

tained, beyond the loss of an officer and some men of 

the 78th, who being" clothed in green, were mistaken for 

the enemy. It was, however, singular, that this culpa

ble neglect led to no enquiry, nor did it publicly affect 

the military reputation of the general upon whom so 

much responsibility devolved. Of the subsequent ope

rations, or of those which led to the fall of the island, 

it is not my intention to say much; but I may mention 

that there were rumours of dissension in the council, 

and that the enemy's position seemed to some of the 

leaders too formidable to be carried by assault, and 

that we were mainly indebted for the glory of that 

achievement to the firm and determined conduct of 

Lord Minto, and two gallant officers, whom it might be 

invidious to name; one of whom, in imitation of the 

ancient Roman, was said to have proposed the cutting off 

all prospect of retreat, by the immediate conflagration of 

the whole of the transports : so it was whispered, and I 

tell it as it was told to me— but the desertion of a non

commissioned officer from the enemy, who agreed to 
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accompany and point out the way to the storming party, 

put the matter at rest ; and on the morning of the 

twenty-sixth of August, under his guidance, the entrench

ment was forced by the troops—the advance led by 

those gallant soldiers, Colonels Gillespie and Gibbs, 

and a severe and sanguinary battle fought, which placed 

their position in our hands, and by seven o'clock, the 

British Jack was floating over the field-works of Maister 

Cornelies. The slaughter was immense on both sides, 

but immeasurably so on that of the French; multitudes 

strewed the roads, who had been cut down in the retreat, 

and upwards of 1000 were literally planted in the dry 

ditches, over whom the redoubts were thrown with all 

practicable haste— whilst the Slohen was absolutely 

choked with their dead, polluting the air in its 

course from this scene of bloodshed to the sea. 

The sight was too frightful to dwell upon, and too 

disgusting to narrate ; 5,000 prisoners, including 3 Gen

erals and upwards of 200 field-officers and subalterns 

graced the triumph of the British army, and laughable 

enough it was to see, after the morning's work was 

finished, two or three stalwart Rajhpoots, with rattans in 

their hands, driving the prisoners before them like flocks 

of sheep into Batavia, their joy seemed boundless at the 

task, and may have given strength and currency to the 
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many fabulous stories which had been circulated to the 

disadvantage of those fine fellows. Those who escaped 

the carnage fled eastward, and were pursued as far 

as Samarang", near to which a second stand was attempt

ed but vainly; on which the unlucky General Jansens 

surrendered this island, a kingdom in itself, with the 

whole of their remaining possessions in those seas to 

the British arms, as he had, on the recommencement 

of the war, the cape of Good Hope, of which he was at 

that time governor.* 

In the meantime, intelligence of the fall of the capital, 

and other events which followed the battle of Welter-

Vreiden, sped rapidly to the remotest parts of the 

interior, and having reached the senior officer of the two 

French frigates, lying within the harbour of Sourabaya, 

he very naturally concluded, from the great resources at 

our disposal, that the surrender of the whole island 

must inevitably follow, and therefore determined (whilst 

there was yet time) to trust his fortunes once more to the 

uncertain winds: but the channel by which he would 

have to pass outward, being blockaded by H. M. S. 

* Java is six hundred and fifty miles from east to west, and vary
ing from eighty to twice that in breadth, with a population exceeding 
two millions, and producing everything that is to be found in either 
zone, and to this country—estimable beyond all the colonies of the 
world. 
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Bucephalus and Ackbar, under Captains Pelley and Drury, 

he sent a flag" of truce, ostensibly to know what terms 

would be granted him, but covertly to see the condition 

of the former ship, which unfortunately was then in a 

very weak and sickly state having forty or fifty men in 

their hammocks ; and the Ackhar having gone a little way 

down the coast to water, the Frenchman thought this a 

fair opportunity to run the gauntlet. Accordingly, de

clining" the conditions offered by Capt. Pelley, they put 

to sea one morning* with the land-wind, and ran for the 

opposite coast of Borneo, followed by the Bucephalus, 

by whom they were repeatedly engaged:—but it was 

obviously their interest to make the best use of their 

heels, and eschew a combat, under any circumstances, 

however favourable in appearance to themselves, which, 

to brave men, must have been sufficiently humiliating: 

one of them having a decided advantage in sailing was 

enabled to lay by and support her consort whenever 

threatened with a prospect of being brought to action ; 

and, strange as it may appear, they actually did escape 

through the straits of Balli, while two sail of the line 

and a number of frigates were lying inactive in Batavia 

Roads. 

Sourabaya is a pretty town, and many tasteful villas 

belonging to the colonists adorn its suburbs, planted 
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on the banks of that clear cool stream which disem

bogues in the narrow frith of Madura ; its source being 

far in the interior, amongst the range of volcanic 

mountains, called the Arjuna, and the country boats and 

rafts traverse it for nearly 300 miles above the city; 

in a naval point of view it is a place of much impor

tance, from the facilities it offers at all seasons of the 

year for repairs and equipment, of which most of the 

other ports are void. On the Island of Onroost, one of 

that numerous group with which the sea is studded in 

front of Batavia, the Dutch government at considerable 

cost erected a superb crane and storehouses, for the conve

nience of careening their own as well as the neutral 

ships frequenting their shores ; but which, I regret to 

say was wantonly destroyed by one of the young Captains 

of our cruising ships, during the war; thereby leaving 

them, and ourselves after them, without other means 

than those which Sourabaya, at some 600 miles distance, 

afforded. The Solo river also flows into the western side 

of this frith or strait out of which there is a tolerable 

passage, for ships not exceeding 16 feet, to the eastward, 

and along the southern side of Madura, but the safer 

and proper entrance is on the side of Gressik, a small 

town at the mouth of the Solo, where however, in 

mid-channel, frowning upon all unwelcome visitors, stands 
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the formidable I may say impregnable castle of Fort 

Ludowick, built on piles driven deep into the centre of 

a large sand island, and bristling with 100 pieces of 

heavy ordnance, on traversing planes close to whose 

veiy muzzles you have to pass, and which if well 

served, might bid defiance to any line-of-battle ship 

ever built;—safely within these waters, and guarded by 

such a champion, lay the two French frigates, Clorinde, 

and I think Menomee, at the time of our descent upon 

its shores. Immediately their flight was known, I 

was dispatched in search of the Bucephalus, and on my 

way met the Barracouta, Capt. Owen, for whom also 

I had instructions and the following day fell in with 

three large frigates running down the coast, to the 

westward with a fresh leading wind; not deigning to 

notice the private signal, we naturally supposed they 

were the expected reinforcement from France, who, on 

entering the straits of Balli, had ascertained how matters 

stood, and were seeking a retreat through the straits 

of Sunda—that narrow sea which separates Sumatra 

and Java, and constitutes the western entrance to the 

great southern ocean. Our situation being rather too 

unpleasant to admit of much delay, we went about and 

pushed for the shoal, which extends for several miles 

from off" Cheribon, in the hope of leading them thither; 
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but before reaching it we were brought to, and our fears 

removed, by discovering them to be a portion of the 

cape squadron—the Nisus President and Phoebe, from 

the Isle of France, proceeding to join Admiral Stop-

ford. How they missed the flying Frenchman is most 

unaccountable, as both parties must have been on the 

south side of the Island nearly at the same time. A 

few days after this I fell in with the object of my 

search, from whom I learnt the particulars herein 

narrated. I found Captain Pelley extremely ill, and 

accompanied him back to Batavia, where he shortly 

afterwards died of dysentery, brought on, I believe, by. 

great bodily exertion, coupled with intense mental anx

iety. As soon as it could be conveniently arranged 

Sir Stamford Raffles was sworn in lieutenant-governor 

of Java and its dependencies, and two of the ablest 

and most experienced gentlemen of the Colony, Messrs 

Hunting, and Cranstone, were chosen of his council,* 

the former had been trained to the Bar and controlled 

the judicial department under the Dutch Regime, the 

latter was at the head of the commercial department, 

and for many years previously, chief of the Moluccas, 

and gallant defender of Ternate. During the rigorous 

blockade of that island, an American ship with supplies 

from Batavia in attempting to force an entrance was 

G 
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captured by the Swift, and amongst the many good 

things on board, were hams, cheeses, wines, and spirits, 

&c., &c, for the Governor Mr. Cranstone ; which under 

truce Captain Hayes very courteously forwarded, but this 

the high spirited Dutchman refused; returning the various 

packages untouched, with this laconic reply, " tha t he 

could do well without them; preferring to share the 

rations of the garrison to such luxuries, and as long as 

one grain of rice remained to preserve life and soul 

together, he would defend the post entrusted to his 

keeping to the direst extremity," and he KEPT his WORD. 

These two men were selected for their talent and in

tegrity, combined with their known repugnance to French 

domination. My Lord Minto then prepared to return to 

Calcutta in H. M. S. Modeste, commanded by his son, 

(the Hon. George Elliott,) leaving a sufficient portion 

of troops, both European and Native, to garrison the 

different settlements, under Colonel Gillespie, who was 

sworn in at the same time commander of the forces, 

and senior member of the council. 

In the interim poor Leyden died. From the moment 

of his setting foot on dry land, he had been absorbed in 

the pursuit of knowledge and information of every kind 

connected with the history and literature of the people 

amongst whom he was a sojourner, and had, in his 
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rambles about the city and its environs, imprudently 

exposed himself to the combined influences of the sun 

and .malaria, which brought an attack of Batavia fever, 

so fatal to Europeans; strange, that he who took so 

deep an interest in these events, and had so zealously 

urged forward this undertaking, should be the very first of 

our party who fell a victim to the pestilential climate 

which surrounds that city. I need scarcely say that 

his loss was greatly deplored by his patron and by all 

who knew and loved him for his social as well as his 

intellectual attainments—thus beautifully commemorated 

by his great compatriot, in the " Lord of the Isles " :— 

" Quenched is his lamp of varied lore, 
That loved the light of song to pour:— 
A distant and a deadly shore 

Has Leyden's cold remains." 

By this time I had been shifted to the Aurora, and 

dispatched to the various Malayan states to announce 

the success of our arms, and the appointment of Sir 

Stamford Raffles, as governor over all that had now 

become British dependencies; and on my return to 

Batavia, Commodore Sir John Hayes embarked with 

me, and sailed with certain of the return transports 

under convoy for Bengal. The character of this able 

and efficient servant of the Government, is so far above 
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any panegyric of mine that nothing but a sense of 

duty, and regard for his memory, could have led me to 

attemp its delineation here ; but years of close and 

intimate intercourse give me the privilege of subscribing 

to the common voice—that in him were combined 

most of those qualifications which constitute the gentle

man, and officer, thoroughly master of both the practical 

and theoretical parts of his profession, and scrupulous in 

the fulfilment of every public duty, he at no time suffered 

private considerations to mingle with that primary obli

gation, but pursued the tenor of his way with an energy 

and zeal no difficulties could repress; a stranger to 

personal fear, he courted adventure, and " sought the 

bubble reputation " wherever to be found: his first essay 

in arms when quite a youth, and wherein he was 

most desperately wounded, in hand to hand conflict, 

being a sufficient voucher for this truth; whilst the 

rigorous blockade, and ultimate capture of Ternate, 

and defeat of the Sooloose fleets, were in themselves 

sufficient to establish claims to high distinction. Few 

men ever discharged their duty to the State with purer 

devotion than my worthy and gallant friend, who after 

an unbroken period of more than half a century of 

varied and active service, closed his meritorious ca

reer on the bosom of that element, his friends vainly 
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imagined might restore Lis shattered constitution; and 

his remains lie on a remote and barren Island/ far from 

kindred or friends, though not forgotten by those to 

whom his many estimable qualities, both public and 

private, had endowed him:— 

" He was a man— 
A Soaring Spirit ever in the Van." 

Whilst the ship was refitting at the dockyard, in 

December 1811, intelligence arrived of the sudden 

irruption of a large Burmese force into the territory of 

Chittagong, which had spread considerable alarm along 

the whole line of our frontier, so much so, as to induce 

the political Chief Mr. Pichell to apply for immediate 

succour. The second marine battalion was instantly 

warned for service, and one wing with their ammunition 

and a large supply of treasures, trundled on board, 

with whom I started in this awfully crowded state, 

towing the launch and accompanied by the Phoenix, 

Thetis, and Vestal, with the rest of the regiment, 

amounting in all to 900 men, and arrived on the sixth 

day at Chittagong, where the troops were no sooner 

disembarked than the insolent Muggs retreated within 

their own boundary. 

Our political and friendly relations with the empire of 

* Cocos 
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the Goldenfeet, had never been on a very felicitous 

understanding", but were getting more and more discordant 

in proportion to the aversion evinced by our rulers, of 

being forced into a fruitless and expensive war; dating 

then from Col Symes's second mission in 1803, when a 

treacherous plot, believed to have the emperor's concur

rence, was concocted, for forcible seizure of the envoy's 

person en route to Amurapura, together with the captain 

of the Mornington, who had taken up his residence at 

Rangoon, and to whom in the dead of night it was dis

closed by an Armenian, in the service of that government, 

who also furnished him with a canoe, in time to effect his 

escape to the ship; and by whose prompt and decisive 

measures on the following morning, in demanding hosta

ges for the envoy's safety, and assuming a position to 

enforce these demands in event of denial, this diabolical 

scheme was effectually defeated; though the mission failed 

of producing any more cordial or permanent results. 

The British territory, bordering on the kingdom of 

Arracan, was frequently disturbed by predatory incur

sions, for which it was impossible to obtain the slightest 

redress; and Captain Canning, an honorary aide-de

camp to the Governor-general, much about the time of 

this fresh demonstration, was dispatched in the Malabar, 

as diplomatic agent to the court of this capricious 
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barbarian, but returned without convincing him of the 

danger thus incurred by encouraging his banditti to foray 

the dominions of other Princes; things however remained 

tolerably quiescent during the vigorous reign of Marquis 

Hastings, who invariably treated with dignified forbear

ance the pompous and inflated bombast of this vapouring 

despot. The accession of my Lord Amherst followed the 

overthrow of the Pindarees and severance of the Mah-

ratta league, and seemed to promise to our almost 

exhausted provinces a long and enduring repose ; but 

the Court of Ava was not to be deterred by the fate of 

the coalesced Powers from measuring its strength single-

handed with the conquerors, and commenced by making 

a series of wanton inroads on our frontiers, attended with 

the demolition of some of our peaceful and thriving 

villages, which rendered it no longer possible, without 

compromising the honor and dignity of the State, to 

refrain from inflicting the signal chastisement his inso

lence had provoked; but the history of this war does not 

immediately belong to my narrative, to which I must 

now return, without entering more circumstantially into 

either its origin or results. Freed from the insulting 

presence of these ruffians, I left Chittagong, now strongly 

reinforced, to follow out my instructions, the tenor of 

which was, to prosecute my route to Batavia, for service 
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there ; but in the interim information had been conveyed 

thither, that the Sultaun of Palembang, had, in cold 

blood, slaughtered the whole of the Dutch factory at his 

Court: nearly thirty of these hapless beings—men, 

women, and children, many of them brutally wounded 

were thrust into the hold of an old vessel, and towed 

down the river, where she was scuttled and set on fire, 

and every soul within thus fearfully sent into eternity : 

and so little were British feelings and British honor 

understood, he had the effrontery to send the principal 

actor in this bloody tragedy, the Tumangang Langan 

as his Vakeel, to felicitate the Java government on our 

deliverance from an inveterate enemy. A heart-rending 

tale was told me at the time, which I cannot forbear to 

mention here. It was the self-immolation of a lady, the 

wife of one of the gentlemen of the residency, whose name 

I do not now remember, though I should not have forgotten 

it ; she was extremely beautiful, and had been torn from 

her home at the villainous instigation of the Pangeran 

Rattoo, (the heir-apparent,) by whom she was concealed, 

but having eluded the vigilance of her gaolers, she 

contrived to make her way in a canoe to the burning 

vessel, and throwing herself on the bleeding body of her 

husband, heroically perished amidst the contending ele

ments. It may easily be conceived with what horror and 
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indignation the tidings of this wholesale murder were 

received by all classes of the European community, par

ticularly such as had relations and friends amongst the 

victims ; but they were quickly and amply avenged, 

cruel and atrocious as the deed had been, no less prompt 

and effectual was the retribution. A division of troops, 

headed by the Commander of the forces, and escorted by 

a squadron of H. M. and H. c's ships of war, under Capt. 

James Bowen of the Phoenix, (who on falling in with the 

expedition at sea, superseded Capt. W. F. Owen, of the 

Cornelia, in the command of its naval arm) was soon 

wending its way through the Straits of Banca, to where 

this sanguinary act which has no parallel in these regions 

since the midnight massacre of our own countrymen at 

Amboyna, had been perpetrated ; yet how marvellous do 

events come to pass ; as who could have foretold that we 

should be the chosen instruments in the hands of Provi

dence to avenge a similar misdeed committed on the 

descendants of those very people who had so unsparingly 

glutted in the blood of ours; but timely notice of these 

movements having reached the guilty monarch, he at 

once determined to turn his back to the storm, and pack

ing up his treasures, the moment he ascertained the fate 

that awaited him, fled up the river, where pursuit would 

have been useless, leaving his palace and city at the 
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mercy of a host of ruffians, which the hope of plunder 

had drawn together from every village for miles round. 

Matters were in this state of disorder when General 

Gillespie arrived before its walls; fretting and chafing at 

the tardy progress made by the heavier boats with the 

troops, he got into a light shallop, without any escort 

beyond the quarter-master-general, his A.D.C, and Serjeant's 

party of the 59th regiment, and imprudently exposed his 

valuable life to the knife of the assasin, from the stroke 

of which he was preserved by the quickness and intrepid

ity of one of these gallant men. They were compelled to 

maintain themselves in one of the mouldering gateways 

of the palace, opposed for some time to overwhelming 

numbers, and from this predicament were extricated by 

the opportune arrival of the advance column, who soon 

dispersed the mob and restored order, and next day 

sentence of expulsion was pronounced on the Sultaun and 

his guilty accomplices ; and selecting for the vacant 

throne his next brother, the Adapati placed him there, 

under the designation of Sultaun Ahmed Najmooden, 

with whom a treaty was concluded, in virtue of which the 

island of Banca was ceded in perpetuity to Great Britain.* 

* This island had never been a Dutch possession, but came into our 
hands on the occasion here mentioned; yet it was heedlessly given to 
them, who have ever since been striving to exclude us from all inter
course with the inhabitants of those seas. 
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Major Mears, of the Madras army, was then appointed 

resident at his court, with a suitable garrison, and 

the residency fixed at Minto in that island; on its 

heights a fort was soon erected, and named Nugent, out 

of respect to the amiable man, who succeeded Sir George 

Hewitt, as military commander-in-chief in India. 

The Resident had been but a few months established 

at his post, when intelligence was brought him that the 

ex-Sultan and his followers, in great numbers, were stock

ading one of the many islands at the confluence of the 

rivers, a few miles above the town of Palembang— 

intercepting all communication from the interior, and 

threatening an attack upon the city, which was suffering 

much inconvenience from the loss of its supplies. The 

Pangeran Suraya, who was sent with these tidings, 

earnestly craved, in the name of the reigning Sultan, 

immediate succour, and most urgently entreated Major 

Mears in virtue of the treaty, to force the exile from 

his position, before it could be rendered more tenable, 

by the adhesion of many of his former subjects flocking 

to his standard. The gallant Major, ever ready for 

any enterprize where distinction was in prospect, acce

ded to the wishes of the Prince; and as I happened 

to arrive at Minto about that period, he did me the 

honor of submitting his views on the subject to me, and 
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expressing a wish to embark with the troops he inten

ded for this excursion, on board the Aurora. I write 

at this moment from memory, but I think they com

prised in all 200 muskets, exclusive of our marines, 

which the Sultan undertook to convey in fast-rowing-

boats, manned by his own people to where the banish

ed Prince reposed. 

Finding" them in readiness on our arrival at the 

river's mouth, the party hurried forward, preceded by 

a canoe with the guides, expecting to reach the point 

of attack before sunrise the following morning. But 

having to row more than ninety miles against the cur

rent, it was long past that hour when it came in sight, 

and notwithstanding that great secrecy had been en

joined, and as faithfully promised on the part of our 

confederates, it was evident that the wary Exile pos

sessed a perfect knowledge of the whole plot, and had 

prepared himself against surprise; for as the boats ap

proached, a brisk fire was opened from the stockade, by 

which several men were severely wounded; but no 

sooner were they fairly landed, than a rush was made 

at the battery, and his people driven from their hiding-

places into countless light canoes (which they always 

keep at hand in this harassing warfare,) fled in the 

utmost precipitation, up the different streams which 
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mingle with the great river, leaving behind them too 

melancholy a proof of the coolness and precision of the 

assailants' practice; neither was their much reason for 

gratulation on our parts. The gigantic figure of my 

gallant friend in full staff costume, directing the assault, 

could hardly fail to attract their marksmen, and though 

urged to lay aside the enormous hat and feather, which 

rendered him the more conspicuous, no persuasion could 

induce him to consent, and he was consequently soon 

struck down; the shot passing from the left to the right 

side without injuring the intestines, marked its course 

across the abdomen by a dark blue vein; and buried 

itself deep in the fleshy substance immediately above 

the hip joint; devious and odd as the direction musket 

balls frequently take, this was the most singular, and 

although thus perfectly laid " hors de combat" he would 

neither relinquish the command, nor submit to be re

moved to his boat, where surgical aid was at hand, 

until satisfied of their total rout and dispersion; then, 

and not till then, were the party reimbarked, and with 

himself conveyed to the Aurora, and thence to Fort 

Nugent, where, soon after, a tin ball, enveloping a 

jagged piece of Porcelain, was cleverly extracted by 

our surgeon Mr. Morrison, whose attention to the 

wounded had been from the beginning unweared; and 
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in conjunction with Mr. Hodson the Garrison sur

geon, watched with much anxiety for the hour they 

might pronounce their patient out of danger ; but 

the fourteenth day, being generally the time when 

gun shot wounds begin to slough, came, and brought 

with it the dreaded consequences, the rupture of an 

injured vessel, which without pain or anguish, in a 

moment, by internal hemorrhage, closed his hitherto 

useful and promising career, to the great sorrow of all 

who knew him. He was,a gallant soldier and an ex

cellent man,—ever ready at the hour of need—and 

kind and affable to his subordinates, by whom and the 

native population (whose language he had studied and 

spoke with fluency) he was deservedly mourned, and I 

sincerely pay this tribute of personal regard to his 

memory. The Prince made no subsequent demonstra

tion of a warlike nature, but turned his thoughts to 

more subtle, and, as it afterwards proved, more effec

tual means of attaining his object. 

Disappointed in our expectation, and distressed at 

the fatal consequences of this unpropitious adventure, I 

was meditating on the necessity of returning with the 

best accounts I could give to government of the affair, 

when the Helen store-ship, which had sailed from hence 

a fortnight previously, came back, pursued as her com-
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ander stated, by a piratical ship, and several proas, in 

the Carimata passage. He also brought intelligence 

of a British ship being on the reef of that island: and 

that the Pangeran Annom* of Sambras (by whom he 

had been chased) was, with his followers, engaged in 

plundering her. Immediately on receiving his report I 

weighed, intending to proceed to their assistance; and 

ou the third morning of departure fell in with a small 

schooner from Pontiana, from whose commander I learnt 

that it was the ship Coromandel, from Calcutta, bound 

to Java, which had been cast away, that she had been 

abandoned and fast going to pieces, and that Captain 

Dickey with several of his people and passengers was then 

on board the schooner, on their return to Pulo-Penang, and 

that the other vessel then in sight to windward, was bound 

to Batavia, with Mr. John Palmer, who had likewise 

been one of the shipwrecked party. She soon bore up 

also, and joined, when Mr. Palmer accepted my invi

tation to come on board the Aurora, and being merely in 

search of health, continued with me during the remainder 

of the cruise,—which was the commencement of a long 

and intimate intercourse with that popular and influen

tial individual, distinguished above his contemporaries, 

and guided in all his transactions by a liberal and 

* Native Prince. 
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generous spirit, which obtained for him the flattering 

desig'nation of the Prince of Merchants. Being anxious 

for some certain information by which to regulate my 

own proceedings in the event of meeting the Pangeran, 

I was glad to avail myself of this gentleman's personal 

knowledge and observation of what in reality had been " the 

head and front of his offending," during his continuance 

by the wreck ; and, from his (Mr. Palmer's) statement it 

appeared, that no overt act of aggression had been com

mitted, up to the time of their escape from the reef, and 

nothing in his opinion would authorize my interrupting him 

on that account; but (he added) that which he had 

subsequently done, obstructing the vessels sent to their 

succour, might bear a different construction, and fairly 

warrant my detaining him for the decision of the go

vernment : and in this view of the case my own judg

ment entirely coincided. With this intention then I 

decided on running down to Sambas, in the hope of inter

cepting him on his return home; and on approaching its 

river, the first thing we saw was his ship at anchor on the 

bar, with topsails loose and sheeted home, evidently 

awaiting the flood-tide to enable her to enter, and as soon 

as he made out that we came not as a trader, he weighed, 

and being now quite light, with the assistance of a host of 

small boats from the shore crossed the bar, over which we 
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found there were only ten feet of water at the time of 

our arrival, and being, neap tides, no greater depth 

could be fathomed by the officers on that duty. One 

of whom Lieut. Arnold in the gig, having- in his zeal 

drawn too near the ship was immediately followed by 

two row boats, crowded with men, which had lain 

concealed from us on her inshore side; and not till 

under cover of our guns was the pursuit relinquished, 

and this I need scarcely add, was an agreeable sight to 

me, having no other boat to send to his support ; on 

their return he weighed, the sea breeze having" com

menced and set all sail to woo it, displaying his standard 

" half black halfred " at the main, and pursuing his up

ward course, thus escaped for a season: but soon throwing 

off all further dissimulation, he commenced a series of 

depredations, firstly upon his neighbour the sultan of 

Pontiana, who was then under our protection, and followed 

this up by insults upon our own flag. 

This celebrated rover was the illegitimate brother of 

the Sultan of Sambas, once the most prominent and 

independent state of Borneo, but at this time a retreat 

for pirates with their spoil, affording them at once en

couragement and refuge. He was a bold and daring-

adventurer, and had associated with him many of the 

desperate characters of the neighbouring islands, whose 

H 
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tempers and habits were cong-enial with his own, and of 

the savage Dyacks (the Orang Bannu,— literally, men of 

the soil) who dwell in the interior of his own district,— 

followers who asked no pay, but were content with 

whatever share of the plunder he might award them. 

These people do not in general love to mix with the 

Malay, they live on the rivers or amid the forest in a 

state of nature ; but strong personal attachment to the 

rover, from various acts of personal kindness, overcame 

this national antipathy, and many of them followed 

him in his marauding excursions. He had usually at 

sea from ten to twelve proas, carrying from seventy to 

eighty men all expert rowers, which in smooth water 

enables them to glide along with great speed, having 

two long guns in the bows, under cover of a 

strong slanting bulwark,—and had recently cut off a 

ship on the eastern side of Borneo, in which he 

was then cruising. This ship was under Portuguese 

colors from Macao, and mounted 14 six-pounder guns, 

with a motley crew of all nations ; such as Chinese, 

Portuguese, Manillese, &c., &c., he met her near Passier, 

a river south of Cotti Lama and a favourite haunt of the 

Orang Lannu and other marauding tribes. Much about 

the same time he had cut off a brig belonging to Mr. 

Hare of Malacca, on her return voyage from Banger 
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Massien, with the produce of her adventure—and was 

accused of causing* the greater portion of her crew to be 

executed, but which he solemnly denied to me: and I 

can vouch for its truth in part as he set at liberty 

her commander, a man by the name of Scott, who had 

been a disrated youngster from one of the mutinous 

ships at the Nore, and having' found his way to India was 

purser's steward of the Mornington at the time I was 

midshipman, a drunken and a troublesome fellow who 

had not forg-otton his old habits, on account of which 

he had been more than once punished and at last run ; 

I mention him as a sample of the class of Europeans 

employed by some of the inferior merchants engaged 

in that trade. 

Though not legally the sovereign of Sambas, his devo

ted and numerous adherents by whom he was beloved, had 

hitherto enabled him to assume that position, and exer

cise its functions with an authority which the titular 

Sultan could not repress; and the success that up to 

this period had attended his predatory career, induced 

his credulous partizans to believe that their leader's 

was a charmed existence; indeed there was no delusion 

too extravagant for their credulity,—and which he cun

ningly made subservient to his own advantage. Among 

other absurd stories cited in support of their superstiti-
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ous reg'ard for him, was that of his miraculous preser

vation from the fatal effects of a shot he had received in 

his face, in action with les Freres Unis (Capt. R. 

Deane,) and which, as it had never been extracted, he 

used to exhibit to his followers, in proof of that mystic 

spell which preserved him from the weapons of the Orang" 

Puteh ; * but of whatever atrocities and crimes he may 

have been accused, and doubtless they were many, there 

still must have existed some secret agency, some one 

redeeming" point of character, by which he retained so 

firm a hold over the affections of the Malay, Dyack and 

enormous Chinese population of the mining districts, 

as well as those loose and idle spirits who came to join 

him, and to whom he instilled a portion of his own 

energy and courage. For several years past, his proas 

had been a serious annoyance to the trade between our 

possessions, and the islands farther eastward, and con

tinued to be so until our conquest of Java gave promise 

of better things ; but before any coercive measures were 

adopted. Col. Ghardnam was in my absence dispatched 

in H. M. s. Malacca (Capt. the Hon. D. Mackay,) to 

Sambas, to warn his highness of the lawless conduct 

the Pangeran Annom was pursuing, and the inevitable 

consequences of such a course, if not immediately re

linquished. 

* White Man. 
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These remonstrances, so urgently preferred by the 

political agent, were met on the part of the Sultan by 

fair promises—extracted probably by the frigate's pre

sence ; but supposing the Sultan himself to have been 

sincere, the little control he exercised over the actions 

of the Pangeran was soon manifest, for scarcely was 

the ship out of the waters of Sambas, with the treaty 

he had signed, ere its conditions were violated by a 

renewal of aggressions. The people of Pontiana were 

the first objects of his resentment, and shortly after he 

chased and fired into a British merchantman bound to 

Batavia,—an outrage which soon brought matters to a 

crisis; indifference to such an insult, whilst it would have 

rendered him more presumptuous, the other states under 

our protection, would have regarded it as pusillanimous 

on our part; and therefore the more effectually to curb 

these mal-practices, and make a signal example, it was 

resolved by the government that a force should be forth

with prepared and sent to fulfil that object, comprising 

H. M. s. Phoenix, Procris, and Barracouta, with several 

well-equipped gun-boats, and a field officer with 100 men 

of the 78th Highlanders;—which the gallant projector of 

the expedition deemed ample for all emergencies: Capt. 

Jas. Bowen, of the Phoenix, had the sole direction of this 

compact little armament, and was expected to make root-

and-branch work of the horde of robbers. 
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After this unsuccessful attempt to arrest him, I lost no 

time in forwarding by a proa to Batavia an account of 

the loss of the Coromandel, and all our consequent pro

ceeding's on this coast ; and on my return to Banca, in 

the course of the succeeding month, found letters awaiting 

me, and sanctioning my conveying Mr. Palmer as far 

as Malacca or Penang, on his return to Calcutta : and 

on arriving at Penang, was called upon by the govern

ment then adminstered by the Hon. Mr. Petre, to afford 

convoy to two ships and a brig—the one with European 

troops on board, the second a large deeply laden Grab 

under Arab colours, without any European to navigate 

her through these intricate ways, which had been freight

ed by the government, to bear their surplus naval and 

military stores to Java.* The master of the former, 

one of the olden school, had involved himself in serious 

altercations with the military, which caused some diffi

culty in the prosecution of her voyage without convoy. 

This was no insignificant charge, but on the contrary, 

one I would have been glad to escape under plea of a 

deviation from the general instructions of the govern

ment by whom I was more immediately employed; but 

that was not a question for me to agitate,—and early 

in November we were wending our way in a direction for 

* See Appendix G. 
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a good sight of Parcelar Hill, the land mark which was 

to guide my awkward consorts through the first dan

gers of the passage, and after various anxious days and 

sleepless nights, ultimately brought them, via the straits 

of Dry on and Banca, safe to anchor in Batavia roads; 

from thence I started to the eastward in quest of a 

new mainmast, to replace the one we had found defec

tive. 

I have been particular in recording minutely such 

circumstances as entered in the scope of my personal 

knowledge, because of the many unworthy and contempt

ible misrepresentations, hurtful to the character and 

administration of Sir Stamford Raffles; originating too, 

in many instances, from individuals totally incompetent 

to appreciate the abilities of the functionary whom they 

strove to render unpopular; and among the features of 

his government thus cavilled at, was his policy toward 

these petty states. Strong, however, in his own judg

ment, and in the confidence and support of his superiors, 

and conscious of the rectitude of his motives, he pursued 

his own judicious course, heedless of the malignant and 

venomed shafts that were levelled against him; and 

I hope I may be pardoned for availing myself of the 

present opportunity to render my humble tribute of 

commemoration to the memory of that enlightened public 
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servant; with whom it was at once my pleasure and my 

pride to be so long" associated. 

The Pangeran, nowise dismayed by the danger to 

which such rash and imprudent conduct had exposed him, 

energetically prepared for the reception of the squadron, 

of whose coming (as he told me afterwards) he had 

timely notice by a Chinese pooket* from Batavia;—his 

war proas were all forthwith recalled and dismantled, 

and the batteries put into a good and defensible condition, 

and confiding in the advantages of his position, " smiled 

at the whirlwind and defied the storm." On reaching 

their destination, steps were without loss of time taken, 

for battering the works about their ears ; and with such 

intent the Barracouta, the Procris, and the gun-boats, 

were, after great exertion, brought up within musket-

range of these ungainly masses ; when a heavy cannonade 

was opened, and incessantly continued for a considerable 

time, without either daunting the courage of the besieged 

or producing the least effect on the mud walls which 

sheltered them. After sustaining serious loss in men, 

Capt. Bowen found it necessary to withdraw, and re

turned with his squadron, to Batavia, borne down by 

despondency and suffering from fever, and there his 

valuable life fell a sacrifice. It is not my province to 

* A fast rowing galley used by smugglers on the coast of Banea. 
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criticise or comment on this unfortunate result; but I 

may venture to say, without a shadow of injury to the 

reputation of that gallant officer, for whom all who had 

the pleasure of his acquaintance entertained the hig'hest 

regard, that from all I could learn, he, like most others 

on their first arrival from Europe, formed a too overween

ing contempt of all whose complexion wore " the shadowed 

livery of the burnished sun," and was perhaps a little 

precipitate, in the absence of more accurate information, 

of the resources his enterprising adversary had at com

mand. Indeed, he had none—totally unacquainted with 

the native character and language, he was entirely 

dependent upon his interpreter, Mr. Lynch, who again 

had no other knowledge than what he gleaned from the 

people of Pontiana, whose interest it may be conceived, 

was, to hold their rival as cheap as possible. The position 

in itself was one of the strongest, even in feebler hands 

than this crafty and fearless spirit, and capable of 

resisting a much larger force than that at Capt. Bowen's 

disposal; and on a subsequent examination of the place, 

it appeared to us astonishing that so bold an experiment 

should have been made, without the cooperation of an 

adequate land-force. 

It was somewhat mortifying, that the British arms, 

(amidst a career certainly not surpassed in the annals 
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of our Indian wars) should have experienced the first 

symptoms of a check at the hands of this notorious 

pirate. Already, within a year of the conquest of Java, 

the power of the Emperor of Djocjocarta, or Tujjucarta, 

as the Dutch pronounce it, hut more correctly than either 

Sura Kerta, had heen overthrown, and the Cudoe (the 

finest province in his dominion,) annexed to the British 

possessions. The Sultan of Palemhang, for his hase and 

cold-blooded treachery, had also been exiled, and Banca 

ceded to us in perpetuity, which were conquests neither 

the Marshal Daendels nor his predecessors had ever been 

able to acquire, and though not included in the treaty of 

Paris were most inconsiderately made over to the Dutch 

commissioners, contrary to all the subsisting treaties 

between the British and native powers; and, I fear, the 

good name which the liberal and enlightened policy of 

Sir Stamford Raffles won for us, was seriously injured 

by this total forfeiture of all the previous assurances 

made to them on this vital subject. 

At the time this disaster occurred, I was at Samarang, 

taking in a new main-mast, when a cito was brought, 

commanding my immediate presence at Buitenzorg, the 

country-seat of his excellency the Governor, who commu

nicated this unwelcome and most unexpected intelligence,, 

at the same time laying his injunctions on me to proceed 
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with all possible haste, and endeavour by every means in 

my power to prevent the Pangeran from either going to 

sea, or receiving assistance from other quarters until more 

strenuous measures could be adopted for retrieving the 

evil effects of this misfortune. My instructions though 

verbal were most explicit; I was under no pretext to 

hazard another such calamity, by ascending the river, and 

exposing ourselves to be assailed in so helpless a situation, 

but to confine my duties to a vigilant blockade of his line 

of coast; all other detail, and matters of arrangement 

with the Sultan of Pontiana, for whom I had letters to 

that purport, being left to my own discretion, and one 

hundred Sepoys were to be added as soon as transport for 

them could be found. 

Samarang is the town next in importance to Batavia, 

situate on the sea-coast, amidst those rich and fertile 

districts, producing pepper, rice, &c., the latter being 

very largely exported in native vessels to the neigh

bouring islands: the edible bird's nests, so celebrated 

in Chinese gastronomy, for their supposed invigorating 

powers, are also gathered here in considerable quantities, 

in the caverns of extinct volcanoes, and other subterra

nean places bordering on some swamp in the centre 

and more southern side of the island, all of which are 

under the inspection of the Resident at Solo, who 
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receives and carefully transmits them, as treasure, 

through the collectorate department at Samarang, to the 

head of that department at Batavia. The author or 

founder of so much wealth and luxury is a tiny bird of 

the swallow species, and selects these hollow caverns in 

the most inaccessible mountains, for the rearing of its 

little progeny, as farthest and freest from the haunts of 

destructive and avaricious man ; but into the very bowels 

of the mountains they are followed, and, though at 

great jeopardy to the robber, deprived of their abodes 

ere the young are hatched or capable of doing injury to 

their transparency,—a precaution which greatly enhances 

their value. The price of this singular product varies 

according to its condition; I have known those of the 

purest and superior qualities easily realize from five to six 

pound sterling per pound weight, and sometimes they are 

weighed as silver: the inferior, or such as have been 

soiled, from five to six Spanish dollars, equal to twenty-

five or thirty shillings: the whole annual collection 

being from 35,000 to 40,000 pounds sterling on this 

article alone, independent of that collected in the caverns 

of private persons making up some 15 or 20,000 more. 

Cattle are plentiful here and farther eastward; and 

European vegetables of every kind are cultivated to 

the greatest perfection, especially the potatoe, which 
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is sought after by our countrymen far and near. The 

town presents a pleasing aspect from the sea ; but 

between the former and the shore lies a deep morass 

over which there is a causeway for egress, unless 

at high water, when you may ascend in boats— 

the river (hardly deserving of such an appellation) 

affording this accommodation only at such periods. 

The Residency is about two miles beyond the walls of 

the Fort; and at the distance of nine or ten miles more, 

upon the face of the mountain, is a noble cantonment, 

facing the sea and within the invigorating influence 

of its daily breezes—a spot selected with much care by 

the British Government for the health and comfort of 

the European soldiery: and farther on again, between 

that and the court of Solo, is the Cavalry station of 

Salatiga, where grain and every sort of provender for 

horses is grown abundantly. But as a port, little can be 

said in its praise, being entirely exposed to the N. W. 

monsoon ; and, unless well found in ground tackle, it is 

imprudent to remain there after this has once set in. 

On the same line of coast stands Rambang, three or four 

leagues farther eastward, well adapted for ship-building, 

from its proximity to the noble and extensive forests 

which clothe that portion of this wonderful island with 

teak; it was in cutting the great military road from 
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Batavia, eastward, during the despotic government of 

the Marshal Daendel's, that so many as 13,000 or 

14,000 human lives are said to have been sacrificed 

in the pestilential marshes of these forests ; in the 

course of its progress, every unfortunate transgressor of 

his arbitrary enactments was sent to fill the chasms made 

by this frightful mortality, which the credulous and 

superstitious attributed to the baneful effects of the 

Upas tree. The existence of this tree, or more cor

rectly speaking the tree from which the Upas is concocted 

does not admit of a doubt, and is to be found both in 

Borneo, and Celebes, it is the extract and not the at

mospheric influence from which these deadly qualities 

are imbibed ; but the Chitek is a shrub indigenous to 

Java; which supplies from its root, a still more virulent 

Upas than the juice of the Anchar. I happened to 

witness an experiment made by Mr. Von Englehert, 

an old resident and naturalist, in presence of an equally 

great botanist. Dr. Horsfield, and Sir Stamford Raffles, 

upon a full grown buffalo, in this way; the heel of 

the animal was punctured with a coarse needle, suffici

ently deep to draw blood to the surface; the same 

needle was then dipped in a vial containing- the virus, 

and applied to the wound, round which a bit of rag 

was bound, and such was the rapidity of its circulation, 
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that in somewhat less than half-an-hour that strongs 

and powerful brute staggered and fell in convulsions 

to the earth. But to return to where I was before 

this digression : at Rambang' were established the con

servator of the forests, Capt. W. Flint, R. N., and Mr. 

Foote, an eminent master ship-wright: and under the 

hands of the latter gentleman the Aurora was, when the 

summons before noticed arrived, for my immediate return 

to the westward. 

It was now the beginning of January, 1813, and 

during the monsoon, which, northward of the equinoctial 

line, blows steadily during this month from the N. E. 

with fine serene weather: but southward of it conse

quently within the limits of the Java seas, in strong 

gales from the N. W. attended with heavy rains, and 

occasionally by severe storms of thunder and lightning. 

On the coasts of Sumatra and Borneo, the rain at 

this season comes down in torrents, extending as far as 

three degrees on either side of the line, and swelling the 

numerous rivers to such extent, as from the lightness 

of its body to freshen the surface of the salt water a 

considerable distance out to sea. In the very teeth 

of this adverse weather, I had to find my way in the 

first instance to Pontiana ; and (although contrary to 

the opinion of some experienced men,) I determined 
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to cross to windward, in preference to the long and 

tedious route by the straits of Banca, presuming that if 

we could fetch the southern extremity of Borneo, the 

currents drawing to the northward must accelerate our 

progress; and in this expectation I was not disappointed 

for as soon as we had gotten hold of the land, the wind 

drew more to the westward, allowing us to lay nearly 

along-shore, while the set to the north helped us mainly 

on our way. We were thus enabled to make a most 

rapid passage of somewhat less than fifteen days, while 

the vessel, a fast Malay trader belonging to Penang, (her 

master the identical person whom Mr. Palmer speaks of 

in his letter,) that followed with the detachment, was a 

month in accomplishing it by the common route; and 

as I had only to equip the gun-boats left here by Capt. 

Bowen, and make arrangements with the Sultan relative 

to the blockade, and to dispatch agents to the different 

states with copies of the government proclamations, my 

stay at Pontiana was not prolonged beyond a few days. 

Meanwhile the time was beguiled with many accounts 

his highness gave us of his own and his rival's life, and of 

the importance assumed by the Pangeran, in consequence of 

his defeat of the expedition. 

The then Sultan, of whose history T will offer a brief 

* See Appendix H. 
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outline, was a descendant of an Arab nocoda, or navig-ator 

who followed an independant and not over punctilious line 

of life, who in a dispute with the commander of a French 

merchant-ship, near Mompawa upon this coast, attacked 

and cut him off,—in common parlance plundered—and af

terwards, w îth the wealth he had amassed, settled with 

his followers and built his palace on an island formed by 

the junction of two streams, (a feature so frequently 

visible in Sumatra and Borneo,) and assumed the title 

of Sultan of Pontiana, in accordance with the univer

sal Malayan custom of adopting the name of some fine 

river contiguous to the place of their location. The 

Sultan himself, whilst chief of Mompawa during his 

father's lifetime, had once been betrayed to an act of 

blood-shedding', of which he assured me he had never 

ceased to lament, nor failed to make mention in his 

devotions. The story was a simple one in fact, 

but became of exceeding interest by the energy and 

deep contrition which marked his narration of it. Be

tween him and one of our countrymen there had been 

extensive and varied traffic for articles which were 

sometimes sold for payment down, at others for credit 

during a succeeding voyage. It should be understood 

that throughout the Archipelago, chiefs and princes are 

also merchants, and moreover strict monopolists of the 

I 
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products of their respective sovereignties. In one of such 

affairs of commerce, a case of small arms had been barter

ed, on opening which, (after the vessel had sailed,) for 

disposal, they were found unfit for use and rejected as 

unsaleable. When, in due process of time, the honest 

merchant sought payment for his arms, it was refused 

him ; upon which he demanded the immediate settle

ment of a balance in his favour of previous standing, 

and violent language was interchanged. Payment was 

insisted on upon the morrow; a day or two, however, 

passed over, and the poor debtor-chief began to hope 

that accommodation would be afforded him; but this 

hope was soon abandoned, for as he was preparing for 

evening worship, his clamorous creditor gained admission 

and enforced his claims in the foulest terms. It is 

very singular that in the acquirement of a new language, 

the vulgar and abusive parts of it are the first attained 

and most easily remembered, (of course I speak of the 

mass who pick up epithets at random, not of students 

polite who only cull the choicest of its phrases;) and 

in the application of their vile vocabulary our countrymen 

are remarkably fluent, when under excitement. This 

volubility in the present instance led unhappily to a fatal 

catastrophy;— reckless from the influence of liquor and 

rage, the madly-importunate man took a pistol from his 
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pocket, and threatened to shoot the prince if the money 

was not paid instanter, and proceeded to put upon him 

the indignity (intolerable to a Mahommedan) of violating 

the sanctity of his harem, and ill-using one of its inmates. 

In an instant the kress of the now infuriated chief was 

at the intruders heart, and he the wretched victim 

of his ungoverned passions. After the long lapse of 

time between the occurrence of this event and its recital 

to me, the prince's frame shook, and his eye glistened 

with the indignation which the narrative reawakened; 

but his feelings, though quick and keen were transient ; 

and his • countenance was soon again faithful to the 

"Melancholy" which had "marked him for her own." 

In reference to the original cause of dispute, the prince's 

integrity was apparent throughout; he honorably liqui

dated his debt to the consignees, though the vessel itself 

was in his power. At that time, to practise deceit upon 

the unsuspecting natives was not deemed a dishonor 

among European traders; and if that practice, unblush-

ingly followed, brought occasionally severe retaliation, 

could it be wondered at, or fair Justice frown only upon 

those whom many wrongs had exasperated ? Yet, be

cause these fiery but not evil-disposed men have some

times taken summary revenge upon their deceivers, the 

whole nation has been branded as blood-thirsty and 
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treacherous—terms, the injustice of which would, I am 

persuaded, be made evident by more familiar intercourse, 

and more upright dealings with the people. As to the 

Prince, from the commencement of our operations to 

their successful termination, he was particularly earnest 

for their success, to which he contributed by all possible 

means, and for which he was now rewarded by the 

countenance and protection of Government. 

The town, which is opposite his residence on this 

island, stands on the southern bank of the fine river I 

have mentioned, and is tolerably well peopled both by 

Malays and Chinese, the latter of whom cultivate the soil 

and do most other mechanical labour. The ground 

at this period had been cleared to a considerable distance, 

and set out in gardens and rice fields, which were 

beautifully cultivated ; for the Chinese, as it is known, 

excel in gardening and husbandry, and understand well 

the process of irrigation. The Prince of Succadana, who 

claimed hereditary sovereignty over the extended line of 

coast as far north as Mompawa, including the territory 

embraced by these rivers, was for a while sorely alarmed 

at the encroachments of the new Sultan, but found he 

might be too formidable to dispossess ; and therefore, 

about half a century before the time I speak of, he ceded 

the district to his relative the Sultan of Bantam, on Java, 
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in right of whom the Dutch have set up a claim, which 

they unjustly maintain, though strongly and stubbornly 

resisted by the Rajah and people of Landack and Men-

trada; the sea coast alone from point to point is all 

they can claim in right of this cession, though on our 

thoughtless abandonment and withdrawal from all that 

concerns this interesting part of the world, they have built 

a fort, established residences both here and at Sambas, 

and will no doubt shortly contrive to shut us out from 

all intercourse with the wealthy and productive portions 

of that island.* 

On the evening of the fourth of February, 1813, very 

soon after our arrival off the river of Sambas, we dis

covered a large junk, which, in endeavouring to enter, had 

taken the ground; as it appeared possible to cut her out, 

I determined to make the attempt before high water 

would enable her to get fairly within the bar, which is 

upwards of a mile in width. Accordingly, having got 

the ship as near to her as we could guess, under cover 

of a dark and and rainy night we manned and armed 

the boats, and as the day began to dawn, pushed 

off, keeping the ship as near as possible to support 

them. Elated with his previous success, the Pangeran, 

as I fully expected, had, with a strong party from the 

* See Appendix 1. 
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shore, joined her during* the night, intending* to preserve 

her from her impending fate; but so quiet and noiseless 

had been our approach, and so unsuspected our proximity, 

that we were close at hand ere he had time to do more 

than arouse from his slumber and spring into the Sam-

pang, which laying ready-manned alongside, soon carried 

him beyond our reach, his people following with the 

utmost precipitation in the boats that brought them from 

the shore: had we been a few moments earlier, or the 

night less dark and drizzling, so as to have admitted our 

seeing her true position, nothing could have saved that 

individual himself from our grasp : as it was, we got 

possession of the vessel, and with the aid of the land-wind 

dragged her through the mud and down to Pontiana, 

where she was placed under the care of the Sultan. The 

succeeding month was also a propitious one for us, having 

on the third of March, intercepted another of his vessels, 

laden with various kinds of supplies, including a quantity 

of powder and shot, which his agents had procured from 

the Rajah of Borneo Proper: suspecting that we had 

gone to one of the neighbouring islands to replenish our 

wood and water, they took advantage of that temporary 

absence to seek admission, but unluckily for their interest, 

selected the very day we so unexpectedly returned: she 

came skimming down along shore, with a fine breeze and 
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smooth sea, and had nearly accomplished her object as we 

arrived ; fortunately for us it was nigh the hour of high 

water, and being by this time somewhat better acquainted 

with the channel, pushed on into little more than our own 

depth crossed her, thereby compelling her to bear up, and, 

assisted by the evening breeze, brought her into blue 

water, and soon saw her also under custody of the Prince 

of Pontiana, who expressed much gratification at the 

confidence reposed in his people. She was of great bulk, 

and navigated by a renegade Portuguese, who had been 

mate or steersman in one of the ships which the Pangeran 

cut off, and with whom he took service, engaging for a 

stipulated sum, to carry this vessel to and from the coast 

of China, and bringing back the annual supplies for the 

Chinese population of Montrada and Landack: exclusive 

of her crew, there were on board upwards of 200 emi

grants of all denominations and kinds, seeking employ

ment in these mining districts, and the loss of the various 

materials with which she was loaded greatly distressed 

the general but particularly the Chinese population. 

Here (at Pontiana) I found the long-expected detachment 

had just arrived from Batavia, under the command of 

Captain Morris of the Bengal army, who accompanied me 

back to Sambas, and set about immediately hutting the 

troops, under the high promontory which bounds the 
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northern entrance to the river. Two fast Sampangs of 

lig'ht and easy draft, each capable of containing a dozen 

or more small-arm men besides the rowers, were procured 

and placed at his disposal, and one of the gun-boats 

anchored in the fair-way, in communication (by signal) 

with us, the more effectually to prevent any egress by the 

channels further southward, all the other branches being 

carefully watched from without. In the interim, various 

expedients were resorted to, in order to beguile the 

tedium, and ward off sickness from the detachment, 

which was to be apprehended from being cooped up in 

that low vapoury situation, together with the almost 

entire absence of vegetables, so essential to the health 

and comfort of the Hindoo soldier; the party were also 

dependant upon us for medical assistance; it became then 

our indispensable duty to be doubly careful of their 

condition, and in this, as in all other respects, their own 

officers were sufficiently attentive: amusements suited to 

their habits, were promoted by way of exercise; and to 

familiarize them with river warfare, small parties were 

frequently embarked on these boats under an officer, and 

sent to pry into what was passing amongst our friends 

higher up ; fishing-nets were also procured, and occasion

ally good hauls made, amongst which, many of that 

small delicious kind known as the Mangoe Fish, and 
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supposed peculiar to the mouths of the Ganges. These 

nets were of the finest texture, spun from the fibre of the 

nettle or the nanas, nnd sometimes the plain tain, which 

are generally used as a substitute for hemp in the manu

facture of rope, twine, and the coarser clothes, from its 

exceeding strength and beauty. This profitable and 

pleasing amusement was, however, soon arrested, just as 

all were beginning to take an interest in its success, by 

the unceremonious intrusion of one of these river deities, 

who broke into and utterly destroyed the seine, together 

with all the small fry it contained, and then took his 

station in the small estuary fronting the camp, where he 

lay concealed from observation; and although poultry 

which the officers had collected were from time to time 

missing, no one imagined that he could be the culprit, 

until, emboldened by success, he cast a longing eye on a 

little English terrier, belonging to Lieut. Bolton, and soon 

found means to secure his victim, unobserved even by the 

sentinels guarding this little cantonment. Suspicion how

ever lighted upon him, in consequence of his being now 

more frequently seen lurking in the eddy, and a watch 

was set, by whom he was perceived to take his usual 

promenade when all was still within the lines: the alarm 

was immediately given; but so bold and audacious had 

he become, from previous impunity, that he paused for a 
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moment, whether to keep his ground or retreat in time to 

his native element ; whilst in doubt, several muskets were 

discharged at him, without telling on his scaly back, and 

next morning he was to be seen lying sluggishly in his 

usual cruising ground, perfectly undismayed by the 

dangers of the preceding night. That day, however, be 

was doomed; a party armed with a large shark hook and 

chain, with some 40 or 50 fathoms of 2½-inch rope, to 

which a float was attached, and to it an unhappy duck 

was appended in such a way as to leave it perfect freedom 

of action on the water; it was then carried out to the 

extent of the line, and placed gently in the spot where he 

was supposed to be; and sure enough, ere the boat came 

back to the party watching, the decoy was seen to dive, 

upon which they began to haul away at the line, and by 

dint of main strength succeeded in dragging the unwieldy 

monster to the beach, though it was no easy task; for, 

finding he could not disengage the hook, which had taken 

fast hold of his throat, he placed his fore-paws on the 

chain, using the herculean strength he possessed to resist 

the efforts of some 12 or 15 men bent upon his caption; 

and in the struggle both hook and chain bore evident 

marks of the power of his jaws—the links in many places 

were compressed as by a vice, and brightened by the 

friction as he trampled it on the sand—lashing his fearful 
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tail in fury on either side, until some ten or a dozen balls 

could be driven into the more vulnerable parts of his 

body; which, when stretched on the shore, measured 

nearly 18 feet by upwards of 4 in circumference. In his 

huge stomach was found the favourite little dog", cum 

multis aliis but to the astonishment of all the spectators, 

the poor duck had contrived to escape, and came back to 

land more frightened than hurt, when it was found that 

the string which bound him to the float had slipped, and 

in the scurry nothing but it and the hook were left in the 

jaws of the monster. This, I think, concludes my ac

quaintance with these gentry, and brings us back to the 

arrival of the expedition, which did not reach its desti

nation until the end of June, (1813,) comprising a 

squadron of five of H. M. and three of H. C. ships of war, 

under the command of Commodore George Sayer, of the 

Leda, with the 14th, and a battalion of Bengal native 

infantry—in all about 1500 men, under Col. Watson of 

the former regiment. These were both estimable men, 

who had seen much service in their respective branches; 

of the former, however, chance had given me the oppor

tunity of personally knowing most: he was an excellent 

and meritorious officer, of great professional experience 

and sound discriminating judgment, as well as a gentle-

man of amiable and conciliatory manners, exempt from 
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that haughty and supercilious assumption too common 

amongst the young and favoured minions of those days; 

and under whom it was at all times a pleasure to serve, 

and a gratification to meet in hours of relaxation. I had 

the happiness to enjoy his friendship on our return from 

these scenes, and now sincerely deplore both his public 

and private loss : would that I might say half so much of 

one or two others who held temporary rule on these 

waters, with whom this gallant officer formed a striking* 

and pleasing contrast. As soon as the whole division 

had assembled, measures were instantaneously put forward 

for assaulting the place. In the meanwhile our crafty 

opponent had not been idle; but on the contrary, inde

fatigable in adding to the imagined security of his 

position, by strengthening the approach in his front, and 

then awaited patiently the coming storm. 

The town of Sambas is situate on the banks of a deep 

and narrow stream, which bifurcates into the main river 

about forty miles from the sea, surrounded by swamps 

and an almost impenetrable jungle; below, and covering 

it on either side, two rude but formidable batteries were 

erected, and in rear of them again were smaller redoubts 

all of which had been materially strengthened since the 

attack made by Capt. Bowen. On examination, after 

the fall of the place, we found those parts of it exposed to 
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the river twenty-seven feet in solid thickness, composed 

of mud and reeds, and in each were placed two heavy 

Dutch 18-pounders, which were served with tolerable 

precision for such artillery-men. They were nearly 

level with the stream, and commanding the whole reach, 

which is not above one hundred and forty feet in width 

at this part. A large and heavily-spiked boom, exten

ding to each battery, was laid across the current, and 

a little way down the beach a vessel had been sunk to 

obstruct the passage, at a point where these guns were 

brought to bear with considerable effect, the embrasures 

being left only wide enough to admit the muzzle of 

the guns; and it was at this point blank range that 

the hulls of the Procris and Barracouta suffered so 

much. The accidental seizure, however, of an aged 

female, who had incautiously ventured to the river side, 

and thus fell into the hands of a reconnoitering party 

under Capt. Baily of the Madras engineers, was of 

singular importance, as hitherto not an individual had 

been seen from whom the least information might be 

gathered; nor even during the many months the block

ade had been maintained, could we lay hands on a single 

person disposed to tell us anything we cared to know, 

or to drop an expression which might compromise the 

welfare of his chief. She, however, in fear and trem-
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bling, pointed out a foot-path through the jungle, 

leading to a few huts in rear of the battery on the north 

side, and by this route the storming party, under Major 

Watson, were brought to the attack, and happily forced 

their way with little loss to the assailants; the Pangeran 

never contemplating so unlikely a circumstance, had 

taken less precaution against surprise from a quarter 

where they little dreamt of peril, all their energies 

being directed to the defence of the river front; yet 

both chiefs and people fought bravely, until overpowered 

and driven over the batteries into the river, at the 

point of the bayonet. As soon as the firing in the rear 

was heard, which was the preconcerted signal for a 

simultaneous attack in front, the advance, which had 

previously been placed in the boats, under Capt. the 

Hon. G. Elliot and Col. Watson, pushed forward, and 

having cast adrift the boom, we entered, what was now, 

a deserted town—the Sultan, the Pangeran, and his 

followers having fled in their canoes to a village in 

the interior, where successful pursuit was hopeless, and 

not a soul was now to be seen save a few wretched 

Lascars of the CoromandeVs crew. His fleet, consisting 

of a ship, a brig and numerous large war proas, each 

rowing from seventy-five to ninety oars, fell into our 

hands, and were consigned to the flames. * We kept 

* Here I received a contusion on the left arm, which, not noticed 
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possession no longer than was required to make a lasting 

example of this audacious rover, and 

" To view with fire their scorpion nest consumed," 

a duty entrusted to Capt. Leslie, who executed his 

orders to the letter;—not a vestige, save the palace, was 

allowed to stand, but how that escaped I know not. And 

having now sufficiently avenged the insult to our flag, 

and shown the neighbouring states the punishment that 

all similar misconduct would receive, the troops were 

reembarked, and sailed for Bengal, the 14th on the 

Princess Charlotte of Wales, the others for Java—the 

men of war dispersed— and I returned to Batavia with 

the detail of these proceedings, from the date of our 

arrival to the conclusion. Here I must not omit to 

mention the death of my gallant coadjutor, Capt. Morris, 

who had watched unceasingly with myself for months 

past the various outlets to this magnificent river. We 

had both been much exposed for many days to harass

ing duties, and he became somewhat indisposed, but could 

not be dissuaded from sharing with his men in the as

sault, at the conclusion of which he returned to his 

couch in my cabin, where all attempts to subdue the 

fever that was consuming him proved unavailing, and 

he expired on the following day, and was buried as due 

at the time, caused me many years afterwards much pain, and, ulti
mately to retire from active service. 
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to the remains of a gallant soldier, under the ruins of 

the principal battery. In destroying these uncouth 

structures, we discovered the 32Ib. shot thrown from the 

brigs and gun boats, embedded about eighteen inches 

deep in the mud and reeds of which they were com

posed, proving beyond all doubt how well such rude 

and unsightly defences were suited to resist artillery. 

Before separating, I had the satisfaction to receive the 

thanks of both the commanders of the expedition, for my 

share in the transactions; and on my return to Batavia, 

was welcomed by similar acknowledgements by the 

Governor in council. 

During the whole period in which we had been so 

constantly occupied, we were particularly fortunate in 

preserving the health of our ships company, which I 

attribute to their never being permitted to wander about 

the streets in search of spirits, or to sleep in the boats 

on the canals or rivers, or in any damp situation. It 

always appeared to me that neglect of these necessary 

precautions was the primary cause of so much sickness 

and death amongst the crews of the ships frequenting 

Batavia, surrounded as it is by pestilential marshes: and 

I feel assured that the want of due attention to this, 

caused the unmanning in a few months, of H. M. S. 

Bucephalus, when commanded by Capt Joseph Drury. 
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In my own case, out of one hundred and ten men, I 

lost not more than one-tenth, in the course of four years 

of incessant restlessness and toil. 

I returned to Java, prostrate, from the effects of the 

same slow and malignant fever which had destroyed my 

friend Morris, and was removed by the kindness of the 

Governor to the palace at Buitenzorg, for the benefit 

of that delightful climate. None but he who has suff

ered the distressing effects of this disease, can half con

ceive its horrors,—its slow and subtle approach—the 

utter prostration of the victim's strength—the con

stant racking pains in head and limbs—then the wild 

delirious crisis—sufferings too fearful to contemplate ; and 

men ready to meet death in open combat, shook with 

terror at the thoughts of this frightful enemy; such are 

the phases of this malady, which those who have not 

" learnt in suffering " cannot be taught " in song ; "— 

nevertheless, breathing the pure air of the mountains, 

I was soon restored to better health, and capable of 

resuming my professional duties. It was then that the 

Governor first intimated his intention of sending me 

with the next commission to Nangasaki, a seaport on one 

of the Japan islands, and the only one at which foreign

ers are permitted to hold intercourse with that singular 

and primitive people:—the previous one, under Dr. Anslie 

K 
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and the Dutch commissioners, having realized to the 

full the expectations and views he had entertained of 

its commercial importance; which had been communicated 

to the Supreme Government, and whose fiat he awaited. 

The trade thus adverted to, was carried on through 

the instrumentality of the Dutch flag, which was the 

only one suffered to wave in the harbour of Nangasaki. 

They were the only Europeans to whom this boon had 

been conceded, for some service done in former days, 

in consideration of which, they were allowed to send 

two ships annually, but were strictly confined to this one 

spot, on the island of Ximo; and although there is an 

extent of sea-coast of upwards of 2000 miles, the Ja

panese have hitherto contrived to exclude all other nations 

excepting the Dutch and Chinese, the latter of whom, 

carry on also a very limited commerce with the Ningpo, 

the Koreans were for a long time admitted to this priv

ilege also, but some years back have come under the 

ban of interdiction. In a small rocky fort which over

hangs the harbour of Nangasaki, the persons employed 

in the Dutch factory were rigidly imprisoned, and 

closely watched by a body of constabulary, who surroun

ded their habitation and subjected them to the most 

degrading annoyances; not content with setting bounds 

to the number of vessels, and taking the sole direction 
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of their consignments, they scrupulously insisted on the 

exact quantity of goods each should be allowed to 

throw into the market; and after the most searching 

examination for contrabands, their master and crews 

were turned out, and the ships cleared and reloaded by 

Japanese; besides all these vexatious interdictions and 

restraints, rich and valuable presents in the shape of 

tribute was exacted from the chiefs on the eve of their 

departure—all of which they bore with " a patient 

shrug," the vast commercial interests connected with 

their position, reconciling them to the vexatious espion

age to which they were compelled to submit. 

The prejudice of the Japanese against our own flag 

existed to an eminent degree, and had been strengthened 

by the conduct of the Captain of H. M. S. Phoeton, when 

cruising on that coast a few years previously to the 

period of which I write; and therefore the mode chosen 

by Sir S. Raffles of gradually introducing our commerce 

through such a channel, seemed perfectly legitimate, 

and likely, at no distant time, to ripen into a most 

lucrative harvest. Unfortunately, however, the supreme 

authorities in India did not see it in the same favorable 

light; and a strong remonstrance against its repetition 

was penned and forwarded by the Marquis of Hastings, 

in which he designated it as a measure neither dignified 
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nor politic. So severe a rebuke was thought to be un

called for, particularly as the previous enterprize had 

been sanctioned by his predecessor ; and it had the 

effect of annulling all further attempts to promote any 

intercourse between us. Probably the view taken by 

that statesman was, politically, just : but, commercially, 

it was one of deep regret, as human ingenuity could 

suggest no more likely means of making our way with 

that remarkable people. It is now, however, too late; 

the opportunity has been lost to this country, and our 

cautious and wary neighbour will take care it does 

not soon recur. 

So long as Great Britain held sway over these insular 

dependencies, the favourite residence of her representa

tive was at Buitenzorg, a mountainous district about 

42 miles south-east of Batavia, and resting at the foot 

of the Salek range, which contribute all their grand and 

imposing features to the beauty of the landscape. The 

altitude of these hills has been computed by competent 

engineers, at more than 10,000 feet above the level of 

the sea, and near the summit of their rugged peaks, 

in what would seem an extinct volcano, nestles a dark fa

thomless lake, which has no visible outlet, yet has never 

been known to overflow; further in their recess, and co

vering a considerable space of table land, another broad 
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sheet rolls in magnificent cataracts its superfluous waters 

down the face of the mountain, from whence issues 

a bright cristal streamlet, which glides through this 

enchanting spot, as it wends its placid course to mingle 

with the Sloken. The great military road of nearly 

600 miles extent which owes its origin and completion 

to the assiduity and perseverance of Marshal Daendels be

gins its toilsome ascent in this vicinity, and on reaching-

the first range, the traveller is lost in wonderment at the 

prospect he beholds ; the richly cultivated plains of the re

gencies at his feet, the ocean glistening as a mirror before 

him, the shipping in repose within the thousand Islands 

that define its roadstead, with the Islands themselves dotted 

around; and so near do these objects seem, that as the 

fisherman like some white sea-bird skims along its 

surface, he may fancy that he hears the tinckling of their 

tiny bells, as the gentle swell on its bosom motions the 

peak of the latteen sail to which they are suspended; 

such is the optical delusion produced by this glowing-

panorama ; meanwhile his horses are quietly exchanged 

for the surer footed buffalo, and drag ropes attached to 

the Carriage, which are committed to peasants hands, in 

order to check the impetus of its descent on the eastern 

side, which to a nervous person presents a dangerous 

and alarming aspect. In a military point of view this 
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laborious undertaking will continue a lasting memoriel 

of the Marshal's attention to the protection of the Island, 

and although his civil administration cannot be com

mended, it merited a more generous acknowledgement 

than banishment to a pestilential colony on the African 

shore ; yet such was the fate that awaited the close of 

a life spent in rivetting the chains of his countrymen, 

at the mandate of a foreign tyrant, who kept his leg-it-

imate prince an exile from the " land of his fathers." 

A post establishment with relays of horses is main

tained by government, to facilitate communication with 

the public offices, so that reference can be had in a 

very few hours ; which renders his residence from the 

capital of no serious impediment to the daily occurrence 

of the state, half way again is that of the commander-

in-chief, also a temporary asylum for the convales

cent soldiery and so superior is the climate of Java, 

to most parts of continental India, that neither in the 

valleys nor on the hills are the nights ever oppressive; on 

the contrary the land-wind so rigidly excluded throughout 

Hindoostaun is freely admitted, and a blanket often an 

agreeable protection from the keen night air of the 

mountains: but that which most forcibly struck us on 

coming hither was the houses of the gentry one and all 

being strictly tabooed against the intrusion of the slight-
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est breath of the sea breeze—so opposite to the practice 

in our settlements, where its refreshing influence gives 

buoyancy and strength to the European constitution, but 

the atmosphere being surcharged with electricity, thunder 

storms of the most appalling violence are of too frequent 

recurrence to be pleasant, and prevail mostly during the 

N. w. monsoon, by reason of the heavy drift which rolls 

on from Sumatra. It is generally towards the afternoon 

or heat of the day, that the clouds bearing " heaven's 

artillery" begin to hang upon the hills, and as they 

gradually descend all nature is hushed, not even the 

buzzing of an insect may be heard, whilst the beasts of 

the field instinctively betake themselves to the wooded 

clumps left for shelter from the noonday heat, but of the 

majesty of the storm amidst these volcanic mountains, 

none save an eye-witness can form an adequate con

ception, nor can I furnish any description half so faith

ful as that of the holy psalmist, whose words I trust 

it is not profane in me to quote, "The earth trembled 

and quaked, the very foundation also of the hills shook 

and were removed because he was wroth," whilst the 

riven mass pour down their watery avalanche, intermix

ed with hailstones and pebbles, the latter sucked up by 

the angry whirlwind in its course. On one occasion a 

plain tain tree of considerable girth was rent in twain from 
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the crown downwards, and a stone as large as a poulett's 

egg extracted from its trunk; and here I am free to 

confess, that I have never been exposed to them without 

awakening" feelings of trepidation and awe, nor can I 

imagine any circumstance so calculated to remind man

kind of his own littleness, or of that great invisible Being 

" who," in the language of the same inspired writer, 

" maketh his angels spirits, and his ministers a flaming 

fire." Twice within so short an interval as three or four 

months, the staff whereon the British emblem floated in 

front of the palace was split like a reed, by the electric 

fluid, accompanied with loss of life, which on such occa

sions is fearfully common; and the mention of this 

recalls to my recollection an instance in another part of 

the island, where three gallant officers, in the heyday of 

youth, were overtaken by a passing cloud, which sent 

down a heavy shower upon their heads, and to save their 

gay apparel spread out an umbrella, which happened 

unfortunately to be at hand; almost instantaneously the 

whole of them were felled to the earth, where they lay as 

in the arms of death, till assistance came, and by timely 

opening a vein two of the party were restored; but the 

third, a talented young man. Cornet R—h, never breathed 

again; the brain was seared, but no one could pronounce 

where the " levin-brand " had stricken, until on shaving his 
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curling locks, just above the temple a slight discolourment 

surrounding a small puncture was discovered, so minute 

as hardly to admit the point of a needle, and there the 

fatal messenger had penetrated, which sent him with the 

merry laugh still depicted on his youthful countenance to 

" sleep that sleep which knows no waking." No sooner 

however has this convulsion subsided, than its terrors 

vanish, the heavens assume their purest azure, and all 

nature rejoicing in the change, puts forth her balmy and 

delicious perfumes to welcome back the God of day. 

In the recesses of the mountains, the thick and bushy 

foliage affords covering to numerous beasts of prey; the 

royal tiger, or Machon Gogor of the Javanese, the Hyena, 

and the Cheta, down to the deer and the wild hog, are 

its tenants; but the latter, are by far the most destruc

tive to the young plantations; of the domestic animals, 

the Buffalo or Kebo of the native, is that which is pro

pagated with the greatest care, and used in all agricul

tural pursuits throughout the Perangen regencies; yet 

neither sheep, nor the horned cattle of Europe, so 

common on the eastern parts of the island, and on Celebes, 

are encouraged here ; the male Buffalo though patient 

and docile under the drudgery of the husbandman, is 

at times fierce and dangerous to strangers, and when 

excited courageous to a degree, and fleet of foot beyond 
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what his clumsy and unprepossessing appearance would 

indicate, as I can vouch, having been pursued on one 

occasion, and owe my escape to the steady hand and 

aim of a sepoy, who shot him through the forehead, 

when within the length of his firelock. On great and 

festive occasions, the favourite sport of the Javanese 

nobles, is a combat between this useful animal and the 

tiger; one of which I witnessed, when all the native 

Princes and vakeels from the neighbouring states, were 

present to commemorate the great Duke's triumph at 

Victoria; the first thing then is to prepare the arena, 

which is done by sinking the butts of young trees 

about 30 or 40 feet in height, three or four feet under

ground, in a circle of about 50 feet diameter, with their 

tops inclining inwardly and crossed by smaller ones 

which bind the whole fabric together: in the centre 

of this, a magnificent Buffalo from the herd of a neigh

bouring colonist was impaled, leaving an aperture at 

its base just wide enough to admit a full grown Tiger, 

who in the interim had been lured by a bleating kid 

into a strong cage constructed of bamboo, having a trap 

door so simply and yet so cleverly contrived, that the 

animal to get at his prey must touch the spring near 

which the latter had been bound, and in this manner 

a noble beast of his kind was conveved on mens' shoul-
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ders to the aperture ; the trap door was then lifted, 

and the royal monster stalked into the arena, where his 

burly competitor stood in silent amazement ; there was 

just space enough between the interstices to see dis

tinctly the workings of their respective instincts; the 

Kebo kept his full round eye stedfast on the intruder, 

whilst he carefully avoided exposing any vulnerable part 

of his bulky carcase; as couching almost to his belly 

the other drew gradually nearer, as if looking for a 

better line of attack; meanwhile the spectators became 

impatient, and calling for boiling water, poured the 

scalding fluid from above, which forced the Kebo to 

change his attitude, and immediately the Machan sprang, 

but missing his intended leap, the other charged, so 

furiously as to make him steal away to another part 

of the ring; where he lay panting and glaring at his 

powerful antagonist, another desperate effort was fol

lowed by similar results, though this time, the Kebo 

exhibited some severe lacerations about the neck and 

shoulders; both seemed averse to any further trial, so 

that those who directed the lists cast down burning 

brands and torches from above, till exasperated beyond 

endurance, the former sprang at his tormentors, but 

fell short, evidently weaker for the punishment he had 

undergone in the last melee; whilst the cautious Kebo, 
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keeping hitherto on the defensive, now began to show 

a disposition to finish the conflict, and approching the 

Machon's lair, the latter rousing all his energies made 

one last and fatal effort to reach the back or haunches, 

which the Kebo dexterously evaded, receiving him 

between the horns, and now set to work in real earnest 

hoof and horn in perfect concert, his huge brawny 

frame swelling at every blow as he gored and pounded 

him, till perfectly exhausted, he lost his hold and lay 

" hors de combat," his spine and his ribs fractured, and 

otherwise so mangled, that after two or three convul

sive struggles his powerful limbs stiffened, the clear 

wild eye glazed, and in a few moments all the cruel 

ferocity of his nature was extinct for ever; whilst the 

champion in this brutal fray was also so shockingly torn 

and lacerated, as to make it necessary to put him out of 

pain ; and thus ended after nearly an hour's continuance, 

this truly barbarous exhibition, in which the more 

savage propensities of man's nature were conspicuously 

developed. 

I t was not long ere fresh imployment was cut out for 

me ; and before my health was perfectly reestablished 

some unpleasant intelligence reached the government, 

of certain unwarrantable transactions committed by the 

political resident who succeeded Major Mears at the 
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court of Palembang; and of so serious a nature were 

these accusations considered, that it was thought neces

sary to send commissioners to enquire into and scrutinize 

all the circumstances connected therewith. Accompanied 

by a force of 400 European soldiers commanded by Col. 

M'Greg'or, of the 59th, with the Hussar and Volage, 

under Capt. the Hon. G. Elliot, we arrived off the town 

on the 14th of August, 1814, and were occupied till 

the 26th with the investigation of this most disgraceful 

affair. 

Among all the followers of the Prophet, there are 

I believe, no such adepts in cunning and dissimulation 

as the Malay princes ; and I found none more proficient 

in these hateful accomplishments than his ex-highness of 

Palembang. Accustomed to follow the dictates of his 

own crafty and crooked policy, he left no means untried 

for the recovery of his forfeited throne. It turned out, as 

I had previously hinted, that after his second discom

fiture by the detachment under Major Mears, and on the 

succession of Col. R n of H. M. 24th regiment to the 

residency, (who was totally unacquainted with the 

Malay character,) and whose claim to such consideration 

rested on his having during the expedition acted as Dutch 

Interpreter to my Lord Minto ; the subtle prince soon 

contrived (by means tolerably well ascertained) so to 
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enlist in his favour the sympathies of Col. E. as to induce 

that new official to incur the weighty responsibility of 

deposing the reigning Prince and restoring the Exile to 

the musnud, with whom he formed and executed a separate 

treaty. So gross an act of imprudence, (to call it by no 

harsher a name) or one affecting so seriously the character 

of the British government, was unprecedented in the 

history of its Indian administration ; and therefore, after 

a most deliberate investigation, he was superseded, placed 

under close arrest, and sent to Bengal, there to be dealt 

with by the Supreme Government, who it was said, refer

red the matter home; but we never learnt what decision 

was pronounced upon his culpable misconduct. We re

mained at Palembang only long enough to place the 

public affairs in the position they were at Colonel 

R's accession, and went thence to Rhio and Lingin 

to expostulate with those Princes on the encou

ragement they afforded to the tin smugglers infesting 

the coast of Banca, and also to put an end if 

possible to their dealings with the slave traders from 

the Celebes, those islands being now the principal marts 

for this traffic in human beings.* Fervently and earnest

ly as Sir Stamford desired to effect its abolition it was yet 

a very delicate question for the Governor to manage, and 

* See Appendix K. 
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engrossed much of his time and attention. One of his 

earliest measures was the emancipation of those slaves be

longing to the state; but the whole of the wealthy part 

of the community, both European and Native, on Java, in

cluding the civil members of his council and others were 

considerable holders, and their domestic establishments, 

both male and female, made up of that class—so also 

were all the princes and chiefs throughout the archipelago. 

With them, the system of slave-proprietorship had been 

of immemorial origin, and in their familiarity with it as 

an hereditary custom, the enormities that shock more ci

vilized communities were not apparent, and self-interest 

would render them dull learners of the doctrine of '' true 

Liberty. " They could not comprehend the meaning of 

prohibitory injunctions respecting this merchandize in 

mankind—heretofore with them, legitimate objects for 

barter, nor could they recognize the atrocity of a custom 

not forbidden by the Koran, upon which their simple laws 

and the framework of their government were based ; but 

knowing how useless it would be to contend against com

mands so peremptorily issued, they yielded to their justice 

a ready though I apprehend only an ostensible accquies-

cence—attempts having been made by many opulent Chi

nese residents at Batavia, to introduce them clandestinely 
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into the market, through the creeks and landing places 

communicating with the city.* 

The evening we left Palembang for Lingin and Rhio, 

set in wet and dismal, and having brought up a little way 

below the Campong Cheena, ready to move at the first 

dawn of the morn, as I sat listening to the incessant 

splashing of the tropical rain, and contrasting in my 

mind the present with the past condition of that unhappy 

man when first I came to his Court, charged to make 

known the changes and warlike measures in preparation 

by our government I was startled from my reverie by an 

unusual sound, and listening, fancied I heard my own 

name pronounced '' in a still small voice," which seemed 

to float upon the river; and, leaning out of the nearest 

window perceived a canoe, drawn close under the counter, 

a projecting part of the ship's stern, wherein were two or 

three figures esconsced, under sedgey garments, which, 

like the shell of some enormous turtle, effectually shielded 

them from the deluge above. My first impulse was to 

order their immediate seizure ; but this could not be done 

without considerable bustle, and perhaps loss of life ; and 

on questioning them as to the object they had in view, 

I was answered in the same subdued tone, that it was 

myself they were in quest of, and if quite alone, desired 

* See Appendix, L. 
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my private ear for a little; on which I invited them to 

ascend, contributing* my assistance towards this awkward 

operation by means of the stern ladder which generally 

when in harbour hangs there for the convenience of 

the boat-keepers, and to my surprise and astonish

ment beheld one, who thoug'h meanly disguised, bore 

a striking resemblance to the exiled prince ; but having 

seen him only once I could not be certain, of the 

fact, though the nervous emotion of his speech 

sufficiently betrayed him to be no common personage. 

Desirous however of arriving at some certain conclusion 

on this point, I spoke to them familiarly, desiring they 

would banish all reserve, and tell me candidly who they 

were, and their inducement for embarking in so hazardous 

a voyage: to which the elder, a man about 50 years or 

so replied, " that they were members of the old Sultan's 

family, sick at heart and anxious to throw themselves on 

the clemency of the Governor, that they might be suffered 

to return to their homes, but through the vigilance of the 

reigning Sultan were bereft of all means of making their 

unhappy condition known, and having heard that I was 

here, sought me at this hour as one most likely to elude 

suspicion; their object being to solicit my interposition 

with ' Tuan' Raffles," as he was familiarly designated by 

the Princes and men of all grades throughout the archi-

L 
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pelago, " for their master's restoration, who would hence

forward become the slave of the British government/' 

with many more expressions suited to awaken sympathy 

for his degraded condition. Alas ! the blood of so many 

hapless victims cried loudly against any prospect of grace 

or favour being extended to the royal homicide, or his 

sanguinary accomplices—and such they were impressively 

assured, but by no process of reasoning could they compre

hend either the justice of this sweeping condemnation, nor 

our right to intermeddle with their quarrel. " These men," 

he energetically exclaimed, " were not of your country ; 

you were at war with them, and they were also our 

persecutors, and we had every right to deal with them 

according to the usages of our forefathers." Such was 

their creed and interpretation of the law of nations; and 

in following it, dreamt not of responsibility either human 

or divine ; bnt finding the inutility of prolonging the dis

cussion, they rose from the corner on which they had been 

seated, and muttering something not intended for me to 

hear, took leave in a moody and dejected manner, and 

descending to their tiny skiff, dropped silently with the 

stream, and in the universal darkness of the night were 

soon hidden from further observation. Whether the 

proscribed Rattoo Mohammed Budrodeen was really en 

per Sonne at this interview, or represented by one of his 

numerous kinsmen, would be difficult to assert ; but one 
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fact was undeniable, that he was still attended by many 

of his former adherents, who clung to him as their legit

imate sovereign, with a fidelity rare and uncommon 

amongst Asiatics; in the sequel this devotion met its 

reward, when our successors whose murdered countrymen 

we had been called upon to avenge, restored his profli

gate son to the forfeited Musnud. To some it may appear 

that the admission of such men to a stolen visit in the 

dead of night, was a rash and imprudent step; but in this 

case there was nothing to apprehend; they were not on 

" murderous deeds intent," and I had reason to be glad at 

having shewn no distrust of their motions, which were 

evidently what they professed, but which the Governor to 

whom alone the circumstance was related deemed per

fectly inadmissable. The communications I made to the 

Princes of Lingin and Rhio were unhesitatingly complied 

with, and documents to that purport signed by both, 

were left with Major Court to cary out, who, on the 

supercession of Colonel R n, had been appointed 

resident at Palembang and Banca. 

Having been detained at Lingin longer than was 

anticipated, and consequently looked for a considerable 

time before it was possible I could get back to Batavia 

—almost as soon as we came to. His Excellency, who had 

become very impatient for our return, signified his inten-
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tion of embarking on a tour of inspection to the different 

residencies; and made choice of the Aurora as his yacht 

for the trip: after landing at Indormayo, Cheribon, 

Paccalong-ong; Samarang, Solo, and Sourabaya, he de

termined whilst so near not to return without including 

a visit to the venerable Sultan of Madura; accordingly 

attended by a numerous staff he set out for Samanap, 

the capital of this fruitful little island, and was received 

and entertained with true native simplicity by that good 

old man,—there was neither pageantry nor imposing 

display of any kind, beyond a few spearmen stationed 

round his palace, but the chiefs and people met us 

on the road, attired in their best, and testifying their 

respect in the humblest manner, whilst bands of music 

were stationed at certain distances, playing throughout 

the ceremony the sweet and plaintive airs of the Java

nese; at the entrance stood the aged Sultan, and the 

members of his family, all of whom bent forward in 

meek reverence to salute his Excellency; yet there was 

nothing cringing or fawning in their deportment, and 

it particularly struck me how anxious the old man had 

been to pour forth his loyalty and love for our nation; 

on either side of the door-way were suspended the 

portraits of our gracious sovereign George the Third, 

and John Wilks, who, no doubt some wag had told him. 
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was, or had been, the favourite minister of this monarch; 

where or how he became their owner we could not 

divine, but it was very evident he was exceedingly proud 

of the opportunity of exhibiting" them 5 the day passed 

off very cheerfully, and at parting, vows of fidelity 

and attachment to British authority and interests were 

copiously renewed. A bull fight had been proposed as 

well as the common ones, in which their people so much 

delight, namely between the ram and wild hog, and the 

quails, and the little crickets, but neither of which would 

time admit of being exhibited. After this, and the con

clusion of some financial arrangements with the resident, 

Col. Adams,—the Governor determined to return through 

the interior ; and we began to prepare for that distant 

and doubtful mission he had marked out for us. 

Not long before this tour of inspection, a very serious 

misunderstanding had arisen between the Governor and 

the General commanding the forces, who was a dauntless 

and intrepid soldier, but of a haughty and overbearing-

temper, which it was not possible at all times either 

for himself or others to control. From the first there 

had never subsisted much cordiality between them ; and 

if I recollect rightly, the immediate cause of the present 

disagreement had reference to the misconduct of the 

late Resident at Palembang, whose acts were then under 
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investigation, and whom the General wished to bring 

before a military rather than a civil tribunal: be this as 

it may, matters were carried to such a height as to 

call for the interference of the supreme authorities, and 

to render the removal of one of the parties absolutely 

necessary. The Major-General accordingly proceeded to 

Calcutta, where he remained for some time ; but on the 

arrival of the Earl of Moira, as successor to Earl 

Minto, he was placed on the staff of the Bengal army, 

and his vacancy in Java supplied by a very different 

sort of man, Major-General Sir M. N., a capricious 

and selfish offset from a noble family, whose indolence 

and love of ease contrasted strongly with the fiery and 

chivalrous bearing of the gay and gallant Gillespie. He, 

in good time , was succeeded by Sir William Keir Grant, 

with whose military attainments was blended an affable 

and gentlemanly deportment, which won for him the 

respect and esteem of all classes of the community. 

In the meantime, several most serious charges, affecting 

the honor and public character of the Governor had 

been concocted, and laid before the council by General 

Gillespie, for their investigation ; but as the accused 

was, in this instance, denied that free intercourse with 

the Governor-General which his accuser exclusively 

enjoyed, he concluded, and perhaps rightly, that the 
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mind of the noble lord might be somewhat biased, and 

the enquiry not conducted in that spirit of fairness and 

impartiality, which, on other occasions, characterized and 

adorned the public administration of that nobleman. 

Major T, O. Travers, an officer in his confidence was 

therefore dispatched to the home authorities, with his 

account of the whole of these transactions, upon whose 

return, or shortly after, he made up his mind to resign, 

and embarked for England in order to refute those ca

lumnies, which for the last twelve months had so 

embittered his existence; and in this he most triumphant

ly succeeded, but in the meantime the services of one 

of the ablest colonial administrators were lost to his 

country. Mr. Fendall a worthy and amiable man 

came down from Bengal in February, 1816, to succeed 

him, and held the government until its transfer to the 

Dutch commissioners, (who were at that very time, 

though unknown to us, on their way to relieve us of 

the incumbrance it seemed to be to the home authorities,) 

and followed closely H. M. s. Alceste, with Lord Amherst's 

embassy to China, from whom we received the first 

and only tangible intelligence of their being finally 

ceded to that nation—a cession which forms another 

instance of the total indifference with which all that 

related to these rich and magnificent colonies was 

viewed. 
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The policy pursued by the British Government, while 

administered by Sir Stamford Raffles, was the very 

reverse of that so long and pertinaciously adhered to by 

our illiberal and phlegmatic predecessors. Embued with 

knowledge of the real character and disposition of the 

people over whom he had been chosen to preside, and 

having", during a long official residence at Penang, had 

opportunities of watching the tendency and effects of the 

sordid and selfish system of the Dutch, in their inter

course with the native states, he wisely determined to 

follow a different course, and by exhibiting to the well-

disposed Princes around us a generous and conciliatory 

spirit, hoped to bend them to our interests, and gradually 

lead them to such mercantile pursuits, as would in due 

time improve their moral condition, and by opening our 

ports to the flag of every nation, render Java the empo

rium for the commerce of the eastern world. Such were 

the leading features of the liberal and enlightened 

measures he intended to carry out; and had our sove

reignty in that region been prolonged for a few years, 

instead of being so hastily and indiscreetly transferred 

to our neighbours, I unhesitatingly assert that the moral 

character and condition of these people would have 

undergone so entire a change, that long ere now there 

would not have been a piratical state of any importance 
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in that portion of the archipelago. The most stubborn 

and refractory princes had already been put down, and 

others of lesser consequence saw and took warning" by 

the example, so that the smallest proa now traversed 

the waters within our limits from one island to another 

with perfect impunity; but this was not the case farther 

to the N. E. of us; the Sultan of Sooloo, with whom 

as yet we had been strangers, kept a large fleet of 

war-proas constantly hovering about the northern and 

eastern end of the Celebes, and paying occasional visits 

to the Moluccas, in quest of plunder; and as the 

British Resident at Amboyna, in whose more immme-

diate proximity his dominions lie, had neither attempted 

to conciliate or to coerce that Prince, the government 

of Java resolved to adopt the former expedient, and to 

send a mission to his court, in the hope of establishing 

a commercial agent amongst them, through whom a 

new market might be found for our British piece goods, 

which were pouring in on us by every fresh arrival 

from England. It was thought that such an intercourse 

might tend to change and improve the habits of this 

warlike and predatory people, and with this view I was 

desired to prepare for that service; the success of which 

though much desired, was still extremely problema

tical ; so adverse had they always shewn themselves to 
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any European connection, but it was worth the attempt: 

accordingly a large brig was chartered, and laden with 

various choice articles of European manufacture; many 

valuable presents for his highness were selected, and 

an agent (whom it was intended to establish at his 

court) was ordered to embark on the brig, in charge 

of the commercial part of the adventure, and to have 

a gun-boat left with him, for protection. The Malabar 

was ordered to follow, having in the first instance to 

proceed to Amboyna, on other affairs, and then to meet 

us at Sooloo. All things being in readiness by the 3rd 

of February, 1814, we sailed from Sourabaya, intending 

to touch and replenish our wood and water at Bouro, 

lying immediately in our track ; and passing through the 

straits of Salayer, thence between Bouton and the 

Tooken Bisseye, we reached Bouro on the 18th. 

I know of no other island in the archipelago, which 

attracts the casual notice of the passing voyager so much 

as Bouro, from its immense height and the natural 

formation of the dome that crowns its summit. It lies 

directly in the fair way of ships proceeding either to the 

Phillippine Islands or to China, which at a particular 

season of the year enter the Flores seas, either by 

the straits of Lombock or Balli, or Flores straits, 

and pursue their voyage by what is commonly called 
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the Eastern passage. It is visible at an amazing- distance, 

particularly about sunrise, when the dome is usually 

clear, and free from the dense and heavy clouds 

which collect, and hang suspended over it during the 

heat and latter part of the day. Hitherto it has been 

considered an appendage of the Moluccas; and the 

Dutch keep a few Amboynese soldiers, with an officer 

as commandant, whose establishment is principally sup

ported from the proceeds of that aromatic oil, the cayu 

puteh, which is extracted from a shrub growing luxuri

antly over its surface, and for which alone it is of any 

value to the possessors. This evergreen flourishes on 

the south-eastern side of the island, and on that part 

overhanging the bay, at the bottom of which stands the 

little fort, called Fort defence, capable of containing on 

an emergency fifty or sixty men, secure from the attacks 

of any neighbouring rover, of which these seas are seldom 

entirely free. The leaf of this indigenous shrub is of a 

rich dark green colour, the bark, from whence the oil is 

extracted, of a pale white; and hence it is called in the 

Malayan language, Meniac cayu puteh— literally, the oil 

of white wood; which by some odd corruption is known 

in this country by the name of cajiput; a certain quantity 

of this stimulant is sent from Bouro to Amboyna and 

Banda, and finds its way to Holland by the annual spice-
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ships. Some men have thought that copper is mixed 

with it, to supply the beautiful marine tint it exhibits; 

but I can avow to the contrary, having witnessed the 

distillation of some for myself, in which no other ing-redi-

ent was introduced. 

The whole extent of the island is not above 70 or 80 

miles, by perhaps half that in breadth, with large and 

open strips here and there dividing the luxuriant forests 

and affording herbage to the wild animals that inhabit 

them. Various sorts of dye-wood abound,—Sappan, 

Sandal, Aloes, Ebony, &c.; but being also abundant 

everywhere else, are hardly thought of: I could not, 

however, be certain whether that most remarkable of 

all the palm trees, the Sago, was amongst them. This 

wonderful tree, producing, so copiously, food for the 

life of man, flourishes in this groups but its favourite 

place is on Ceram, one of the Banda Islands, where 

huge forests exist, and keeps springing into life, and 

to which the axe is put when from 15 to 16 years' 

growth. The tree is never above 25 or 30 feet in 

height, and when felled and laid open the pith is ex

tracted, dried, and ground into a fine powder, called Sago 

Alloose, and exported to Europe in considerable quantities 

as Arrow Root; but for home consumption it is generally 

clarified and made into cakes as bread, or boiled down 
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and prepared as soup. In this division the learned 

scientific botanist and ichthyologist would find ample 

reward for his laborious research not only amongst trees, 

plants or fishes, but in the wonderful varieties of the most 

beautiful of the feathered race, and insects, on which the 

unitiated in natural history, like myself, must not ven

ture to enlarge. Ceram is perhaps the most eligible spot 

in the universe for the chonchologist to pitch his tent; 

numberless shells of rare and exquisite beauty, including 

that delicate specimen the winkle trap, are picked up by 

the fishermen on the shores and coral reefs of the Banda 

seas, and sold for little or nothing, to merchants who 

realize a tolerable profit on their collections ; I remember 

having paid as much as one hundred Spanish dollars for 

a pair which is now in the possession of a much esteemed 

friend. Flocks of the gay and gaudily feathered race of 

this region also congregate here at certain seasons, and 

amongst them a bird of the pidgeon kind, which subsists 

entirely on the fruits everywhere so abundant, and is 

most destructive to the nutmeg gardens, on Banda and 

Ternate; its fondness for the mace is excessive, which is 

supposed to possess the turtle-like quality of fattening, as 

at the time that precious condiment is in the pulpy state, 

the bird is in finest condition and most delicious flavor; 

they are very shy, and providence having provided for 
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their protection a plumage corresponding with the foliage 

of the coarse horse plaintain, from whence they mostly 

derive support, they are hardly discernible, even when 

close to the bough, on which many may be at that 

moment feeding. 

The common deer, the mouse deer, and that singular 

looking animal called by the Malays, the babi-roosa, but 

by us, the " hog-deer," are the only tenants of the Bouro 

jungles. I was lucky enough to procure a fine living 

specimen of this animal, for the menagerie at Barrack-

pore ;—-it was much like the common Chinese hog, when 

in poor condition, but stood higher on the fore-legs, and 

its skin was thick and scaly, having but little hair upon 

the bod}', of a dark brown color approaching to black, 

and very coarse. He had a noble pair of tusks, which, 

coming from the forepart of the head, twisted round the 

upper jaw in a circle, nearly to the eyes, which were full 

and round like those of a stag; its fore-feet also bore 

resemblance to the deer's, but in most other respects it 

had the appearance of a common wild hog; in their food 

the difference is to be seen preferring the herbage and 

green boughs of trees to roots, and although often found 

in the society of the wild hog, they always keep aloof 

from the herd, and no cross has yet been discovered 

between them. A female in the possession of the com-
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mandant was without circular tusks, which, according to 

his account, are peculiar to males only. I had often seen 

skulls of these animals exhibited as curiosities, but in all 

my intercourse with the Malay islands, never till now a 

living one; nor do I believe they are to be met with but 

on Bouro, though others assert the contrary. We also 

caught a number of crawfish, which were observed to 

come on shore at high water, and make the best of their 

way to the cocoa-nut trees that line the margin of the sea 

along the valley; up these they scramble very fast, to 

regale on the terminal shoot which, like a large cabbage 

springs from the heart of the tree, as soon at it has 

arrived at maturity. The natives lie in wait for them on 

their descent, and account them a great delicacy, when 

manufactured by a skilful artist into a good Malay 

curry. Upon the whole there is nothing to tempt the 

weary voyager to make Bouro a resting-place; the 

anchorage is on the ridge of an almost perpendicular 

bank of sand, and the ascent so abrupt, that though 

we dropped our best bower in seventeen fathoms water 

before the ship swung head to wind she tailed in 

less than two; independent of so serious an objection, 

scarcely any supplies for a European ship's company are 

procurable, with the exception of a few fowls, pigs, and, 

sweet potatoes, with now and then a deer; but there is 
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plenty of good water, although the getting it on board 

is attended with much labour: it may therefore seem 

unnecessary to add, that we felt but little inducement to 

prolong our stay beyond the time absolutely required to 

complete the wood and water of the other vessels, for so 

long a trip as the one in prospect. Meantime, a sad and 

melancholy catastrophe came unexpectedly upon us, 

namely, the death of a promising young officer, in a 

duel, whose untimely fate and its distressing consequen

ces cast a gloom over all our party, and hurried us from 

the spot immediately the last solemn rites were paid 

to his remains, which were respectfully deposited within 

the walls of the fort. I t was the more to be lamented, as 

the principals in this unfortunate affair, besides being 

messmates, were of long friendship, and the origin of 

the rupture one of the silliest trifles, but an intempe-

ate expression, though dropped in an unguarded moment, 

and alas incapable of retraction, proved the casus belli 

which led to this tragic result. The unhappy survivor 

never showed himself afterwards, nor did he long sur

vive the sad event, but was hurried to his grave, a 

dejected and broken-hearted man within less than twelve 

months; and though he lived to be arraigned by the 

civil power, his spirit waited long enough to hear sentence 

of his acquittal pronounced, before it fled, and he was 
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carried from the presence of his earthly judge—a 

corpse! 

Turning then from any further allusion to this painful 

suhject, we weighed the same night with the land-wind, 

directing our course still eastward, and leaving Ceram, 

with a portion of the Moluccas, to the southward, ran 

through the Gilooloo passage (which lies off the north end 

of Papua or New Guinea) as far as 130 degrees east, 

before we met the slant of wind which carried us back 

again into the Sooloo seas, and into the bay of that island 

by the end of March. 

Before, however, I proceed with my narration of what 

transpired at this place, I will take leave to mention 

an incident which happened a day or two before we 

reached our anchorage, and one of such rare occurence 

in those seas, that I thought it worth while to give it 

a place here. It was about three o'clock in the mor

ning, according to my journal, the ship barely under 

steerage-way, when the lieutenant of the watch reported 

that a light was discernible a-head, but that the haze 

which overhung the whole atmosphere made it impossible 

to say what it came from. As the strong currents 

among these islands have no settled course, I at first 

imagined we had been set in close to Magendano ^ but 

this could not well be; the ship's head lay along shore 

M 
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the whole night; and consequently had her drift been 

in the direction of the land, the light must have been 

visible on our quarter ; what then, to make of it baffled 

all present conjecture. Therefore getting into the gig, 

and leaving orders to observe the light, we rowed to

wards it; and although no other object was perceptible, 

yet we distinctly heard the English tongue, loud and 

clamorous, as of men engaged in some lawless and despe

rate vocation. Astonished at a circumstance so singular in 

this remote quarter, we rowed stealthily on, and presently 

came in sight of a ship, her sails clewed up, several lights 

hanging over her bulwarks, and her people busily en-

g'aged in some laborious work, seemingly on a level with 

the water, shouting and swearing as they busily pursued 

their midnight revels ; and so intent were all hands on 

their occupation alongside, that our approach was totally 

unperceived, and we stood upon her decks before the least 

suspicion of our presence had been created. She turned 

out to be a small English whaler called Elizabeth, which 

had been to Port Jackson with convicts, and had a license 

from the Home Authorities, to fish within the limits of 

the Indian seas, on her return home. She had touched 

at Ternate to refresh her crew, and was now in pursuit of 

the Cachalot or Spermaceti whale—one of which (yielding 

forty-four barrels of sperm) they had already captured 
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and melted down, and were in the act of cutting- up a 

second, the noisy portion of them being occupied in 

defending it from the sharks, who were tearing at the 

enormous carcase as it hung suspended by the yard 

tackles. This colossal tenant of the deep is easily distin

guished from the rest of the family, by the vastness of 

the head, and single jet he throws up from one conspicu

ous nostril in the upper part of itj in the cavity of 

this immense organ, by far the greatest quantity of sperm 

is deposited, which the harpooners dig out with sharp 

spade-like instruments and toss into the cauldrons, which 

are kept boiling on the ship's deck, and melted into oil. 

Before we parted that day, they harpooned two more; 

and I have no doubt, if they escaped the hidden dangers 

in their path, they would not be long in filling up a valu

able cargo from the shoals of fine fish that were playing 

around us. It is an exciting, but at the same time a 

dangerous occupation, as it often happens that the woun

ded animal turns on his pursuers, and before he expires, 

sends the boat by a lash of his crescent tail, into a thou

sand pieces. Her master refused all assistance proffered 

them, excepting a bag of rice; but begged hard for some 

spirits of turpentine, which though scarce, we spared 

them, to destroy the vermin, by which they were almost 

devoured. Whether this ship or her people ever reached 
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England, I cannot pretend to say; but it was really 

marvellous to find men entrusted with the lives and pro

perty of others, so lamentably deficient in all save the 

mere mechanical or practical part of their profession, 

—being totally unacquainted with their true situation, 

and knowing nothing of the perils by which they were 

surrounded — without a chronometer to determine the 

longitude, and no other instrument than the common 

quadrant, and their only chart a general one on Mercator's 

principle—^where islands, rocks, and shoals are blended 

together in happy confusion—^these were the means by 

which they were to direct their course in those intricate 

seas. After pointing out their true situation by means of 

three g-ood chronometers, we parted, and I trust they ulti

mately found their way to Europe;—if they did it must 

have been by the special guidance of that good Pilot 

" who sits up aloft 
To take care of the life of poor Jack." 

The whole of the next day, which was lowering and 

rainy, water-spouts rose all around us, and we were 

attended by multitudes of old and young whales sporting 

about the ship, '̂ whose parental solicitude for their 

offspring surpasses all ordinary imagination, the mothers 

never for one instant left the side of her calf as they 

careered round the ship, holding their way with us, 

* Since those days, this fishery has been eagerly frequented by 
more experienced and enlightened navigators. 
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sometimes on one side sometimes the other, now flourish

ing- their expansive tails and rushing down the abyss; then 

rising' and throwing the sparkling jets 8 or 9 feet into 

upper air, as they rolled their huge bodies over and over 

in these aquatic frolics; apparently unconscious of the 

least proximity to danger, and then it would seem as 

though the male found his mate in this latitude; for it 

was hardly possible to suppose that the shoal which 

attended us consisted of the one sex only. 

The islands of Sooloo and Magendano—or, as they 

are usually called, the Sooloo Archipelago, from the 

Sultan's abode being on that favoured island,—are situate 

to the north of Borneo, having the Philippines to 

the north of them, Borneo and the Celebes on the south, 

and south-eastward are the Moluccas; and although 

Sooloo is the residence of the court, it is by no means 

the largest of the group, being only thirty miles in 

length, and about thirteen wide. By some of the early 

navigators Magendano has been classed among the 

Phihppines, and on its northern extremity Spain has 

two small settlements: but the people of the interior, as 

well as upon the whole line of the southern coast, own 

no other sovereign than the Sultan of Sooloo, and their 

island chiefs. Sooloo is very populous, and here, as at 

the Celebes, at Rhio and at Lingin, the Malayan 
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language is spoken in all its purity—its soft and musical 

intonation having obtained for it the appellation of 

the Italian of the east, though at times the Soolooese 

use a patois which none but their own tribe can compre

hend or interpret. The town is well placed, but there 

is nothing save an open roadstead for shipping, though 

there are many fine harbours in the other islands, 

which are about sixty in number, under the rule of this 

prince and feudal chiefs. Its climate is excellent, never 

being affected by the periodical changes of season, 

but enjoying a perpetual summery the soil is fertile, its 

fruits plentiful and delicious, and it abounds in all 

the richest products of the east. 

Peopled by a brave but sanguinary race, who appear 

to have lost none of that jealous disposition which dis

tinguished their ancestors three centuries ago, (when the 

unhappy remnant of the great Magellan's followers and 

crew sought and were denied the means of careening 

their crazy barks upon these inhospitable shores, but 

were nevertheless generously welcomed by the kind-

hearted people of Ternate:) and having, from the re

moteness of their situation, held but little intercourse 

with any European power, they seem to retain much 

of the semi-barbarous character evinced towards these 

early navigators—haughty, insolent, overbearing, and 

treacherous, following no profession but the hereditary 
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one of piracy. Gambling appears to be with them, 

as indeed it is with the Malays and Chinese generally, 

their besetting vice, and is extensively indulged in 

by all classes. I have seen as many as two thousand 

dollars staked upon a wrestling match by a brace of 

quails, the most insipid of all sporting propensities; 

and remember an instance of a man of some note at 

Pontiana, who hazarded on a cock-fight, firstly his 

house and effects, and then his wife and children : and 

losing all, he went home and deliberately murdered 

his family, rather than that they should go into slavery, 

and closed the dreadful tragedy by his own destruction. 

The people to whom I have adverted never go unarmed, 

but are provided with a kriss and short sword, and often 

with a spear; and the retainers and followers of the 

Dattoos (who are the feudal aristocracy) carry the 

sumpeet or blow-pipe, through which they can discharge 

an arrow with the utmost precision. This little instru

ment of death is made from the tough bamboo, it is 

about seven inches in length and usually dipped in 

some virulent poison, such as the juice of the anchar-

tree, which grows on every island; and so unerring is 

their aim, that I have seen a Dyack on Borneo kill a 

bird on the wing. They are generally at war with all 

around them, and having a large fleet constantly at 
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sea, had become a perpetual scourge and source of 

annoyance to the trade both of the Philippines and 

Moluccas. Whilst we held possession of the latter, 

previous to the peace of Amiens, a large naval force 

was stationed at Amboyna, to keep them in check, 

and on one occasion a desperate and bloody contest 

took place between their fleets and the H. C. ship of 

war. Swift, of 30 guns, in which they were discomfi

ted by Capt., afterward Sir John Hayes, but the Dutch 

having been bereft, in the latter period of their power, 

of retaining' a similar preventive guard, they soon 

accumulated and were suffered again to rove at large 

in these regions. 

The Chinese here, as in all the other islands of this 

vast archipelago, form a considerable portion of its 

population, and are the principal husbandmen and me

chanics, such as carpenters, blacksmiths, smelters, &c, ; 

and, enjoying an almost exclusive trade submit to any 

species of insult and degradation, for this one advantage. 

I was told by the Capitan China (a title assumed by the 

representative of this people wherever they congregate) 

that the annual value of the trade might average a 

hundred and fifty thousand Spanish dollars, and consists 

of gold-dust, pearls, tin, ivory, birds' nests, trepang 

or beech de mer, sharks' fins, beetle nut and pepper, 
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the latter of which grows in great abundance on Magen-

dano and Bassilan; and that he formed the tin-mines, 

which his people worked, and the pearl-fishery also, but 

that he had much to do in making profitable that part of 

the contract—the Sultan taking more than the lion's 

share. The usual return for these exports is made in 

teas, sweetmeats, cottons, cum multis Aliis, from Amoy, 

for the use and consumption of their numerous country

men located round about. For many years no European 

vessel had shewn herself in these seas ; and since the last 

and final abandonment of our settlement on Balambangan 

(under the government of Sir Thomas Farquhar,) the 

Chinese had been left in the enjoyment of the trade, 

in which two of their largest junks were employed 

between this and Amoy. 

Balembangan presents a surface of about fifteen 

miles in length, and from three to four in breadth, 

is situated amongst the cluster that lies nearly north of 

Borneo, and first attracted the notice of the supreme 

Government of India, about the latter end of the last 

century, to whom it was ceded by the Sultan of Sooloo, 

in the hope of securing the monoply of the Pearl Fishery, 

which the fabulous accounts of those engaged in the 

eastern trade, had magnified to an extent far beyond its 

reality ; much also was anticipated from our intercourse 
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with the coast of Cochin China which proved equally 

fallacious; and after enduring every species of insult and 

annoyance from the unruly Sooloose and their predatory 

associates were ultimately driven out, and it became again 

the haunt of the Orang Lannu, and other wild tribes 

infesting the region. Thirty years afterwards however, 

its position and excellent harbours, induced the late Sir 

Thomas Farquhar, who, up to the peace of Amiens, was 

our President at Amboyna, and chief of the Moluccas, 

to recommend its re-occupation, and to which the Marquis 

Wellesley readily assented; and early in 1804, the Mor-

nington, then commanded by W. J. Hamilton Esq., with 

Sir Thomas as Governor, accompanied by several store 

ships and transports set sail from the Hooghly, on 

their fruitless and expensive mission; a few short weeks 

served to expose the nakedness of the land and dispel 

the illusions by which we had been a second time be

guiled ; and as it would have been akin to insanity to 

persevere in so useless an object, its final abandonment 

was resolved upon, and wisely so ; for although the most 

promising of this groupe, it lies surrounded by dangerous 

coral reefs, whereon one of the store ships was unfortunately 

stranded, and amidst a people with whom piracy may be 

said to be indigenous; for whose suppression an extensive 

military and naval establishment must be maintained 
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at a cost far exceeding any commercial or political 

advantages that could accrue; indeed it could contri

bute nothing to its own disbursements, but upon the 

whole; proved a visionary scheme ; though emanating 

from one, whose admitted talents entitled his suggestions 

to the highest consideration; yet, how unlike the far 

seeing and discerning eye of him, who subsequently 

founded the now flourishing settlement on Singapore, 

at the time I speak of a barren spot, with a few fish

ermen's huts on its surface, but whose sagacious mind 

had long deemed that it embraced all that could be 

desired short of Java itself; and should hereafter 

become under free and enlightened institutions, the 

centre of our commerce in these seas. 

The reputation of these islanders for piracy, seldom 

unaccompanied by murder, was, I am sorry to say, so 

notorious, that none of the Malay traders would venture 

into contact with them, despite the powerful allurements 

of a rich and profitable return; and having of late years 

rarely seen the English flag floating on their waters, our 

unannounced appearance excited considerable surprise, 

not unmixed with alarm. As soon as we could commu

nicate with the shore, a native messenger was dispatched 

to the Shawbunda, to explain to the Sultan the real 

object of our visit, and to beg him to suffer no appre-
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hension or distrust, as we came with no hostile intent, 

hut were hearers of the most friendly greeting's and 

presents from the English, who were now the rulers 

over Java and its dependencies, and whose chief aim 

was the promotion of commerce and good feeling 

throughout the Malayan states; and above all to make 

alliance with the great Sultan of Sooloo, who, it was 

hoped would fix an early day to receive us. The answer 

brought by the Shanbunda* was evasive and unsatisfac

tory ; but this was easily accounted for, when we learnt 

that many of the followers of the Pangeram Annom had 

found shelter and service here, and circulated amongst 

this wild and warlike people the most exaggerated stories 

of our conduct in the late affairs at Sambas and Palem-

bang, of which the Sultan and the Dattoos (or nobles) 

were ready and willing believers. Throughout the night 

and following day, gongs and horns resounded without 

intermission, and every thing indicated hasty preparations 

for an offensive or defensive attitude, any cause for the 

former of which we were strictly enjoined to avoid. The 

Sultan could with difficulty be induced to appoint any 

day for our reception ; the moulahs (or priests) were 

against us ; and when at last he did consent, it was not 

without the greatest reluctance; but being much desired 

* The chief Officer of the Port. 
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by government, it became incumbent on all present to 

exert our best energies in furthering that object; and 

although, (as it subsequently proved,) attended by no 

beneficial results, it would have been galling in the 

extreme, to have returned without a personal interview of 

any kind. Accordingly, on the day appointed, we pro

ceeded on shore to the Sultan's residence, and on our way 

were met by several of the Dattoos, with a host of 

ferocious-looking fellows, sent to meet and conduct us to 

the royal presence. These nobles could scarcely protect 

us from the insolence of the ruffians who followed in their 

train; but the most unpleasant feature of the whole was 

the suspicion with which we were still watched and sur

rounded in the royal presence, by a host, little if anything 

above the savage state—every man being armed after the 

fashion of his tribe, either with spear and kriss, or with 

the long knife, ready at the first look of his capricious 

Chief to take vengeance upon us, for the summary pro

ceedings exercised towards the two former states. I 

confess, when I saw all this, and the unusual excitement 

that existed, I began to doubt the prudence of having 

pressed this visit, or of trusting ourselves so completely in 

the hands of men accustomed to deeds of the most atro

cious kind; but this was not a time for doubt or hesita

tion ; any apparent dread of treachery—the quivering 
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eye, or blanched cheek,—would have sealed the fate of 

those who came as harbing-ers of peace and good-will 

to their shores ; therefore calmly awaiting a favourable 

moment we arose, and advancing towards that part of the 

hall where the Sultan reclined, presented the letters 

from our government, enveloped in rich gold-coloured 

satin, which he took, and looking at the superscription, 

handed them to his minister, with a command to read 

aloud their contents to the assembled Dattoos ; whilst the 

Shawbunda spread before him several pieces of brilliant 

scarlet and yellow cloth, chintzes, and other dazzling 

offerings of British munificence. For awhile there was 

comparative stillness, and the multitude listened with 

tolerable composure; but symptoms of dissatisfaction 

soon appeared, and became more evident as he proceeded: 

till, having arrived at that part of the letter referring 

to the misconduct and subsequent chastisement of the 

Princes already named, a scene of indescribable confusion 

arose; many of the Dattoos sprung from the mats on 

which they were sitting, with drawn kriss, vociferating 

in fierce and contemptuous clamour but in a patois we 

could not fully understand, though sufficiently intelligi

ble to convince us we were the subject of their displea

sure; and I fully thought that some personal outrage 

must have followed. The calm and sedate bearing so 
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conspicuous at meetings of this kind, and which forms 

so strong a feature in the Malay character, did not belong 

to them, or if it did, had given way to wild and loud 

uproar. The splendid gifts however, which lay before the 

royal eye, helped, I have no doubt, to soothe his 

own feelings, and I think, but for the violent an

tipathy of the Dattoos—whom we had no means 

of conciliating,—would have gone far to pave the 

way to a more fortunate issue 5 but here the interview 

closed: the opposition already shown was so determined 

as to forbid all immediate expectation of overcoming it, 

and we returned on board in hope that this burst of angry 

feeling might yet subside; but after waiting some days, 

and finding them still incensed at our continuance, and 

more and more resolute in refusing to receive the Resi

dent, whom they had since pelted with stones as he at

tempted to land from the brig, we gave it up as quite 

hopeless ; and sending her under his care, with a gunboat 

for protection, to dispose of the cargo as best he could 

among the people of the Celebes, we left this inhospi

table shore without regret, save that Nature should have 

been so bountiful to this truculent, bloodthirsty people. 

The most direct route for our return voyage lay through 

the sea of the Celebes and the straits of Macassar, though 

by no means either dangerless or well known, and rather 
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early in the season to expect a quick passage; the light 

and gentle breezes which prevail between the monsoons, 

come generally from off the land, and are freshest du

ring the night and early part of the morning, bringing 

with them the most fragrant and aromatic odour. 

Within a few miles of the shore the rising of the land-

wind is felt by the balmy and delicious perfume it sends 

forth, which renders the navigation of those seas, (though 

demanding the utmost vigilance and attention,) a most 

delightful and interesting occupation. Nowhere is the 

ocean so lucid and transparent, and yet so fraught with 

danger, as is that part of it which encircles this vast ar

chipelago. It is not upon the tempestuous ocean that 

the experienced seaman has to encounter the greatest 

peril:—the hidden reefs and coral-beds of these seas de

mand his nightly vigils and his utmost prudence. Here 

man beholds indeed the wonders of the great deep:— 

the wild fields of beautiful flowering coral, wreathed into 

numerous fantastic shapes resembling trees and bushes, 

on which shell-fish of every hue and dye are continually 

moving, form one of the most lovely surveys imaginable. 

The leopard-shark, peculiar to these regions, and by far 

the most beautiful of the finny tribe, may be seen prow

ling on its edges in quest of the rock-fish upon which he 

preys. In this portion of " the great and wide sea, " its 
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" creeping' things innumerable, both small and great 

beasts," justify to the spectator the exclamation of the 

Psalmist by ocular proof and demonstration. And here, 

too, it is, on close and oppressive days, that extraordinary 

phenomenon, the water spout is commonly seen; by 

many it has been supposed a whirlwind, and by others 

an aqueous meteor ; but whichever it may truly be, it is 

to all appearance here of submarine formation, ascending 

in small clouds from the bosom of the ocean, and assu

ming a spiral shape the moment it approximates to the 

nearest part of the heavens; the upper clouds also 

appear to descend to meet the rising column, and when 

joined they move along rapidly, without any impetus 

from the wind—for, as I have observed, it is during 

calm and gloomy days that they are most general. I 

have seen as many as six or seven of these around 

the horizon at one time, each as it were the crater 

of a volcano in operation beneath the sea. This is, 

perhaps, a vague and erroneous notion: nevertheless 

as we know perfectly well that in almost every island of 

any magnitude in the achipelago, and indeed through

out the whole equatorial range, there exists one volcano 

or more, the theory may not after all be altogether 

unsubstantial. These phenomena are not, however, 

pleasant in very near neighbourhood, and care must be 

N 
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taken to avoid being drawn within the influence of their 

current; for though I never remember to have seen any 

injury done by them at sea, I have witnessed their 

destructive powers in passing over mountain forests, when 

by the tremendous force of atmospheric pressure, trees 

and every other obstacle in the way of their impetuous 

course, have been torn up and swept before them; but 

owing to the unequal velocity with which the upper 

and lower extremities of the column move, they are 

frequently perceived to bend, then suddenly to break, 

and dissolve in a deluge of rain. On such days, too, we 

observed that giant of the deep, the sperm whale, 

chooses to disport himself in ponderous gambols on the 

surface of the waters; for the greater part of one whole 

day the ship was followed by a school of these monsters 

with their calves, who kept on our track—reminding us of 

another expression of the Royal Psalmist, in reference to 

" the great and wide sea: "— 

" There go the ships, and there is that leviathan whom thou hast 
made to take his pastime therein." 

Emerging from the straits, we slid smoothly into the 

Flores sea, which comprehends the waters laying midway 

between those of Banda and Java, and passing by the 

islands included in that category, an extraordinarily thick 

haze seemed to hang heavily over that part of the horizon 
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in the meridian of Sambawa; and as we drew nearer 

in order to discover the peak of the Goonong Apee, or 

Burning Mountain of Tambora, which shoots " its rocky 

summit split and rent," high into the heavens, it was 

remarked that the ship's deck and rigging were strewed 

with a grey powder, as finely pulverized as magnesia, 

with which the air was loaded. The wind continued 

very faint and variable, so that our approach was tardy; 

but towards evening we could perceive large volumes of 

flame ascending from the crater, followed by tremen

dously heavy peals, which it exploded at intervals during 

the night. In the morning the ship was literally like a 

hay-stack, covered with these fine ashes, which still 

floated so densely over the island as to obscure it from 

our sight—long, however, the roaring of the mountain 

was heard in our wake, though fast gliding from its 

immediate vicinity; and it is a remarkable coincidence, 

that whilst this volcano was in furious operation, that in 

the Arjuna range, near too Sourabaya (on Java) as well as 

the one on the small island which lies close to Sambawa, 

were in repose; but after the terrific earthquake which 

followed in April, 1815, by which the town and a por

tion of Balli also, were thrown into the sea, and their 

population, to the number of many thousands, swallowed up, 

they resumed their former agency,—thus demonstrating 
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the existence of that sub-marine communication by which 

the various straits or outlets to the great Pacific have 

been so wonderfully created. On that memorable erup

tion, the heavens were obscured by the clouds of volcanic 

matter it emitted, and which were scattered to an extent of 

many degrees, spreading a thick coating of molten min

erals over its whole surface ; smothering" the vegetation 

and depriving the cattle of any subsistance ; their favour

ite little horses which are exported annually in consider

able numbers to Java, have always been esteemed the 

most perfect and high bred of their race, and supposed to 

be of genuine Arab descent, their sires having accom

panied those who came to introduce the Mahomedan 

Faith amongst these islanders. I have heard gentlemen 

who were at Macassar at the time it occurred, declare that 

there for several consecutive days, the sun was not visible 

at noon, but that all was gloom and darkness; and I can 

bear testimony, that even in the neighbourhood of Batavia 

the foliage was covered with dust and ashes, and the 

shocks distinctly heard at intervals for some days, at a 

distance exceeding seven hundred miles. And in the 

identical spot where, twelve months previously, I had 

anchored in seven fathoms water—when the Governor 

was on his visit of inspection to the island,—one of the 

small craft, with grain for the starving population, was 

now laid hard and fast. 
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The anchor had scarcely touched the ground in Bata-

via Roads, when a dispatch-boat came off with a letter 

from the chief Secretary to government, desiring me not 

to bring- up, but to make all haste and join Sir Miles 

Nightingale (the commander in chief,) who was then 

on his way to the Celebes with a large force, to curb the 

insolence of the Rajah Boni, and directing me to call for 

treasure at every, port along the coast for the use of the 

army, which naturally caused a considerable delay, so 

that on reaching Samanap, the capital of Madura, I 

found that the General had sailed some days previously, 

in the ship James Drummond, commanded by my old 

friend Captain P. Gardiner, with whom, when a mere 

strippling, I was first launched on the stage of public life ; 

and it was to me a source of much gratification, to have 

it in my power in the course of these events, of showing 

my gratitude for his great kindness to me in those days 

of my boyhood. Making all expedition to follow and if 

possible to overtake the transports, we reached Macassar 

just in time to cooperate with the land-force, which 

on that occasion consisted of the 59th and 78 regi

ments, and a battalion of native infantry, with a portion 

of artillery; but notwithstanding the magnitude of this 

armament, the Rajah pertinaciously resisted: until a 

division under Col. Macleod stormed his stockade, and 
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as we presumed deprived him of all means of being-

troublesome henceforth. 

Macassar is the chief settlement of the Dutch on the 

island of the Celebes,* in the kingdom of Boni, and one 

of those which came by right of conquest to us : it is 

situate on the south-western coast, and near to it stands 

the palace of the reigning Prince, surrounded by a 

beautiful plain nine or ten miles in extent, ending in 

a rang-e of high mountains, with the advantage of a cool 

and healthy climate. It is tolerably well fortified, and 

the compons, or native towns, contain a very numerous 

population: supplies of all kinds are very excellent; 

fruits, vegetables, beef, venison, wild hogs, and fish, are 

abundant ; —in fact it is one of the most pleasant and 

healthy of their oriental possessions. The Chinese 

carry on a lucrative trade with Amoy, in teas, sweet

meats, &c., for their countrymen, the exports being 

all sorts of spices, cotton, bees' wax, tortoise-shell, and 

beech de mer (or sea-slug,) which these people fish for 

on the coast of Papua or New Guinea, during the N. W. 

monsoon, and after drying, return to Macassar with these 

insects, sharks' fins, &c., in time to meet the annual 

junks (of which there were two) for Amoy; and during 

The Bugis never pronounce that name, hut merely say Macassar, 

Maroos, or any other Port they may be trading with. 
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the former occupancy of the Dutch, many young and 

beautiful female slaves were sent annually to the ports 

on Java, who were eagerly sought after by the colo

nists of all classes. 

This truly magnificent island lies nearly in the centre 

of the archipelago, extending from two degrees north of 

the equinoctial line to six south, and from east to west 

measures about six degrees of longitude; its shape and 

form are irregular, bending into several deep indentures 

and inlets; and it is separated from its great neighbour 

Borneo, on the west, by the sea which forms the straits 

of Macassar; but unlike either that or Sumatra, it 

cannot boast of many noble rivers. There are only 

three of note on the Celebes, the most important of 

these being the Chinrana, which, intercepting the terri

tories of the king of Boni, falls into a bay a little way to 

the northward of Macassar, and is navigable for craft 

of tolerable burthen a good way up, and for country 

boats still further, until their progress is stopped by 

a large lake, which the natives describe as a fresh-water 

sea. In its vicinity particles of gold-dust are occasionally 

found, though never in quantity approximating- that ga

thered by the Chinese miners from the Soongi Slacco 

in the district of Sambas. The south western side of 

the island is by far the most salubrious portion of it; 
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and on the numerous fine plains which extend along its 

coast herds of deer and wild cattle abound, which afford to 

all classes of its inhabitants amusement and enjoyment 

unknown among the adjacent islanders. As the people 

are passionately fond of hunting, they go forth into the 

plains in parties of two or three hundred, to partake of 

this noble recreation ; and it is remarkable that they 

meet with no interruption from beasts of prey; neither 

the leopard nor any other dangerous tenant of the jungle, 

so common on Java, is to be encountered here. Their 

horses although small, are fleet, and well trained for the 

sport, and are kept by all above the lower class, for this 

particular pastime :—four of these beautiful little animals 

were sent by Sir S. Raffles, to the Princess Charlotte of 

Wales, and were much admired by good judges for 

their blood and fine symmetry. 

The population of the Celebes was in our day variously 

estimated ;—from reports procured by the Resident it 

was computed at about three millions composed of 

several distinct tribes. Of these, the Bugis who are the 

subjects of the kingdom of Boni, in which Macassar 

is situate, are those with whom we have had the great

est intercourse, and consequently of whom we may be 

supposed to have the most accurate and intimate know

ledge. They may justly be called a maritime people, 
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from their attachment to the sea and spirit for commer

cial adventure: in many of the inlets on the eastern 

coast of Borneo we find them located, such as at Cotti 

Lama, where they have a large and populous town, 

exempt from the jurisdiction of the king of Boni, and 

also at Benjer Massien. The former is a district through 

which the Cotti wends its way to the straits of Macassar, 

and which like the rest of these tropical rivers is over

grown with Mangrove to its brink. The town of 

Samirindam, as well as the villages on its banks, contain 

a vast and variously estimated population, over whom the 

king of Cotti assumes a doubtful authority. The Bugis 

however, far outnumbering the whole of the other classes, 

and upheld by the Rajah of Panarooang, exercise. a 

preponderating influence in all matters of local interest 

within the settlement: these men for the most part are 

engaged in commerce, frequenting the shores of New 

Guinea for trepang, sharks' fins, &c., which, with dye 

woods, pepper, and rattans, they convey to Java, Malacca, 

and Pulo-Penang, for our outward bound China ships 

touching at these ports. Passier is another fine river on 

the same line of coast a little to the southward, but noto

riously a den of pirates—the haunt of the Orang Tidong, 

the Orang Lannu, with other wild and lawless vagabonds 

who infest the north-western coast and adjacent seas: 
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hence strangers on coming hither, are too prone to confound 

the trader with the rover, and many a poor industrious 

merchant-proa has been fired into, her peaceful voyage 

unexpectedly interrupted, and her chief and people made 

to undergo a painful scrutiny in an unknown tongue—he 

speaking no English, and, more than probable, his 

catechist no Malay: thus in the confusion of an unintel

ligible jargon, evil and distressing consequences would 

ensue, for the poor fellow in attempting to fly from such 

a nuisance, was sure to be set down as a pirate and dealt 

with as such,—which was neither a just nor a generous 

conclusion. Several years of official intercourse with 

the Bugis people entitle me practically to attest to their 

merits as fair and honest merchants, who, in all trans

actions with us were characterized for attention and 

punctuality in their engagements; but in certifying this 

much, I do not mean to extend that opinion to indi

viduals, for doubtless a sprinkling of those who seek 

a livelihood by less honorable means may be inter

spersed amongst them; still such exceptions afford no 

sufficient grounds for branding the tribe en masse as 

thieves and savages, and exciting against them prejudices 

for the most part unfounded. It is in my power, were 

not the recital as unprofitable as it would be unpleasant, 

to reveal more than one instance, dating prior to the 
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year 1810, in proof of the evils I have alluded to 5 and 

recognising" these evils in their proper light, the British 

Government invariably cautioned those under its autho

rity against any imprudence of this kind, and impressed 

upon them the necessity of acquiring a competent know

ledge of their language, and exhibiting a mild and 

conciliatory bearing towards all classes of natives, 

whether belonging to our own or other independent 

States. In personal appearance, the tribe to whom 

these remarks more particularly refer, are short in stature, 

but erect and haughty in their carriage, and may always 

be identified by a dark purple kerchief wound loosely 

round the head, which, when wrathful and prepared for 

combat, is plucked from its peaceful place and banded 

round the left arm as a shield: they are also of a fairer 

complexion and smaller features, and consequently less 

ungainly, than the generality of their race—always 

excepting the people of Balli, who are of Hindoo des

cent,—and their women are prized above all the females 

of the east, for their beauty and the fairness of their 

complexion; nor are they under the restrictions to 

which Asiatic women are generally subject, but enjoy 

the greatest personal freedom, and are even eligible 

to be chosen as rulers in the state of Boni. The language 

which is soft and mellifluous, is purely Malayan, un-
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mixed with Arabic—a circumstance rather surprising, 

as their priests and teachers claim Arabian descent from 

the prophet of Mecca. In dress both sexes are chaste 

and neat; and those of the males who can afford the 

elegance of an English chintz, prefer for their banjus (or 

upper garments) the gay coloring of that material to any 

other sort or style of manufacture, and the young females 

blend with their raven hair, wreaths of sweet smelling 

flowers, generally the Cumbang Melati, which sets off 

to the best advantage this great ornament to the female 

countenance, whilst it subdues the unpleasant odour 

arising from the inordinate use of that unctions cosmetic 

since so generally imitated and introduced amongst our 

own fair countrywomen. It is, however, to be regret

ted that a people so distinguished as these doubtless 

are, for their bravery and love of country, should 

have the nobleness which these qualities impart to the 

disposition, interfered with by the violence and cruelty 

which accompany a cherished spirit of revenge: yet 

it must be ranked highly among their demerits, that 

they never forget or forgive an injury, and are so intent 

on fierce retaliation that the restraints of law are impo

tent to arrest them from having vengeance for their 

wrongs. They are moreover keenly susceptive to insult ; 

and though few are venial and of easy atonement, a blor 
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is an offence irreparable; and the kriss (like the high-

lander's dirk) starts from its sheath at the resemblance 

of an affront. Murder is therefore of frequent occurrence ; 

and the chiefs experience but little difficulty in finding" 

agents to rid them of inconvenient acquaintance ;—yet I 

have known many of them most faithful and devoted 

domestics, in families who treated them with kindness 

and consideration. 

The old king of Boni, whom we had been sent to 

rebuke was an imperious intractable character, who never 

liked the Dutch, and carried matters with so high a 

hand towards them in the latter days of their power, as 

to compel them not unfrequently to shut themselves 

within the gates of Fort Rotterdam, until the dark hours 

of his displeasure passed away. In the year 1813, we 

also became objects of dislike, and he intimated to our 

Resident, Captain Phillips, his wish that all intercourse 

with Macassar should be brought to a close: to this, 

however, the gallant officer did not choose to pay much 

attention, and affairs were daily becoming more and 

more unpleasant, until at length the Rajah was so insuf

ferably insulting as to threaten the Resident's life, 

unless he withdrew from the kingdom of Boni within a 

certain time. Matters had thus assumed too serious an 

aspect to admit of any further delay in dealing with the 
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imperious prince, and on the representations of the Resi

dent, it was determined to make him sensible of his 

impotency and folly ; and it is somewhat remarkable, that 

in the same year and month—nay, I believe almost on 

the very same day that Boni the great abdicated at 

Fontainbleau, his petty namesake at Macassar became a 

British prisoner. His position was stormed, as I have 

before said, by a division of the army, under Colonel 

Macleod, who had several men wounded ; and although 

none of them appeared to be desperate wounds, yet almost 

all the men died of lock-jaw—a circumstance never 

satisfactorily accounted for. The Rajah Toomalong", a 

prince nearly allied to King Boni, who had been most 

conspicuous in his hostility to us, was surrendered and 

delivered over to my charge, whom I conveyed to Cal

cutta, a state prisoner; and with the general staff of the 

army on board, (and also Mr. John Crawfurd, then our 

Resident at Samarang, and the author of the History of 

the Archipelago,) we made the best of our way back, to 

announce to Government the issue of the expedition. 

During the two consecutive years that followed the 

expedition, namely, from the month of June 1814, to 

June 1816, our political relations were somewhat feverish. 

H. M. of Boni, never appreciating the lenity shewn to his 

former defection, continued from that hour to nourish a 
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deadly hatred of our presence, and doggedly determined 

on the first auspicious opportunity to bury his grievances 

in our expulsion ; and hearing through his agents, that in 

order to make way for the Dutch, we had been gradually 

withdrawing our troops from Java he judged the moment 

to have arrived when he might throw away the scabbard, 

and drawing' together about 2000 fighting' men, threw 

himself and fortunes into the strongly blockaded position, 

near the entrance of the Balek Anger Pass, (a narrow 

defile in the mountains) about 8 miles distant from 

Maroos, then openly proclaimed his determination of 

driving us from his shores. 

Under these circumstances Major Dalton of the Ben

gal army, who on the demise of Captain Phillips had 

succeeded to the Residency, boldly resolved to take the 

iniatitive by dislodging him from the menacing attitude he 

had assumed ; and with a chosen band of 350 officers and 

men of the Bengal European regiment, with whom were 

united 115 seamen and marines from the H. C. ships of 

war, under Capt. Wm. Etwell of the Benares prepared to 

essay it 

" It was a night in lovely June, 
" High rode iu cloudless blue the Moon" 

when at the stirring sound of the bugle this little band 

sprang to arms, and headed by their gallant chief, strode 

forth with a light and buoyant step, to measure swords 
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with the refractory prince, and gaining the foot of the 

pass as the first streaks of the dawn broke along the face 

of the mountain, saw it swarming with armed men, who 

instantly opened a desultory fire from all parts of the 

defile: a severe and bloody conflict soon ensued, both 

defenders and assailants evincing the most animated 

courage with varied success, though in the end the 

indomitable bravery and perseverance of the latter tri

umphed over the undisciplined but intrepid host of the 

King, with the loss however of 74 officers and men, 

amongst whom were Lieuts. Watson, Ashe, and Godding, 

4 seamen and 5 marines—singular enough the iden

tical number left by the great Clive on the plains of 

Plassey from which arose our Empire of the East; in 

truth it was a spirited affair, and when the disparity in 

numbers, a fortified position, and their known hardihood 

is fairly estimated, sheds a lustre around the handful of 

gallant men who achieved it, which perhaps has not been 

eclipsed by any of similar magnitude in the history of our 

wars. The men were under arms from midnight till 

4 p. M., exposed to the rays of a vertical sun and parching 

thirst, and although once checked they returned with 

redoubled vigour, and nobly surmounting every impedi

ment finally carried at the point of the bayonet, no less 

than 15 redoubts defended by a brave and enthusiastic 
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enemy, upwards of 500 of whom with their commander-

in-chief, Dattoo Cheta, and two other eminent leaders 

were amongst the slain; but the modest and unostenta

tious despatch conveying the details of this coup de main, 

met the fate of others of the period, and lies smothered 

beneath the archives of that short-lived but brilliant 

administration. By this discomfiture the spirit of his 

Highness was effectually subdued, and he fled no one 

knew whither : thus enabling the Dutch, whose battles in 

reality we were fighting, and whose interests we were 

consummating, to resume tranquil and peaceable posses

sion of the settlement. 

Possibly it may be thought invidious my entering so 

fully into the merits of this affair, or drawing a compa

rison between it and any of those, on a far grander scale, 

nearer home: and if so I answer, that the latter have 

found more than one eloquent historian to herald and 

emblazon in glowing lang'uage their martial renown; 

whilst such as I have thus presumed to commemorate in 

the pages of this humble narrative, have been condemned 

to silent indifference ; as if loyalty, courage, and talent, 

was in one iota less conspicuous amongst the servants of 

the Indian Empire, than in the more immediate ranks of 

the crown: time, however, has begun to tear aside the 

veil of prejudice, and disclose to their unbelieving eyes, 

o 
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that broken heads are as freely interchanged on the plains 

of Asia as in the cold and frigid regions of Europe. 

In the course of these observations I have incidentally 

alluded to the people of the island of Balli, which lies 

parallel with and next to Java. They are of Hindoo 

origin, and still worship as such; although surrounded 

by the followers of the Moslem Prophet. In personal 

appearance, strength, stature, and intelligence, they are 

superior to any other natives of the archipelago, and for 

these qualities they are much preferred by the colonists, 

whose establishments are mainly composed of slaves; 

and as we progress eastward, the superiority of these 

people becomes more apparent, when contrasted with 

those on Papua or New Guinea, where we meet a 

miserable and diminutive object, seemingly a dwarf 

of the African negro, but a Hottentot in shape and 

make, frightfully deformed and almost hideous to look 

upon—having features large and swollen, the nose and 

under-lip projecting far from the face, the body dispro-

portioned, with tufts of wool instead of hair, and a 

complexion dark and sooty—unlike the glossy, shining 

black of the Seedie or negro of Zanzebar: they are 

moreover, cannibals, and as such are avoided and looked 

on with disgust by the Bugis, who frequent the coast 

of this island in quest of trepang, &c., in the N. W. 

monsoon. 
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There seemed no end to the work in store for me, for 

scarcely had our arrival been reported ere I was sum

moned to attend his Excellency in order to receive 

fresh instructions, under which I was to return immedi

ately to the coast of Borneo.* It appeared the unfortu

nate delinquents at Sambas had endured great privations 

in consequence of the severe chastisement they had 

so wantonly provoked, and were now seeking, by acts 

of humility and contrition, to make amends for their 

past misconduct. With this view they had sent a person 

of some rank amongst them, to Batavia, the bearer 

of humble addresses from the Sultan and Pangeran 

Annom, setting forth their present forlorn condition, and 

begging that the displeasure of the English government 

might be withdrawn from them, under a solemn promise 

of the strongest fidelity and attachment to its authority 

for the time to come. These petitions were urged with 

so much apparent sincerity, that the government seemed 

willing to relent- and in consultation with his excel

lency, Sir Samuel Hood, who happened to be on a visit 

to Java at the time, it was decided that I should go 

thither, and, if I found matters as they had been 

represented, accept the hostages that were offered; and 

after admonishing the Pangeran, should supersede the 

See Appendix M. 
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blockade, which up to this time was still in force. The 

emissary who had been so successful in pleading the 

Sultan's cause set out immediately in his proa, with this 

intelligence; and being thus prepared for our arrival, 

the Princes met me at the river's side with every mark 

of attention and respect, which the populace also testified 

by firing muskets, swivels, &c., to the iminent danger 

of those who had to pass near them , and the river was 

crowded with proas of every size, which had been 

summoned from all parts of the territory to witness this 

ceremony. I was at this time forty miles from my ship, 

and without any other protection than the little gun

boat and a few marines, and completely at the mercy of 

the people whom I had been instrumental in punishing ; 

but it would have been the excess of imprudence to 

have betrayed the slightest suspicion of treachery where 

it was so necessary to assume implicit confidence. I 

therefore accompanied the Princes to the palace of the 

Pangeran Annom, who requested with much earnestness 

that I should take possession of his house, in remem

brance of this friendly visit, as it, and all else, he owed 

to the bounty of the British Government. 

It is a very general habit amongst the Malay princes, 

to defer all business until the evening prayers are over; 

and I had therefore time and opportunity to observe 
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that the intervening twelve months had not been idly 

spent;—the batteries which we had thrown down were 

again presenting themselves in their original position, 

and the remains of the recent conflagration nearly 

cleared away ;—new houses were in progress of erection, 

and the Pangeran had built an entirely new dwelling 

for himself, of a portion of which I was now the occu

pant. To account, however, for the apparent rapidity 

with which these improvements had been effected, I 

should mention that the Malay houses are of no fanciful 

or particular order of architecture but are built irregularly 

and constructed of bamboo, and being neatly covered, 

either with reeds from the river's bank or the leaf of the 

papyrus, have a very picturesque effect, embedded, 

as they generally are, amongst trees in perennial ver

dure. In the evening I accompanied the Pangeran 

Annom to the palace of the Sultan, (his highness having 

come from Sanjujoo to meet me,) and there the whole 

of the chiefs and members of his family were assembled 

to hear the result of that appeal, so pregnant with 

interest to their respective families, many of whom were 

still lingering in exile, which they received with the 

greatest joy and satisfaction; and next was the fulfilment 

of the promise his highness made, of sending hostages 

to Batavia ; when his brother and particular favourite 
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the Pang'eran Jeyoo, stepped forward, expressing- his 

willingness to be placed at my disposal, and proceed 

immediately to Batavia as bondsman for his kinsman, 

requiring" only two or three days to prepare his family 

for the voyage. The poor prince could do no more; 

and therefore on the departure of the Pangeran for 

Java, I gave notice, according to my instructions of the 

removal of the blockade and consequent cessation of all 

hostilities, and furnished the Pangeran Annom with 

a certificate (a copy of which is annexed,) prohibiting-

all further molestation, from our cruisers.* 

An opportunity was now afforded me of scanning- the 

features and outward character of the man who had made 

himself for years so notorious in these seas. He was 

apparently about thirty years of age, perhaps a little 

more, and although slightly deformed, might still be 

called a smart-looking* little man ; his mother was a 

Chinese, and from her he inherited the fair complexion 

and features, and smallest hands and feet it is possible to 

conceive, with much of the cunning and shrewdness of 

that race. His countenance was disfigured by a blemish 

on the cheek, (occasioned by a ball he received in an 

action with les Freres Unis, previously alluded to,) and 

which, when he was excited, gave his mouth a peculiar 

* See Appendix N. 
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disagreeable expression ; and, contrary to the usual custom 

of his race, he spoke with great rapidity and fluency, 

whilst his little restless eyes gave evident indication 

of an irascible and vindictive temper;—these at least 

were my conclusions; but I had no illustration of the 

fact during my stay with him, though the abject demea

nour of his followers showed how rig'idly he enforced 

obedience, and yet retained the power of making himself 

beloved. I spent three days under the roof of this 

renowned freebooter sharing his hospitality, and listening 

to the many extraordinary stories of his remarkable 

life,—whilst wondering at the circumstances which in 

one short year should have placed me in so singular a 

situation. I had in my pocket at the very time, a 

proclamation of his, issued not more than twelve months 

before, and given to me by the Sultan of Pontiana, 

(who had it from the Capitan China of Soongi Slacco 

one of the rivers of the Sambas territory,) wherein he 

offered five thousand Spanish dollars for my life. This 

singular document, which professed to be a description 

of one who had been on his trail for so many months, 

I presented to him at the time of taking leave, and he 

received with feigned humility and distress; then placing-

two diamond rings on my finger, and a handsome gold 

scabbard kriss in my hands, accompanied with many 
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expressions of kindness and regard ; and turning to the 

chiefs that were standing- near, addressed them for some 

minutes upon the change of his fortunes and resolution 

to lead a new life; then saluting me to the very ground 

he retired into his inner apartment. In this way we 

parted, and from that time he ceased to give us any 

further annoyance, 

" And left a corsair's name to other times, 
" Linked with one virtue and a thousand crimes/' 

Soon after this occurrence the Sultan died, having 

before his death, publicly resigned all authority into 

the Pangeran's hands; he had been long ailing and was 

very ill when he met me at Sambas. 

I found the gun-boat a perfect ark ; her decks were 

covered with fish, fowls, vegetables, fruit, and sweet

meats, besides an ourang-outang and living animals 

of every kind; there was also a lady of the bed chamber, 

approaching' the time of her accouchement. This last 

was a puzzler: to have sent her back would have been 

a decided affront, and what to do with this testimony- of 

regard I knew not. In this embarrassment, relief was 

however nearer at hand than I could have expected; 

for the commander of the gun-boat (a Dutchman,) seeing 

my perplexity, offered to take the lady to wife; and 

she being quite willing, became in a few hours Mrs. 

Von Busecham. 
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In the course of my public duties on this coast, it was 

necessary that I should be in almost constant communica

tion with one or other of the Bornese Princes, but 

more particularly with the Sultan of Pontiana, whose 

interests we had so sincerely espoused, and familiar 

terms of intercourse were thus established between us 

and the most confidential and intelligent of his people. 

Whenever time and circumstances admitted, there was 

nothing afforded him so much gratification as for any of 

us to sit and lend an attentive ear to their long and 

legendary tales, made up no doubt in part with truthful 

material, but borrowing largely their marvellous ele

ments from the resources of Fancy and of Fiction; proud 

of our support, and desirous of our esteem, their prow

ess was a never failing theme on such occasions, each 

man having his personal adventures to recount, to which 

the conventional rules of courtesy and propriety com

pelled us to listen; at other times they would dilate 

on the beauty and resources of their own island, sur

passing all the others in its broad and fertilizing streams, 

its boundless forests, its gold and diamonds; all in their 

turn were subjects of endless admiration, and found 

expression in all the force a glowing sincerity could 

lend to eloquence. By their statements, these streams 

are not fewer in number than one hundred, several of 
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them having" their source, not in the mountain chain 

towards the eastern shore, but, singular as it may seem 

in the plains westward* of that range; and I am in

clined to place reliance on this assertion from never 

having detected, near to any of them, other than alluvial 

deposit, even in the rainy seasons, when their beds 

were much swollen;—the bar at the mouth of the 

Sambas, is merely a vast accumulation of soft mud, 

not a formation of hard sand as is usual. Of the 

rivers above alluded to, the first in magnitude is the 

Benger Massien, which runs lengthways through the 

island, nearly north and south, and disembogues itself 

in the Java seas. On its banks a few miles upwards 

from the shore, the Dutch formed a settlement nearly 

a century ago, allured by the exaggerated reports of 

diamond mines in that vicinity; however, the insignifi

cance in which it was esteemed, long before it fell into 

our hands, sufficiently indicated the failure of the first 

diamond-seeking settlers. The Soongi Sambas and the 

Pontiana, rank next in importance; the former may be 

traced in the light native shallops nearly to Borneo 

Proper, a principality on the northern extremity of this 

* In the former numbers of this little narrative it was misprinted 

—eastward instead of westward—as the sentence indicates; but it 

unfortunately escaped my notice before it was circulated. 
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little continent, abounding in almost every mineral pro

duction ; but governed by a prince long addicted 

to predatory habits, and if not generally belied, a sharer 

in the plunder of many a trader; one of the g'reatest 

rascals of the age, by name Abdool Rassib, was openly 

encourag'ed by him, but as his depredations lay principally 

around the Phillipines and Sooloo where we were but 

little interested, he escaped the punishment inflicted on 

his less cautious though not more guilty neighbours. 

The Soongi Slacco is another fine stream, in whose im

mediate vicinity in the district of Montrada are the 

richest gold-mines. The Chinese are located here 

in considerable numbers, and forming themselves into 

companies, farm the district from the Rajah or Sultan 

of Landack, for the sake of its gold-dust and diamonds -, 

as many as 30,000 Chinese are engaged in these mines 

and rivers, and their average produce has been estima

ted from 8 to 9 millions sterling, the ore thus found 

is cleansed from the clay in which it was imbedded, 

and the dust then made up into small packets called 

takels, each packet being valued at about 24 Spanish 

dollars,* and bartered for opium, gunpowder, fire-arms, 

&c, and so finds its way into the hands of our mer

chants, but by far the larger portion to China. 

There was now to be a change in my line of life which 

* See Table in the Appendix. 
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perhaps I have dwelt on too long, unmarked as it must 

be to my reader by any particular interest, but there 

are portions in my life linked with these busy times 

on which the mind still delights to linger; about this 

period, Mr. W. Robinson, the collector-general of cus

toms, died, and Government was pleased to offer me the 

appointment, together with that of president of the 

committee of shipping. These were important offices; 

and it was the more gratifying to me, that the Gover

nor-General, who was then busied with new arrange

ments, for the govermment of these colonies, was pleased 

to confirm my appointments: and in the performance 

of the duties entailed by them, I continued, even after 

the restoration of these possessions to the Dutch com

missioners ; and the testimonials I have by me warrant 

the belief that the duties were executed to the entire 

satisfaction of both governments. 

Feeling anxious to revisit England after so long an 

absence, I took the opportunity of my return to Calcutta, 

at a time of profound peace, to solicit leave, which was 

readily granted me, accompanied by letters to the autho

rities at home; and under an arrangement between the 

agents and myself, and with the sanction of the Governor-

General in Council, I took command of the ship Dowzon' 

of five hundred tons, in which I had come up from 
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Batavia: the arrangement was to the effect, that I 

should navigate and deliver her and her cargo to the 

consignees in London, in return for the use and advan

tage of her accommodation, which was placed at my 

disposal; and after a very tempestuous passage, reached 

Tahle Bay in a leaky condition, so much so, as to make 

it necessary to tranship a portion of the cargo to another 

vessel then loading for London. Little else of any 

moment transpired in the homeward voyage, except 

speaking H. M. S. Spey, at Ascension, from whom we 

learnt that an American ship had touched there, with 

tidings of the wreck of H. M. S. Alceste, in the straits 

of Gaspar, and that Lord Amherst and the whole of 

the crew were safe at Batavia: this event we were 

the first to report in London. I arrived in the summer 

of 1818, and in 1820 reembarked; but falling ill on 

the voyage, and having lost the use of my left arm, was 

landed at the Cape, from whence I returned in one 

of the small colonial traders;—and thus closed my 

public career. 

Having now brought my story to an end, I may be 

allowed to join in the almost universal expression of 

regret at the decision of his Majesty's ministers, and 

the consequent interruption of our relations with these 

posessions, just as their wealth and importance to this 

country were beginning to be developed. Nor was it 
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fair or statesmanlike in those who were deputed to con

duct the negociations, to omit making provision for the 

security and protection of our merchants, who had been 

invited to settle and embark their fortunes in the pur

chase of lands or in the commerce of the island, but 

were left to make what conditions they could with the 

Dutch commissioners, who evinced no anxiety about 

their welfare; and the consequence was, that many of 

them soon became involved in litigation and disputes 

with that government, which ended in their utter ruin. 

Another circumstance not less surprising, was the 

thoughtlessness or indifference displayed in the transfer of 

these possessions, without a single demand of remu

neration for the enormous outlay which their conquest 

from the French had entailed upon this country; it was 

said at the time that more than four millions sterling 

had been expended on the expedition—which may be 

easily accredited, judging from the splendid and efficient 

manner in which it was sent forth to meet the powerful 

array of Marshal Daendels. I t would therefore, have 

been no injustice to Holland, had we retained them some 

years longer, or until a portion of that expenditure 

had been restored to the coffers of the state; and that 

this desideratum would ultimately and at no distant 

period have been realized, was beyond doubt; for the 
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reports furnished to the Governor from the records of 

my department exhibited a steady progressive annual 

increase of revenue, during the period that we held 

these possessions. But what had we to expect from 

official men, who would not even devote a few hours to 

the perusal of the public dispatches, some of which were 

found by Sir S. Raffles, on his arrival in England, with 

the seals unbroken, the contents of which, had they been 

known to " the powers that were,'' might have led to a 

very different conclusion; but at that epoch it seemed 

that every object was esteemed of minor consequence to 

the subjugation of Napoleon, and all politic solicitude at 

home was concentrated in devising schemes by which his 

overthrow might be best effected.* 

Copies of official Instructions, Reports, and Letters, 

(the latter taken from several of a similar purport,) are 

appended to this Narrative, which has been prepared 

and put together for no other purpose than the perusal 

of my own immediate friends. 

* See Appendix O. 
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A P P E N D I X A. 

From the Superintendent I, N, 

To Lieut. D. Macdonald, 

Commanding H. C. Schooner, Lively. 

Sir, 

I have received and communicated to the 

Superintendent your letter of the 20th Inst., and have 

the pleasure to acquaint you that your proceedings have 

met with his entire approbation. 

The conduct of the Bhowany's Commander 

shall be noticed as it merits. 

The Pattamar which will convey this to you 

is victualled for six weeks; she is well armed and equip

ped, and is to remain under your orders. 
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You are henceforth to consider your com

mand as extended from Diu to Bate^ along which coast 

you will cruise, as from circumstances you may judge 

expedient, transmitting occasionally from Diu a report 

of your proceedings, which the Commandant at that 

station will forward. 

You are, however, to consider your former 

instructions, relative to the blockade of Posutra, still in 

force, as far as circumstances (of which you must be the 

judge) shall render necessary. 

The Surdary Pattamar will proceed to Diu, 

to be placed under the orders of the Commandant, for 

the purpose of opening a communication with Surat. A 

Botella, from Broach, was captured two evenings ago, 

oif Kelmi Mahim hy the Chaunchu Pirates, and it is 

supposed that they have carried their prize to Cutch, or 

to one of the Southern Ports; you will, therefore, look 

out, and endeavour to intercept this vessel. 

I am. Sir, 

Your most obedient Servant, 

CHARLES COURT, 

Assistant to Superintendent. 

Bombay, 29th Oct. 1808. 
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APPENDIX B . 

From the Superintendent. I, N. 

Bombay, 27th Nov, 1808. 
Sir, 

The Superintendent, having laid before Go

vernment the proceedings of the H. C. S. Lively, whilst 

engaged with four piratical dows, on the coast of Guze-

rat, has particular satisfaction in directing me to acquaint 

you, that the Hon. the Governor in Council highly ap

proves and applauds the very gallant and successful 

action which you maintained against so superior a force . 

I have the honor to be, &c. 

CHARLES COURT, 

Sec. 
To Lieut. D. Macdonald, 

Commanding the Lively. 

APPENDIX C. 

(Secret.) 

To Captain MACDONALD, 

Commanding the H. C. Brig of War, Ariel. 

Sir, 

It being an object of importance to ascertain 

the exact nature and strength of the Dutch force stated 
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to be in the Lampoon country and in the vicinity of 

Palembang, you will be pleased to proceed without loss 

of time to the port of Minto, where in conjunction with 

the Tummung-gong,* (for whom a letter is enclosed) you 

will adopt immediate measures for the delivery of the 

accompanying letters and presents to the Sultan of Pa-

lembang. 

In the neighbourhood of the Palembang 

river you will most probably find a small brig, (the 

Friend's Adventure) engaged by me, and under the 

orders of Toonkoo Radin Mohomed, a native agent 

employed by me at the court of Palembang, and for 

whom I also entrust you with a letter ; from this Person 

you will be able to obtain the latest information respect

ing the state of the country, and the disposition of the 

Native Chieftains. 

It would be advisable that you should, if 

practicable, deliver the letters to the Sultan in person; 

but you are on no account whatever to protract your 

stay beyond 48 hours, whether his reply thereto may 

then be ready or not. 

You will be pleased to direct the Comman

der of the Friend's Adventure immediately to return to 

Malacca, and if convenient, afford a passage to Radin 

* Governor. 
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Mahomed on board the Ariel, in order to accelerate his 

return here. 

You will be most minute in your enquiries 

respecting the state of the enemy's force in the Lampoon 

and Bantam countries, and if the Sultan should require 

your advice and assistance in finally arranging with 

Dutch persons now residing at Palembang, you are 

authorized to attend thereto. You will of course make 

known to the Sultan the political change by which 

Holland is become a province of France. 

In order that you may have the best local 

information and assistance in my power to afford you, I 

have directed the Commander of the H. C. cutter, Are-

thusa, to place himself under your orders, and I would 

recommend, that for the mutual safety of both vessels, 

you do not separate except on your return, and after you 

may have completed the object of your voyage. 

Should you be able to leave Minto on your 

return, previous to the 20th of the present month, you 

will make the best of your way to Malacca; but if you 

should be detained beyond that date, you will call at 

Rhio on your way, where you will meet further instruc

tions from me, should the same be necessary. 

I cannot too strongly recommend to you the 

most conciliatory manners to the native inhabitants of 

whatever place you may touch at, whom you will endea-
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vour to impress with the most favourable ideas of the 

English and of their views to the eastward. 

Toonkoo Radin Mahomed being my accre

dited Agent at Palembang, I request you will consider 

him accordingly, and I think you will find him a very 

useful man. 

A small assortment of trifling presents to 

inferior persons who may be useful, has been sent on 

board the Ariel 

I am Sir, 
Your most obedient, humble Servant 

THOS. RAFFLES. 
Malacca, Feb. 4th, 1811. 

APPENDIX D . 

Copy of a letter from T. S. Roffles, Esq., Agent to the 
Governor- General. 

To Lieut. Macdonald, 
Commanding the H. C. Brig, Ariel. 

Sir, 

Herewith will be delivered to you two 

boxes and paper, packets, addressed to the Rt. Hon. the 

Governor-General, and Chief Secretary to the Supreme 

Government, which are required to be forwarded to 

Calcutta with the utmost possible expedition. 

You will in consequence immediately on 
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receipt hereof, weigh your anchor and proceed direct to 

Calcutta, in charge of the said packets, delivering the 

same in person agreeably to their address. 

The packets with which you are charged 

being of the utmost political importance, you will take 

due care that from no possible accident they be allowed 

to fall into the hands of an enemy, and as their early 

arrival in Calcutta is of the most essential consequence 

to the Public Service, you will on no account suffer any 

avoidable detention to take place. 

After delivering the packets you will of 

course await the further orders of the Rt. Hon. the 

Governor-General, but as I have intimated my request 

to his Lordship, that you may be permitted to rejoin me 

immediately, I would recommend your making such 

arrangements on your arrival, as may ensure your 

vessel's early departure, in the event of your receiving 

Instructions to that effect. 

I am. Sir, 

your most obedient, 

Malacca, 

14th Feb. 1811. 

humble servant, 

THOS. RAFFLES, 

Agent to the Rt. Honble. 

the Gov.-Gen, with the 

Malay States, 
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Extract of a letter from C. Richetts, Esq. Secretary 
to Government, Public Department. 

Council Chamber, March 6, 1811. 

My dear Macdonald, 

I am exceedingly glad to tell you, that from 

the very flattering and highly creditable manner in 

which Mr. Raffles has brought your name to the notice 

of the Government, Lord Minto has been pleased to 

direct a Captain's commission to be sent to you, wihch 

shall be forwarded, through the board, without delay. 

Wishing you every happiness, 
I remain, sincerely your's, 

C. RICKETTS. 

APPENDIX E . 

Copy of a letter from N. B. Edmonstone, Esq., Chief 
Secretary to Government. 

To Capt. Macdonald, 
Commanding the H. C. Cruiser, Ariel. 

Sir, 

I am directed by his Excellency the Vice-

President in Council to desire that you will receive and 

accommodate on board of the Cruiser under your com

mand, Lieut. Colonel Eden, Quarter-Master-General of 

the troops proceeding on foreign Service. 
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On Lieut. Colonel Eden's embarkation, you 

will immediately set sail on your voyag'e to Malacca; you 

will, however, be pleased to conform to whatever requi

sitions you may receive from that officer with regard to 

touching at any intermediate Port on your way to Ma

lacca, on your arrival at which station, you will place 

yourself as before, under the orders of Mr. Raffles. 

Accompanying", you will be pleased to receive 

charge of a despatch to the address of that Gentleman. 

I have the honor to be. Sir, 

Your most obedient, humble Servant, 
N. B. EDMONSTONE. 

Chief Secretary to Government. 
Council Chamber, 21st March, 1811. 

APPENDIX F . 

SIR C. COLE. 

This distinguished officer, came to India as 

flag Captain to Lieut Pellew, in the Culloden, and after

wards commanded the expedition against Banda, which 

with the aid of a detachment of the Madras European 

regiment, he carried in the most gallant style, and for 

which he received the honor of Knighthood; it was my good 

fortune to enjoy his good opinion and friendship during 

this latter expedition, and whilst he remained in India. 
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APPENDIX G. 

From Chas. Blaigrave, Esq. Secretary to Government. 

To Capt. D. Macdonald, 
H. C. S. Aurora, off Sambas. 

Batavia, Aug. 12, 1813. 
Sir, 

I am directed by his Excellency the Gover

nor in Council to acknowledge the report of your pro

ceedings off the rivers of Sambas, and to acquaint you 

that he highly commends the zeal and gallantry displayed 

by you in cutting out the piratical junks mentioned 

therein. 
I am further desired to convey his approba

tion of your having placed these vessels under the care 

of his Highness of Pontiana, and to add, that the arrange

ments you have made to carry out the blockade of the 

ports of Sambas, meet with his Excellency's entire 

concurrence. 
I am. Sir, 

Your most obedient Servant 
CHAS. BLAGRAIVE, 

Sec. to Government. 

Copy of a letter from John Palmer , Esq. 

Dated Calcutta, Feb. 21, 1818. 
Dear Macdonald, 

I have received your obliging Letter of the 
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12th November from Malacca, and heartily thank you 

for your continued attentions and kindness to me and 

mine. I hope you preserved all quiet between the 

L s and Jacks, and shall be glad to learn that 

you stuck in Venus's skirts, until you safely turned her 

over at Amboyna. * * * * I see, with as much 

surprise as concern, that Bo wen was unsuccessful at 

Sambas ; and, consequently, that it could be no disgrace 

to us* that the Pirate was inaccessible to the Aurora, 

nor no bad luck that we did not prick a path into the 

river ; for although I am confident that, alongside, the 

Aurora had in fifteen minutes given a Te Deum account 

of the Pirate ship, perhaps we should have been roughly 

handled by her and the batteries already erected within 

the river. I hope you may have a touch at the Rajah 

one of these fine days, alone, and inside, where you may give 

the fairest play to the genius & prowess of Pangeron Annom. 

My kindest regards to Arnold, the Doctor, Wynd-

nam, and Churchman, and Joe Bowers, the little Mid. 

My health continues good, and I hope to hold 

together long enough to enjoy your company often. All 

your friends here are hearty and prosperous ; and 

I am, yours &c., 
Capt. D. Macdonald. JNO. PALMER. 

H. C. Ship of War Aurora. 

* Mr. Palmer was on board the Aurora at the time we pursued 
Pangeron Annom into Sambas.—D. M. 
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From John Palmer, Esq. 

(TRUE COPY.) 

Calcutta, 6th June, 1813. 

Dear Macdonald. 

As the Java Gazette had already announced 

your success in cutting out the junks from Sambas River, 

and Pangeron Annom's hands, your letter of the 4th 

of April was more agreeable on the score of your per

sonal safety than of your exploits. It reflects great 

credit upon you; and I most sincerely congratulate 

you on an event which equally manifests good arrange

ment and vigorous execution. I fully expected as 

much from you and my good friends the Auroras; and 

may her meridian and setting sun be as clear and 

happy. I trust you would have reached your station 

in famous time to complete the important service you 

had so fortunately begun; for I am really very anxious 

that my old friends should have all possible opportuni

ties of distinguishing themselves. 

I was surprised and shocked at poor Bowen's failure, 

still was gratified in its reflected influence on your pro

ceedings when I was with you; for having been a 

witness to your exertions on the coast of Borneo, and 

not so stupid but that I could appreciate them, I was 

mortified beyond measure at the clandestine malice of 

some miscreant, who has foully and falsely represented 
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and commented on your efforts to get at Pangeron 

Annom. I had, however, no difficulty in convincing 

all liberal and intelligent men, that you did whatever 

was practicable, and was but too ready to persevere 

in what on after-reflection you were convinced was im

practicable; but the base and grovelling, who can't 

soar, must, to obtain equality, bring down superior 

worth to their ground tier: such worthies must be left 

to take their confutation from events. I wish your 

purse had been chock full of syce or first-touch gold; 

for I maintain that the gallantry of your attempt 

merited the richest reward. 

S is an active, ardent, good-humoured fellow 

—a little corrupted by bad precept and worse ex

ample. That he had doubts of the criminality of an 

intercourse with the Sambas Prince is not strange 

when his principal would justify i t ; but I apprehend 

the sententious declarations to which he was obliged 

to listen, between Penang and Hoogly, showed him 

the danger, if not the turpitude of such speculations. 

}Ie (very innocently) gave us two such traits of his 

Principal, during the voyage up, that selling stores to 

the pirate, is but a shade to the moral depravity of 

either. However, as you and I are not to grow taller 

by crimination, I abstain from statements, and rejoice 

that S had savy enough to satisfy such willing 
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judges as you and Morris. Brave and ingenuous men 

are seldom incredulous. S will not abuse your 

confidence or good opinion, and one single word at the 

end of our voyage has detached him from his Principal 

for ever. He had now grown wiser, and would not 

risk it a second time. 

Farewell! may every incident of your life render 

it more honorable and more happy. 

Ever sincerely yours, 

J. PALMER. 

NOTE.—The person here alluded to was Commander of one of 
the many Malayan traders employed by the Penang merchants, and 
as I had more than suspected him of dealing in arms and ammu
nition to the Chinese at Salacco, and through them to the Pan-
geran Annom, I had found it necessary more than once to denounce 
those engaged in that illegal traffic, which aroused all their 
venomous rancour, and led to the fabrication of the most abomina
ble falsehoods against myself and the Government I served.—D. M. 

APPENDIX I. 

[No. 2.] To the Sultan of Pontiana. 

(After Compliments.) 

The Lieut. Governor has received his High-

ness's letter by his Excellency, Sir Samuel Hood, Vice 

Admiral, &c., and enquiry has been set on foot regarding 

the detention of the proa mentioned by his Highness. 
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The Lieut, Governor has lately received 

an intimation that the Pang-eran Annom is desirous of sur

rendering* himself to the British Government, in the 

hopes of obtaining' forgiveness : to afford him an oppor

tunity of demonstrating" his intention more clearly, the 

H. c. s. Aurora is now sent to Sambas, with a letter to 

the Sultan. 

In consequence of this intimation, and of 

the attachment evinced by the Sultan of Sambas, the 

Lieut. Governor has been pleased to withdraw the block

ade from the ports of Sambas, Corti, and Passir, and to 

allow the regular trade to be open to those ports. 

Translated, August 4th, 1814, 

(Signed) T. Mc QUIOD, 

Acting Malay Translator, 

[Examined, Charles M. Mc Intyre.] 

APPENDIX K . 

Captain D. MACDONALD, 

H. C, S. of war, Aurora. POLITICAL. 

Sir, 
I have the honor to enclose, for your infor

mation, a letter to your address, by the Hon. Capt. Elliot. 

Q 
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It is extremely advisable that an officer of 

competent rank, intelligence, and acquaintance with the 

Malayan language and customs, should proceed to the 

islands of Lingin and Rhio, for the purpose of communi

cating to the sovereigns of those respective states the 

sentiments of the Hon. the Lieut.-Governor of Java, on 

certain points connected with the public interests, but 

more particularly affecting the relations of this residency 

with those states. I have the honor to acquaint you 

that in furtherance of these objects, it has been thought 

necessary to entrust you with the execution of the duties 

of this mission; and in order that you may fulfil this 

trust under the most favourable circumstances, I have 

herewith inclosed introductory letters to the Sultan of 

Lingin and to the Rajah Mooda of Rhio, addressed by 

the Hon. the Lieut.-Governor of Java. 

The first object of your visit will be, to 

represent to those chieftains the regret and displeasure 

with which the Hon. the Lieut.-Governor has received 

reports from the resident at Minto and Palembang, that 

their subjects still continue to visit the coast of Banca, 

for the purpose of smuggling tin, and in pursuit of other 

unlawful projects. That such acts are not only incon

sistent with the interests, and subversive of the rights 

and dignity of the British government, but are hostile 

to the peace and happiness of its subjects on Banca. 
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"You will convince them that the British government 

will hold them responsible for all acts of their subjects 

which may violate the established laws and regulations." 

" You will in evidence of the first cause of 

dissatisfaction of the Hon. Lieut.-Governor, state to the 

Sultan of Lingin, that several prow pookets from his 

dominions, are at this day infesting the north-eastern and 

eastern coasts of the island of Banca, and that I have 

recently received undoubted intelligence of their attempts 

at piracy and illicit trade." 

" You will of course, avail yourself of this 

opportunity to ascertain the political means and actual 

situation of these states, and the arrangements by which, 

in your opinion, they will be best prevented from enga

ging in piracy and the smuggling trade of tin." 

" The result of the expedition to the piratical 

state of Sambas, you are intimately acquainted with-

and it will be essential that the States of Rhio and Lingin 

should be fully impressed with a conviction, that their 

attempts to smuggle at Banca, and the continuation of 

piratical enterprises on these seas, will be severely and 

strictly punished." 

"Your presence will also afford a good op

portunity of explaining to these states the nature of the 

British act of parliament regarding the slave trade; and 
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of cautioning them that their vessel will not be secure, 

if detected in a traffic of slaves." 

" It is not deemed that you should conclude 

any final arrangements with the states in question, as it 

seems essential that the real sentiments and disposition 

of the chiefs, as well as the means to resist the demands 

of the British government, should be first known; but 

as your mission is calculated to pave the way for the 

final measures of government, no opportunity should be 

lost of cultivating every friendly disposition, which may 

lead to the establishment of a good understanding, and a 

regular commercial intercourse. 

"The Shawbunda, or master-attendant, at 

Lingin, is understood to be the person principally con

cerned and interested in smuggling the tin from Banca, 

and your attention is particularly directed to the conduct, 

influence, and disposition of this person." 

I have directed Mr. Ivatts to embark on 

board the Aurora, for the purpose of aiding you in the 

objects of your mission, and of assisting in the commu

nications you may have to make to the chieftains. He 

is a gentleman well versed in the Malayan language, 

and is perfectly acquainted with the habits, manners, and 

customs of that nation. 

I request you will exert your influence to 
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obtain the return to their country of all Banca people, 

of whom you may receive information from Mr. Ivatts. 

Lieut. Robinson, nautical surveyor and su

perintendent of cruisers under this residency, has also 

received orders to embark on board of the Aurora, for 

the purpose of taking such surveys and making" such ob

servations as may afford useful information on maritime 

and military points. He is ordered to place himself 

under your directions. 

Having fulfilled these objects of your mission, 

you will be pleased to return to Minto, where you will 

not be detained twenty-four hours ; as I am given to 

understand from the Hon, Capt. Elliott, that your return 

to Java will be necessary in the course of the present 

month. 

With best wishes for your health and success, 

I have the honor to be, Sir, 

Your very obedient Servant, 

M. A. COURT, 

Resident. 

Sowsang, 3rd Sept. 1813. 

P. S.—The paragraphs with the marks of quotation 

annexed, are extracts of a letter from the Secretary to 

Government of Batavia, on the subjects of your mission. 

M. A. C. 
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A P P E N D I X L . 

To Capt. Macdonald, 
Collector of Customs, 

Sir, 

In consequence of the frequent attempts of 

late made to import slaves clandestinely at Autjol, the 

Fiscal of Batavia has been directed to communicate 

with you, and concert such measures as are likely to 

lead to the apprehension of the offenders^ and I am 

desired by the Hon. the Lieut. Governor in Council, 

to direct that you will be pleased in communication with 

the Advocate Fiscal, to assist, and use your best ex

ertions, in this important object. 
I am, Sir, 

your obedient servant, 
C. ASSEY. 

Sec. to Government, 

Batavia, 
20th Oct. 1815. 

APPENDIX M . 

To Captain Macdonald, 
Commanding H. C. S. of war, Aurora. 

Sir, 

Intimation having been made to Govern

ment, that the Pangeran Annom of Sambas is desirous 

of throwing himself on the liberality of the Government 
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and to sue for a pardon of his past conduct,—I am direct

ed to acquaint you, that the Hon. the Lieut.-Governor 

in council is desirous of affording* him an opportunity of 

more clearly demonstrating that intention: with this 

view, a letter has been addressed to the Sultan of Sambas, 

of which enclosure. No. 1, is a translation. Should the 

information which government have received on this 

subject prove to be correct, and the professions of the 

Pangeran appear to be sincere, you are authorized to 

communicate with him, and to receive such pledge from 

him, as in your opinion will be necessary to ensure his 

regular conduct until the final decision of government 

is received. 

On your arrival in Bengal, you will be 

pleased to communicate the result of the mission to the 

secretary of the Government. 

I am at the same time directed to enclose a 

letter for the Sultan at Pontiana, of which No. 2. is a 

translation. 
I have the honor to be. Sir, 

Your most obedient Servant, 
J. D E PUEY. 

Acting Sec. to Gomrnment. 
Batavia, August 3rd, 1814. 

[Examined, Chas. M. Mc Intyre.] 

P. S. You will have the goodness to order the Gun 

Boats off Sambas, immediately to return to Batavia. 
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APPENDIX N . 

REMOVAL OF THE BLOCKADE. 

Copy of the certificate given to the Pangeran Annom, 

at Sambas, Sept, 2nd, 1814. 

" The Undersigned, being empowered by his excel

lency the Governor of Java and its dependencies to 

communicate with the state of Sambas, still under block

ade, and having" satisfied himself of the truth and since

rity with which the appeal on the parts of the princes 

and people of Sambas has been made to the clemency of 

the British authorities, and having also received a further 

pledge of their future rectitude and good conduct in the 

person of the Pangeran Jeyoo, to be sent as hostage to 

Batavia, hereby gives notice, that from and after the date 

hereof, the blockade of the coast and rivers in and belong

ing to the states of Sambas shall be no longer in force, and 

now removed. And it is the desire of the British govern

ment that the Pangeran Annom should suffer no further 

molestation or injury from any of our cruisers or allies, 

and should be permitted to reside peaceably at Sambas. 

" By authority, 

" D. MACDONALD, 

" Captain, H. C's ship of war, Aurora." 
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A P P E N D I X 0 . 

To D. Macdonald; Esq., and Captain T. Watson. 
Public Department. 

Gentlemen, 

The Hon. the Lieut. Governor in Council 

having been pleased to appoint you a committee for the 

purpose of delivering over the whole of the public stores 

at Batavia to Mr. J. Van Busecham and Mr. Riering, 

the persons nominated by and on the part of their 

Excellencies the Dutch Commissioners-General, to receive 

over the same from the British Government, I am 

directed to desire that you will be pleased, in commu

nication with the above-mentioned Gentlemen, to fix an 

early day for entering up this duty, and to execute the 

same with all practicable expedition. 

I am further directed to convey the desire 

of the Hon. the Lieut. Governor in Council, that you 

will be pleased to prepare Lists in triplicate of the Stores 

delivered and received over, specifying in a column 

opposite the names of the different articles, the prices 

thereof according to their valuation in the books of 

government, and inserting in another column your remarks 

as to the good or bad state in which the articles are, &c. 

I have the honor to be, Gentlemen, &c.. 

Batavia, 
13th Aug. 1816. 

C. METHVEN. 

Assistant Sec. to Government, 
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T E S T I M O N I A L S 

From Commodore Sir John Hayes. 

Calcutta, May 5th, 1812. 

Sir, 

I am directed by Commodore Hayes, to for

ward to you the enclosed letter from the Earl of Minto, 

under date the 2nd instant. 

I am also directed by the Commodore, to 

convey to you, the officers, and men under your com

mand of the expedition to Java, his individual thanks 

for the zealous and able support invariably afforded him 

during the arduous and important services in question. 

I am further instructed to desire, that you 

will cause this communication, together with his lord

ship's high commendation of your individual services 

and that of the officers and crew of the H. C. S. Anrora, 

to be read at the head of the crew, the first convenient 

and proper opportunity after the receipt hereof. 

I have the honor to be, &c.. 

ROBT. TATE. 

Sec. Capt. D. Macdonald. 
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Extract of a letter from his Excellency the Governor-
General in Council, to Coinmodore Hayes, 

dated Calcutta, May 2, 1812. 

The Governor-General in Council also di

rects me to state, the satisfaction with which he has 

received your report of the exemplary conduct of the 

squadron of the marine employed under your orders ; 

and desires that you will convey to the Captains, Offi-

cers, and Men comprising it, the expression of his Lord

ship's high approbation and applause. 

Extract of a letter from his Excellency Lord Minto, 
Governor- General in Council, to the Hon. 

Court of Directors. 

Dated Java, Oct. 5th, 1811. 

I cannot conclude this despatch without 

indulging myself in the satisfaction of bearing testimony 

to the zeal and good conduct displayed by Commodore 

Hayes, and the Captains, Officers, Petty Officers, and 

Men of the Marine, employed in this important expe

dition. 

From his Excellency the Governor of Prince of Wales' 
Island. 

Government House, Nov. 6, 1812. 
My dear Sir, 

As Mr. Clubly tells me that you will sail 
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with your convoy this evening-, I cannot allow you to 

return to Java without the expression of my sincerest 

regard, and best wishes for your future prosperity. 

I cannot say how much we should desire to 

have your services attached to this Government, and I 

hope we may be so fortunate as to find in the officer 

who is to be sent here, one whose zeal and intelligence 

may in any way resemble your's. 

With my best wishes for your health and happiness 

I am, very truly your's, 

W. PETRE. 

From his Excellency Sir Stamford Raffles, Governor 
of Jam and its Dependencies 

To Capt. D. Macdonald. 

Sir, 

I can have no hesitation in assuring* you that 

I shall be at all times ready to testify to the Court of 

Directors, to the high estimation in which your services 

in that part of their Government which fell under my 

immediate administration, are held by me. 

You were selected by the Supreme Govern

ment in the first instance, to convey me to the eastward, 

and remained with me, as agent for the Governor-Gene

ral, for a considerable period. You afterwards accom-
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panied the expedition against Java, and for several years 

acted under the orders of the Local Government, in 

command of one of the H. C.'S cruisers ; and, eventually, 

a Magistrate of the city of Batavia, with the important 

office of Collector-General of the Customs and Land 

Revenues. 

During the whole period you were thus 

employed almost entirely under my observation, your 

conduct was remarkable for zeal, gallantry, and steadi

ness j so that in every instance it was approved, and in 

many called for the applause and admiration of Govern

ment : that in short your services were highly beneficial 

to the public interests, and most honorable to yourself. 

If this or any other testimony in your favour, 

from me, can forward your views to the India House or 

elsewhere, you have a right to demand it, and at all times 

I shall be ready to give it, 

I am, Sir, &c. 

T. S. RAFFLES. 

From his Excellency Governor Fendall. 

To Capt. D. Macdonald, 

Collector-Gen. of Customs &c. &c, Java. 

Sir, 

I am directed by the Hon. the Governor in 
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Council, to acquaint you that there is no objection to 

your proceeding to Calcutta by the opportunity you 

mention. 

The Hon. the Governor in Council desires 

me to take this opportunity and occasion of expressing* 

his highest acknowledgments of the zeal and integrity 

you have shown in the offices you have held under the 

Government of Java; and to convey to you his best 

thanks and good wishes for your future prosperity. 

I am, Sir, &c. 

CHARLES ASSEY, 

Sec. to Government. 

Extract of a letter from, C. Ricketts Esq. 

My dear Macdonald, 

Your application to go to England has been 

granted, and I shall have the greatest pleasure in bring

ing your various and important services to the notice of 

the home authorities.—Wishing you every happiness, 

and trusting we shall meet at the Cape, 

I am, sincerely yours, 

C. RICKETTS. 

Council Chamber, Dec. 6, 1816. 
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From the most Noble the Marquis of Hastings Governor-

General of all India, 

To Georg'e Udny, Esq. President, 

and the Members of the Marine Board. 

Gentlemen, 

I am desired by his Excellency the Governor-

General in Council, to acknowledge your letter dated 

the 30th ult. with its enclosures, and to acquaint you 

that his Lordship in Council is pleased to permit Capt. 

D. Macdonald to proceed to England on his private 

affairs. 

The Governor-General in Council has ob

served with the greatest satisfaction the very high testi

mony borne by the Government of Java to the merito

rious services of Capt. D. Macdonald, whilst employed 

under their authority. 

A. TROTTER. 

Sec. to Government. 

From Wm. Taylor Money, Esq. Superintendent. I. N. 

To Capt. D. Macdonald. 

Sir, 

I have been favoured with your letter, 

requesting' a testimonial of your professional services and 
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conduct whilst you served under my orders, during* the 

time I held the office of Superintendent. 

It affords me much and sincere pleasure to 

comply with your request, because I can with truth 

declare, that I ever found you a most zealous and enter

prising officer, on whom I could at all times confidently 

rely for the complete execution of any service you were 

directed to perform. 

Your conduct invariably afforded much sat

isfaction to the Government ; and whenever you had 

an opportunity of distinguishing yourself, you never 

failed to obtain its marked approbation. 

With these sentiments of the merits of your 

past services, I sincerely wish you may find adequate 

reward in your present pursuits. 

I am, with every wish for your prosperity. 

Your very obedient Servant, 

W. T. MONEY. 



INSTRUCTIONS. 

From his Excellency the Governor of Prince of Wales 

Island, 

To Captain Macdonald, 

Commander of the H. C. Cruiser, Aurora, 

Sir, 

Having received on board your supplies of 

stores, and provisions, you are hereby directed to proceed 

on your voyage to Java, taking under your protection 

the transport-ship Venus and the freighted vessel Futty 

Alvadood, with the brig Covelong, also freighted. 

As it is of much importance that these 

vessels should arrive in safety at their destination, the 

Governor in Council, requests that you will be particu

larly careful in preventing the possibility of the separa

tion of either, during the passage. 

The object of the present service on which 

you are now employed, being calculated to supersede 

that of the orders which you received for the guidance 

of your conduct on quitting Batavia,—a communication 

has been made to the government of Java, to explain 

R 
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the reason of the alteration, and a copy of that letter 

I am directed to enclose to you, for the purpose of 

showing to the Resident at Banca, or wherever your 

former orders may be likely to call you. 

By order of the Hon. the Governor in Council, 

From Ms Excellency Sir Stamford Raffles, Governor 

of Java and its Dependencies 

To Capt. D. Macdonald, 

H. C. Cruiser, Avrora. 

Sir, 

You are hereby directed to proceed without 

delay in-charg-e of the accompanying* packets to Minto, 

on the Island of Banca, but in the event of your falling-

in with any Vessel on your passag-e thither, conveying* 

Despatches to me relative to the operations in that quar

ter, you will return to the Port of Batavia for further 

Instructions, otherwise prosecuting your voyage. 

As it is expected the season of the year will 

not admit of your return after once reaching' Minto, with

out considerable delay, you will on your arrival there, 

Fort Cornwallis, 

6th November, 1812. 

W. A. CLUBLEY, 

Assistant to Secretary. 
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await the further instructions of Colonel Gillespie, if on 

the spot, with regard to your return or remaining there. 

Further instructions will be sent to you at 

Minto, in the event of your not returning. 

I am, Sir, 

Your most obedient humble Servant, 

T. S. RAFFLES, 

From the Secretary to the Marine Board, 

To Capt. D. Macdonald, 
Commanding the H. C. S. of war, Aurora, 

Sir, 

Copy of your letter dated the 15th inst. and 

of its enclosure, having been laid before Government, 

with an address from the Marine Board dated the 16th, 

and submitting, that your request to resign the command 

of the Aurora for the purposes mentioned in your appli

cation might be complied with, and the command of 

that cruiser conferred upon Lieut. Joseph Arnold—I am 

directed to transmit to you for your information the an

nexed copy of a letter dated the 18th instant, which has 

been received in reply from the Acting Secretary to 

Government in the Public Department; and to desire 

that in conformity with the authority of his Excellency 

Batavia, 20th May, 1812. 
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in Council, that you will deliver over charg'e and com

mand of the Aurora to Lieut. Arnold, who will be 

ordered to receive the same. 

It is the desire of the Board, that you procure 

from Lieut. Arnold a Receipted Inventory of all Stores 

of every description on board of the Aurora and trans

mit it to me for transmission to the Government of 

Bombay, with your report of having delivered the vessel 

over, as above directed. 

I am, Sir, Your most obedient, humble Servant, 

Fort William, 

23rd Nov. 1814. 

ROBT. SCOTT. 

Sec. to the 3Iarine Board, 

[Examined; J. HENRY.] 

To Georg'e Udney, Esq. President, 

and the Members of the Marine Board. 
Public Department. 

Gentlemen, 

I am directed by his Excellency the Vice-

President in Council, to acknowledge the receipt of your 

letter, dated the 16th inst., with its enclosures from Capt. 

D. Macdonald, of the H. C. S. of war Aurora, and to inform 

you, that under the particular circumstances represented 

by him, and as you state that Lieut. Arnold is in every 

way qualified to take charge of the Aurora, his Excel-
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lency in Council has been pleased to comply with Capt. 

Macdonald's request, to resig-n the command of that ves

sel, and to permit him to proceed to Java, for the purpose 

of being' appointed to a Civil situation under the Govern

ment of that settlement. 

I have the honour to be &c. 

(Signed) A. TROTTER. 

Actg. Sec. to the Government. 

Council Chamber, 18th Nov. 1814. 

(True Copy.) 

[Compared, J. HENRY.] 

ROBT. SCOTT. 

Sec. Mar. Board. 

Letter to the Governor, reporting the Restoration of 
the Sultan of Sambas. 

H. C. S. of war, Aurora, 
River Sambas, 

Sept. 5th, 1814. 
Sir, 

I have much pleasure in being at last en

abled to inform you of my departure, to-day, from this 

coast, where I have experienced so much detention: I 

am, however, happy to have it in my power to add, that 

all your commands in reference to the Pangeran Annom 

have been satisfactorily accomplished. 

I found him, on my arrival, residing at 
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Sambas, anxiously waiting- the arrival of some such 

ag-reeable messenger; the Sultan, from a long- and severe 

indisposition had withdrawn to Sangujoo, about a day's 

journey by the stream above Sambas,—whither his bro

ther, the Pang'eran Tomangong-, had gone, and would 

return with him if his malady permitted ; so that the 

Pang-eran Annom with his brother the Pangeran Jeyoo 

were those left in authority at Sambas. 

It appears that the great majority of the in

habitants, with whom the Pangemn continues a pro

digious favourite, anticipating this act of clemency on the 

part of your Excellency's government, had summoned 

him from Passier some time ago, and by the earnest man

ner in which not only he himself, but the whole of the 

party besought me to allow the past to sink into oblivion, 

and to judge him by his conduct hereafter, left no doubt 

in my mind of the sincerity of his present intentions ; 

he seems now humbled indeed, and there is every reason 

to believe, that this act of clemency has been well-timed, 

and will be attended with the most beneficial consequen

ces to these misguided people, now that the life of the 

Sultan is drawing to a close, who only waited this 

event to bring back and re-establish their families within 

their ancient city. 

As a pledge alike of his and their fealty 
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and of their sincerity in all things, they have promised 

your Excellency through me, that his favourite brother, 

the Pangeran Jeyoo, will proceed in the Gun-Boat, 

No. 2. to Batavia, with his family. The Nocoda Boajong 

who is a servant of his Highness the Sultan of Pontiana, 

and who was extremely useful both to Col. Ghardnam, 

on his mission to these states, and subsequently to 

myself, proceeds by the same opportunity, and has asked 

me to bespeak some mark of your Excellency's high 

consideration. 

I found here an Agent from the Rajah of 

Borneo Proper, who expressed a great desire to be 

brought to your notice, and I have accordingly furnished 

him with a pass to Batavia;—Abdool Rassib had also 

been here, but hearing of my coming, had fled to Passier, 

—and I have the assurance of the Pangeran, that he 

shall not be permitted to return. 

I hope I have omitted nothing you would 

desire to know, and have enclosed a letter from the 

Sultan of Pontiana, from whom I received gold dust to 

the value of 8000 Spanish Dollars, in part payment of 

the prize together with his bond, and an order on Mr. 

John Palmer, his Agent in Bengal, for the balance, 

being 7000 dollars more—which T trust will be duly 

honored. 
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I beg' also to enclose a copy of the certificate 
I gave the Pangeran; on the removal of the blockade. 

I am, Sir, 
very sincerely and truly your's, 

D. MACDONALD. 

P. S. I shall submit these proceedings to the Supreme 
Government on my arrival at Fort William. D. M, 

Copy of Captain Bowen's Notification of the 
BLOCKADE OF SAMBAS, &C. 

By JAMES BO WEN, Esq. Captain of H, M. S. Phoenix 

Senior officer of a squadron of his Britannic 

Majesty's ships in the Eastern seas. 

It having been ascertained, beyond all doubt, that 

the Pangeran Annom of Sambas has been guilty of 

notorious and flagrant acts of piracy on ships and vessels 

of all nations; and he having actually fired on His 

Majesty's flag, in the river of Sambas, supported and 

assisted by the Rajah of Sambas:— 

Notice is hereby given to all trading vessels and 

others, that the ports undermentioned are in a state of 

strict blockade :—that all vessels having warlike stores on 

board, attempting to enter these ports, whether warned 

or not, as the piracies before-mentioned have too long 

and notoriously existed for any person to plead ignorance 

of the occupation of the Pangeron Annom and the 

Rajah of Sambas, will be seized and sent to the Admi-
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ralty Court for adjudication. All vessels trading in any 

other articles to these ports, after being warned, will be 

treated as enemies. And the ally of the British govern

ment, his highness the Sultan of Pontiana, is requested 

to assist in the blockade, and authorized to do his 

utmost to capture all vessels acting in contravention 

of this order, by trading to the ports above alluded 

to, namely, Sambas Selacco, Sincoro, Songi Nyat, and 

Doree. 

Given on board H. M. S. Phoenix, in Pontiana 
Roads, 26th Nov. 1812. 

JAMES BOWEN. 

To all Masters of trading vessels. 

T H E PIRATE-FLAG. 
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To Capt. R, Scott J Sec. to the Marine Board, Calcutta. 

H. C. S. of war, Aurora, 

Off the coast of Borneo, 

March 20th, 1813. 
Sir, 

Shortly after my arrival on this coast, I had 

the honor to forward by the Brig Gloucester, copies of 

my letters to the Java government, together with a 

transcript of the Sambas blockade, by which the Board 

will be fully informed how the ship under my command 

continues to be employed. With reference to my report 

No. 2. it will be observed, that the vessel captured on 

the 3rd inst., in violation of the blockade, was comman

ded by a renegade Portuguese, formerly one of the mates 

of the ship Diana, when cut off by the Pangeran on the 

south-eastern coast of this island, and entered his service, 

(knowing him to be a pirate,) from whom he received 

the sum of 675 Spanish dollars, to navigate this vessel to 

and from the coast of China, touching at Borneo 

Proper, on his return voyage ; I have therefore sent him 

down to Batavia, to be dealt with as the authorities there 

may deem advisable. 

I am happy to add, that good results are 

likely to accrue from this capture;—a deputation of the 

most -respectable Chinese in the districts of Montrada and 
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Landak have been to Capt. Morris's camp, and announ

ced their readiness to aid in the blockade by withholding 

all supplies, and to exchange their connection with the 

state of Sambas for the protection of the British, on the 

restoration to them of this captured vessel, which propo

sal I have transmitted to the Java government, and 

await their decision. 

I have the honor to be. Sir, 

Your obedient Servant, 

D. MACDONALD. 

Copy of my instructions and Report relative to the states 

of Lingin and Rhio, 

[The merchants and others engaged in the Malay 

trade, residing at Prince of Wales' Island, finding their 

interests so materially affected by the steps now taken to 

put down the illicit trade in tin, carried on along the 

shores of Banca, stirred up the authorities of that settle

ment to remonstrate against the proceedings of the Java 

government, and embodied in that remonstrance several 

absurd and untrue allegations against those employed in 

its suppression; in consequence of which, I have thought 

it right to insert, both the Instructions under which I 

was dispatched on that mission, and the Report of my 

Proceedings made on that occasion to Government.] 
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(REPORT.) 

H. C. S. Aurora, 

Off Sow sang, Sept. 5th, 1813. 

The instructions by which I was to carry out 

the views of the government, with reference to the states 

of Lingin and Rhio, having been forwarded through the 

political Resident at the court of Palembang, and ulti

mately delivered to me by Capt. the Hon. George Elliot, 

of H. M. s. Hussar, together with letters from his Excel

lency the Lieut. Governor for the Sultan and the Rajah 

Mooda of Rhio, I weighed from the mouth of the Pa-

lembang river on the 5th (this day,) in company with 

H. M. s. Hussar, (for India,) and we proceeded together 

as far as the straits of Rhio. 

These instructions bore reference principally 

to the encouragement given to the slave-dealers from the 

Celebes—the protection and encouragement afforded to 

the tin-smugglers infesting the shores of Banca—and, 

lastly, the releasement of several hundred captives, who 

had been carried off from Banca during the wars between 

the former Sultans of Palembang and the Princes of 

these states. These were held in slavery upon the diffe

rent possessions of the Rajah of Rhio, and were, on being 

released, to be delivered to Lieut. Robinson of the 

Indian navy, and Mr. Ivatts, two gentlemen attached to the 
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residency of Banca, who accompanied me for that purpose. 

Monday, 6th.—We were close in with Sin-

kepe^ which is one of the islands belonging* to the Sultan 

of Lingin, and is principally inhabited by the Chinese. 

On this island tin is produced, but in very small quanti

ties : the mines are said to be rich, but as they procure 

the ore at a much easier and cheaper rate from Banca^ 

little or no exertion is used in working them. Sinkepe 

lies to the southward of Lingin, and is distant about 

thirteen miles from the roads. About noon we anchored 

in Lingin Roads, and immediately despatched an officer 

in the cutter to announce our arrival, and to request the 

favour of a visit from the Shawbunda (chief of the port.) 

The cutter returned in the afternoon, and with her the 

Shawbunda, to whom I made known my wishes for a 

personal interview with the Sultan, having letters which 

I must deliver to himself only:—that official left me at 

0 o'clock, promising to return with the Sultan's reply, 

which I received the same evening, appointing to-morrow 

at 10 o'clock for that ceremony. 

Tuesday, 7th.—This morning the Shawbunda 

(who is the father-in-law of the Sultan, and his principal 

adviser,) came on board, with several others, to conduct 

us to the palace; we arrived there about noon, and 

after waiting some time, the Sultan made his appea

rance. The compliments usual on such occasions being 
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passed, we entered upon the principal points connected 

with my visit, to which he paid implicit attention. I 

then presented the letter to his address from the Lieut. 

Governor, which he perused, and handed to the Shaw-

bunda, who did the same. I intimated then that it 

would be desirable to receive an answer to the letter as 

soon as convenient, as also to the other points which had 

been communicated through the Shawbunda this morn

ing to his highness. 

His highness replied, that he desired to be 

allowed to await the arrival at Lingin of his uncle, the Ra

jah Mooda, who is the reigning sovereign of these islands, 

before entering on the subject of these communications. 

He said a despatch-prow had been sent for him, and that 

I might depend on seeing him here in four or five days. 

Wednesday, 8th. — I was this morning 

visited by several persons of distinction about the court 

of the young Rajah, who came to assure me, in the name 

of the Sultan of Barroo, that they had never afforded en

couragement to the smugglers or the pirates;—that the 

pookets carrying on that illicit trade on the coasts of 

Banca, resorted mostly to Rhio;—and with regard to 

the Banca captives, brought hence by the pirates in 

1806, (during the famine,) they were at liberty to return 

as he never presumed to hold authority over them now 

that they were British subjects. His principal object was 
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to avoid anything that might hring him under the dis

pleasure of the Java government:—he knew the fate of 

the Sultan of Palembang, and the still more recent one 

of the Sultan of Sambas. 

Thursday, 9th. — This day we were em

ployed in sounding and examining the roads; but the 

common and best anchorage is in 3½ fathoms, the river's 

mouth bearing N.w.½-west. There is a small rocky 

island surrounded with foul ground, which makes it 

necessary in coming from the southward, to give it a 

good berth of at least two miles; and with this rock 

w.s.w. the best anchorage is to be found. This after

noon I learnt that the continuance of our troops at Pa-

lembang had caused the greatest consternation amongst 

the people at Lingin, which in some degree accounts for 

the numbers who came on board this morning, with 

protestations both of their prince's and of their own inno

cence in all that related to the smugglers. 

Sept. 10, 1813.—This morning several large 

prows arrived from Minto with the Keranga Sallee, and 

brought me letters from the Resident on the subject of 

the Banca captives: he had been sent by Capt. Court for 

the purpose of assisting Lieut. Robinson and Mr. Ivatts 

in taking charge of such as could be liberated. I have 

been since my arrival here, collecting all the information 

in my power on the resources and population of Lingin : 
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The Chinese form the bulk of the population, nnd inha

bit the whole of the south shore, and from the river 

eastward they may be estimated at 5000 : they find em

ployment in fishing-, in making gambier, and, as in all 

the Malayan states, in the cultivation of the lands. The 

Malayan part of the population fall far short of what has 

generally been imagined : there are, I am informed, not 

more than two thousand males on the whole of Lingin; 

but a very extensive trade is carried on at this moment 

with the eastern islands such as Balli, Sambawa, &c., and 

even the east end of Java, from whence they draw large 

supplies of rice and salt, Lingin producing neither of 

these articles of consumption. By these means the 

Sultan is enabled to assemble if necessary nearly 2000 

fighting men, which he did on one occasion, when 

attacked by the former Sultan of Palembang: those em

ployed in the commerce of the island joined the Sultan's 

force, and repulsed the Palembang chiefs, after six weeks 

fighting. From songi Jamby, and from Soar also, a con

siderable quantity of grain is imported ; and those con

cerned in that trade receive in barter the articles usually 

brought from China on the junks, such as tea, tobacco, 

waranging. China-ware, and articles of minor importance. 

The junks, of which there are generally two, arrive in 

the month of March, and return to Amoy or Canton in 

July: they carry from hence in exchange for their 
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goods, beech de mer, gambier, wax, camphor, ebony, 

opium, and sometimes tin. On Sinkepe nearly 600 

Chinese reside, and most of the captives from Banca are 

also kept there. I am told that some of the ore brought 

in by the smug'glers, from Banca, is carried to Sinkepe 

to be smelted—then brought to Lingin, where the vessels 

from Penang buy it, at the rate of 16 and 17 Spanish 

dollars per picul. It cannot, therefore, be a matter of 

surprise, that the smuggling is carried to such an extent, 

when English traders become the purchasers; and I 

have also been informed, that at this very moment one 

of the mercantile houses at Prince of Wales' Island has 

a native agent at Rhio, who receives the ore from the 

smugglers, as they arrive. 

Sept, 11, 1813,—I visited the Sultan this 

morning, and spoke again on the subject of the Banca 

captives; I was not a little surprised to hear, that on the 

preceding evening a hadjee had arrived from Palembang, 

and had reported that several more ships of war were in 

the neighbourhood, intended for the reduction of these 

islands, and was sorry to observe that this report had 

caused considerable uneasiness to the Sultan as well as 

to the people at large. I however assured him of there 

being no truth in the report—that the ships he had 

heard of were at Palembang, and would return to Java 

s 
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in a few days. He seemed pleased at this communication, 

and added, that his sole happiness depended on the 

friendship of the English. Shortly afterwards I under

stood (from a hadjee whom I met some time ago at 

Pontiana,) that since the receipt of a letter from the late 

Resident at Banca (Major Robinson) to the Sultan, 

preparations had been made for his flight 5 with a view 

to which, a road or footpath had been cut across the 

mountains to the opposite shore, where, among the 

rocks, he has several pookets secured, to aid his flight to 

songi Rattii, situate on the Sumatra shore, nearly oppo

site to Pulo Varella, and a few miles to the northward of 

Jambay. 

Sept. 12, 1813.—The Rajah Mooda of Rhio 

arrived here late last night, and sent to me this morning 

to say he was desirous of seeing me. I visited him 

immediately, and presented the letter to his address from 

the Hon. the Lieut. Gevernor, which he perused, and 

expressed his thanks for this mark of attention, and his 

gratitude to the Tuan Bassar (i. e. Governor) for having 

sent to open this communication with him, adding, that 

he was quite prepared to enter into any engagement 

which might be the means of securing for him the 

friendship and good offices of the British government. 

He observed that, with regard to the tin smugglers, he 
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had never offered them the least encourag-ement ; and 

that to show how sincere he was on that subject, he 

would, if I wished it, order every pooket in his domin

ions to be burnt. I replied that was not my object: I 

had merely to entreat, that he would desist from the 

illicit traffic, carried on between his ports and those of 

Banca, and the most effectual way, I thought would be 

for him to seize any pookets coming from Banca with the 

produce of these mines, and send them forthwith to the 

British Resident. To this he most willingly assented, 

and remarked, that as to the Banca captives, they, as 

well as any of his own subjects, were at liberty to go to 

Banca, whenever they chose ;—that he was far from 

wishing to detain them, and that, in my presence, he 

would order their liberation : and the Karanga of Minto 

having now been sent for, received the orders on that 

subject. During the conversation between the Rajah 

Mooda and myself, the Shawbunda being also present, 

observed, that those mostly connected with smuggling, 

reside at Rhio ;—that sums of Spanish dollars are sent 

constantly from Penang and Malacca, by which they are 

enabled to pay for the tin in specie : he therefore re

quested that I would notice that particularly to Mr. Raff

les, as he feared he might now in mentioning it incur 

the displeasure of the gentlemen at the former place; 
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and begged that the Java government would intimate to 

that of Prince of Wales' Island their determination 

respecting this illicit traffic, and the engagements he had 

now entered into with the government of Java. And 

as his mind was evidently impressed with the truth of 

the report brought by the hadjee from Palembang, not

withstanding my verbal assurances to the contrary, I 

thought it might be advisable to set him at ease upon 

that point, and a document, of which the following is a 

copy, was given to his highness on the evening of our 

departure from Lingin:— 

" Whereas their highnesses the Rajah Mooda 

of Rhio and Sultan of Lingin, &c. have readily assented 

to the several requisitions made to them through me, on 

the part of the Java government, and have cheerfully 

entered into the proposed arrangements for the liberation 

of the captives; but being still uneasy at the reports 

which have been circulated here by ill-disposed persons, 

and which the continuance of a large force so near, seem

ed to countenance ;—I, with a view to remove these im

pressions, hereby give, under my hand, this certificate, 

in positive contradiction of any such intention on the 

part of the British authorities, and in proof of the pro

tection of the Java government, so long as the arrange-
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ments now entered into are faithfully observed by their 

highnesses and their subjects. 

" By authority, 

" D. MACDONALD. 

" Captain H. C. S. of war, Auroral 

Having now executed the commands with 

which I was entrusted, and received the replies of both 

Princes to the government letters, together with copies of 

the written arrangements they have entered into, I quit

ted Lingin on the night of the 13th, and arrived here on 

the 26th instant. 

D. M. 

Copy of my report on the state of the Banca Mines. 

Your Excellency having desired that during 

my stay at Banca, I should examine into and report upon 

the state of the mining districts, and that I should sug

gest any mode by which the illicit intercourse carried 

on along its shores might be arrested, and at the same 

time point out the best means of improving the condition 

of the miners; I have now the honor to submit my 

report thereon, after having carefully inspected most of 

the mining districts, particularly those on the banks of 

the songi Jebouse, in company with the Toonka Maho-
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med, from whom I learnt the system heretofore pursued 

by all the former Sultans of Palembang" towards the 

Kongsies. And it is worthy of remark, that so well 

were all parties satisfied, that during a series of years no 

disturbance occurred to check the progress of the mines, 

which were so immeasurably productive beyond what 

they have ever been in our hands. 

The plan which, with all due deference, I 

should propose for the consideration of the government, 

is, firstly, to reinstate the Kongsies under the same 

regulations as heretofore and during the administration 

of Major Mears; and that the price of eight or even ten 

dollars per picul should be given them ; at the same 

time the miners should be made clearly to understand, 

that six dollars is the price which government intend 

they should receive from the Kongsies. The current 

price of all sorts of merchandise in the government-

stores should be promulgated throughout the island, 

and I firmly believe that it would still ensure greater 

supplies of tin, if government were to issue such articles 

at cost price, after the charges of freight &c. were 

covered. 

The Kongsies should receive advances either 

in specie or in goods, and be made to issue the same to 

the miners, so that the only profit they might be allowed 
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to make should be upon the difference in price, between 

that given by government to the Kongsies, and what 

they now give to the miners ;—the Kongsies being at a 

very considerable expense in keeping the furnaces in 

repair, in furnishing all the working tools, in keeping 

watchmen and native writers, &c.y which, from what 

came under my observation while I was at Jabouse, can

not, I imagine, be very trifling. Ten dollars to them 

and seven to the miners, appears to me to be still more 

advisable. 

This mode, in my opinion, not only tends to 

render the island advantageous, but ofî ers the most 

powerful check to the smugglers. The plan pursued by 

the late Sultan of Palembang for regulating the working 

of these mines, is, I believe, very well known • and it 

only remains to adopt such salutary measures as may 

ensure to government those benefits which the island 

really does possess, and which have been for centuries a 

source of wealth to the Princes of Palembang. It is 

very true that smuggling and illicit trade were carried on 

even in those days, and that constantly by English 

traders. I am very credibly informed, that from 35,000 

to 45,000 piculs were received yearly into the Sultan's 

warehouses ; whereas, from our first taking possession of 

Banca, government have never, I believe, procured more 
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than 15,000 piculs. During the reig'n of the former 

Sultan of Palembang', the price of rice and other articles 

to the miners never varied; they were furnished by the 

Kong'sies with eig'ht gontong-s or (108 lbs.) of rice per 

dollar, by which a miner was enabled to support his 

family in ease and comfort. At present, I am informed, 

they receive from g-overnment six dollars per picul (136 

lbs.) of tin; they g-ive to g-overnment three dollars per 

picul of rice; and a Chinese labourer, as is well known, 

will consume that quantity in a month :—if it happens 

that he has a family to support, the whole of what he 

gets for his tin g-oes for his rice. 

It is only duinng the rainy season that the 

miners work; the remainder of the season is spent in 

smelting, during which period they become entirely de

pendent on the Kongsies; and amongst other marks of 

indulgence shown them by that Prince, whenever a new 

mine was discovered, the Kongsies were authorised to 

advance to each miner in Ms district ten dollars: should 

the mine prove productive, they repaid the Sultan in 

t in; if otherwise, no demand was made against them; 

but no indulgences of this nature are granted them by 

us, so that I cannot thinly it to be a matter of much sur

prise, that they should form agreements with the smug-

glers, when they can from them get ten and even twelve 
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dollars per picul, for the oar alone. That much discon

tent prevails amongst them cannot be doubted; and the 

surest means of securing to government the produce of 

each district, is, in my opinion, to restore to them their 

former indulgences. 

This appears to me to be the best mode of 

stopping all dealings with the smugglers. The native 

agents of the mercantile houses at Penang, who reside 

at Rhio, are the patrons of this illicit traffic, and will 

freely pay from 10 to 12 dollars per picul for the ore, 

besides the cost of smelting it, either at Rhio or Sinke-

pe; and the boats which they employ in this traffic, are 

especially constructed for it, being long and narrow, 

and of easy draft of water, which enables them to enter 

and lay concealed within the little mountain streams, in 

whose proximity, on the north eastern side of the island 

our principal mines are situate. These pookets (as they 

are called) are generally the property of some thirty or 

more Chinese, of great muscular power, who row them 

at an astonishing speed—almost impossible in smooth 

water to intercept. The miners therefore are those 

whom we should encourage and endeavour to satisfy; 

and until such a remuneration is awarded them as will 

lessen the temptations of the Penang trader, no effectual 

check will be put to this enormous evil. The late resi-
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dent, Major Mears, while he lived, tried various expe

riments : but found none so efficacious as a near approxi

mation to the system pursued by the former possessors. 

The oppression said to have been exercised 

by the Kongsies towards the miners, as far as I have 

been able to learn, is not nor ever will be substantiated. 

Admitting", however, this objection to the present propo

sal to be a serious one I presume, on the other hand, to 

observe, that while the Resident is on the spot, and with 

the assistance of one or two inspectors (who should be 

men of some respectability and trust, directed to observe 

the conduct of the miners, as well as that of the Kong-

sies, and communicating to the Resident any unfair 

proceedings on either side,) nothing like oppression 

could exist. Further information might doubtlessly be 

obtained, if conciliatory measures were used towards the 

better sort of the native inhabitants, who are, I should 

think, most competent, from long experience, to speak 

with certainty on a subject of this nature. 

I am, 

Sir, 

Your most obedient Servant, 

D. MACDONALD 

Batavia, 

Sept. 28, 1813. 
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[No. 1.] To the Sultan of Sambas. 

(After Compliments.) 

Information having; reached the Lieut. Gov

ernor that the Pangeran Annom, sincerely repenting of 

his past conduct, and desirous of leading a more correct 

life hereafter, is anxious to throw himself on the protec

tion and on the liberality of Government, in the hope 

that if he can prove his repentance sincere, a pardon may 

be extended to him. The Lieut. Governor has thoug-ht 

it proper to send a ship to Sambas, in order to ascertain 

the correctness of this information, and to afford the 

Pang-eran the means of more clearly demonstrating* his 

intentions. The Commander of the vessel; Captain 

Macdonald—has instructions to receive from the Pange-

ran sach pledge as may be sufficient to prove his profes

sions sincere, and to grant him such a passport as will 

ensure him from molestation, should he be desirous of 

proceeding' to Batavia. 

The Lieut. Governor, at the same time, 

holds your Highness responsible that the Pangeran does 

not reside in Sambas, or under your jurisdiction, without 

a certificate from Captain Macdonald, and for all pirati

cal and irreg-ular conduct, which may at any time take 

place, by persons resorting* within the same. 

In ])voof of the desire of Government to ex-
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tend its liberality wherever due respect is evinced, the 

blockade of Sambas is discontinued; and in return, it is 

expected that the Port of Sambas will now obtain a cha

racter for honorable and fair trade. 

Translated, August 4th, 1814, 

(Signed.) T. MC QUOID, 
Acting Malay Translator, 

[Examined, Chas. M. Mc Intyre.] 

Copy of a letter from R. Anderson, Esq. 

As I am desirous to have you turn out a 

smart diligent and careful officer, I have drawn up a few 

hints for your inspection and attention, perhaps you may 

one day thank me, and perhaps not ; but you may readily 

imagine that I have no view except your own good. 

In the first place be particularly attentive and 

obedient to your Commander and officers, learn your duty 

and recollect that the character of a seaman and that of a 

gentleman are by no means inconsistent, acquire the 

native languages both Moors, and Portuguese if possible, 

you may find them of infinite use hereafter. 

Keep a regular clean and well spelt journal 

and pay great attention to your spelling, or no one will 

suppose you have received the education of a gentleman ; 
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never be ashamed to consult a dictionary when at a 

loss. 

Be careful not to form intimacies with any of 

the warrant officers or fore-mast-men, they will not like you 

the better for making free 5 be mild with all your people 

and be cautious how you order a seaman to execute any 

duty you cannot perform yourself • take every opportu

nity when any thing may be doing about the rigging 

to see it done. 

It is very conducive to health, especially so in 

a warm climate, to keep yourself very clean; I therefore 

recommend to you to acquire the habit of washing your 

whole body once every day at least ; this may be a 

little trouble at first, but it will soon become a real 

luxury, and besides nothing is so bad as being dirty 

and slovenly in person and dress. 

Acquire for your own sake a habit of econo

my, remember you are now to maintain yourself like an 

officer upon small pay, many young gentlemen are in this 

respect like yourself, and if you can get through on 

the pay of a volunteer you will be a rich man when 

a Lieutenant. 

Above and before all things for heavens sake 

be sober: if you once acquire a wish for drinking you 

will never more be useful or worth any thing in the world. 

Adopt a determination not to drink or smoke 
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and never mind what people say on the occasion—bad 

habits are easily acquired, not so easily shaken off—at 

your age, you ought never to drink more than three 

glasses of wine at one sitting. 

I would advise you to keep this letter and 

look at it now and then. 

I remain, with sincere wishes for your pros

perity, 

Dear David, 

your most truly 

R. ANDERSON. 

August 19th, 1800. 













Account of the different kinds of Gold in Palembang, together with the weights used in buying and 

selling it. 

Name. 

Mas Leemon 

„ Teeko. 

Ditto . . . 

Comoreeng 

Ditto . . . 

Mas Jambie 

Siak . 

Acheen 

„ Pahan 

Mas Selako 

,, Laro . 

Description. 

too'a . 

mooda 

too'a . 

mooda 

too'a . 

too'a . 

too'a . 

too'a . 

too'a . 

mooda 

too'a . 

Country. 

Palembang' 

ditto. 

ditto. 

ditto. 

ditto. 

Sumatra 

ditto . 

ditto. 

Malacca 

Sambas 

ditto . 

Value per tale of 2¼ dollars 
weight. 

Spanish dollars. 

Remarks . 

These as well as Mas 
Leemon, are got all 
from nearly the same 
place, and are of the 
same quality. 

The weights in general use at Palembang, in the sale and purchase of gold, are as follows : 
1 tale=2¼ dollars weight. 1 cattee=10 tales or 22½ dollars wt. 1 picul=100 cattees or 1000 tales or 2250 dollars weight-

* Mas, Malayan for gold—Leemon the place where found. Too'a, old, % Mooda, new. 


